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Preface 
   

In his gospel, John writes so that the reader may believe in Jesus; his 
intention is evangelistic. In his epistles, John writes so that the reader may be sure 
of their standing in the sight of God; his intention is pastoral. John writes to sure-
up our assurance. Assurance is certainly a gnawing problem faced by all 
believers. How can I be sure of my salvation?  

I well remember, back in the 1970's when the Charismatic movement was 
getting up a head of steam, how many believers felt their faith threatened by the 
revival that was spreading through the mainline Christian denominations. Not 
everyone felt comfortable getting into the swing of things, nor did everyone speak 
in tongues. Many believers found themselves on the outside looking in, 
wondering whether their faith was genuine, particularly when they saw loved 
members of their fellowship leaving and joining the newly formed Charismatic 
community churches.  

It is to the doubters that John addresses his letter. John makes a very simple 
argument, although the way he makes it is anything but simple. In fact, Rudolf 
Schnackenburg, in his commentary, is somewhat critical of John's literary 
prowess, and Bultmann even more so; he describes the letter as "something like 
the discussion in a theological seminar" - all over the place! That's a bit harsh; a 
tryptic-spiral may be a better description, where John repeatedly arrives at the 
same conclusion.  

So yes, John's bag is profoundly simple. To those who wonder whether they 
walk in the life-giving light of God's love, John poses a simple test. If you have 
put your faith in Jesus for salvation, see that faith produce in your life the fruit of 
love, and at the same time are driven to seek God's forgiveness for your many 
loveless moments, then you are indeed a child of the light.  

 
It is my hope that these notes aid your task of knowing the mind of Christ.  

   
 

Bryan Findlayson, 2021.  

   
*  
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Notes 
   

Commentary Intention: This exegetical commentary aims to provide 
a foundation for expository preaching, assisting fellow pastors with rusty 
Greek to come to grips with the text. The Greek level is college years 2/3, 
with a focus on syntax to aid an understanding of the text - accents are only 
used where necessary. Highly technical issues are avoided, with the 
exposition primarily guided by the expressed views of respected published 
commentators. Where possible, the commentary is structured to conform 
with the readings of the Revised Common Lectionary.  

Format: RCL study units - synopsis, context, structure, interpretation, 
homiletical suggestion and exegesis: the Greek word or phrase; a limited 
parsing; the English text (NIV and/or NIV11); a literal English translation 
(TNGEI, Accordance, Louw & Nida); syntax where necessary; comment, 
often with a published translation.  

Copyright: No copyright provision covers this commentary, nor is 
citing expected. Where citing is required for academic purposes; 
Findlayson, The Epistles of John; A Commentary on the Greek Text, 2021.  

Abbreviations: See separate PDF download.  
Print: Format; American letter. For mono laser "render colour black."  
Greek: Nestle-Aland / UBS 4 Greek New Testament.  
Greek Glossary; see separate PDF download.  
Inclusive language: Numerous older translations and paraphrases are 

used throughout the studies to enhance the meaning of the text. Latitude is 
given to sexist language, although alterations are sometimes made to the 
original text.  

Primary English Text Bible: The New International Version, NIV, 
1985, and / or NIV11, 2011, copyright by International Bible Societies and 
published by The Zondervan Corporation. All rights reserved worldwide. 
The full text is not provided under copyright requirements and it is 
recommended that a copy of the NIV be at hand when consulting these 
notes.  

Author: Findlayson, Bryan. Anglican Diocese of Sydney, Australia. b 
1942. MTC. ThL 1970, MC Dip (Hons) 1971; P 1972 by Abp Syd; C 
Narrabeen 1971; C Cronulla 1972-1975; C Engadine. 1975-1978; CIC 
Helensburgh 1978-89; Sabbatical 1989-1990; R Cronulla 1990-1999; 
Retired.  

Dedication: To my children, Marelle, Paul and Justyne.  
Typos: Forgive me! I keep finding clangers.  
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Commentaries on the Epistles of John 
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The above is a selection of some of the English Bible Commentaries on the 
epistles of John  
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Analysis 
   
1 John  

Prologue  
Thesis - God is light, 1:1-5 

Argument Proper  
God is life-giving light, let us walk in the light of his love  

i] Sin is a constant in the Christian life, 1:6-10 
ii] Christ our advocate, 2:1-6 
iii] Love the brethren, 2:7-14 
iv] Love not the world, 2:15-17 
v] Warnings against being deceived, 2:18-29  

   
vi] The family of God, 3:1-6 
vii] Sin is of the Evil One, 3:7-10 
viii] Living the good news, 3:11-24 
ix] The test of the incarnation, 4:1-6  

   
x] The true nature of love, 4:7-12 
xi] Assurance, 4:13-21 
xii] Begotten of God, 5:1-4a 
xiii] True faith confirmed, 5:4b-12  

Conclusion  
Christian certainties,5:13-21  

   
2 John  

Salutation, commendation, exhortation and warning, 1:1-13. 
   
3 John  

Salutation, commendation and exhortation, 1:1-15  
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Introduction 
   

The first epistle of John very much reflects the language and ideas of John's 
gospel, although with far less intensity. It is actually hard to describe it as a letter, 
since there are no greetings or personal names. Still, it is likely that it was written 
as a letter, although more in the terms of a circular letter to a number of small 
Christian churches, congregations that the author has known and been responsible 
for over many years. The author writes to encourage his readers to adhere "to 
traditional truths of the Christian community in the face of the threat posed by 
the secessionists' doctrine and ethics", Kruse, and to strive to live godly lives, 
building fellowship in the Christian community through mutual love.  

The second and third epistles of John reflect the language and ideas of his 
first epistle. They come from the hand of "the elder", one addressed to "the lady 
chosen by God", and the other to Guaius. In his second epistle, like the first, John 
writes to encourage his readers. In the third epistle John writes to thank Guaius 
for welcoming his delegates and to denounce the actions of the church leader 
Diotrephes for baring John's delegates and expelling those who dared question 
him.  
   
Structure  

John's first epistle seems to defy structural analysis. In fact, Bultmann argues 
that the discourse has no structure whatever. For this reason, the thematic division 
of the discourse by Wahlde has much to commend it. His bite-size thematic units 
fit well with what presents as a rambling discourse.  
   

None-the-less, structure is evident and the following arrangements are worth 
considering:  

There is support for the suggestion that John uses a spiral argument. 
In three blocks he develops his thesis that "God is light", examining how 
this reality impacts on Christian living - 1:6-2:29, 3:1-4:6, 4:7-5:12. In each 
of the three spiral arguments, John focuses on the topics of purity, love and 
faith.  
   

There is some indication that the frame is rhetorical in form such that 
we have an opening exordium, amounting to an introduction / preface, 1:1-
4, a partitio, thesis / central proposition / summary proof, v5, a probatio, 
where the author argues his case in a series of proofs, and a peroratio, a 
conclusion, 5:13-21.  
   

In JSNT, 35, 51, Duane Watson argues that the letter does possess 
some of the elements of deliberative rhetoric, sometimes encouraging, 
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sometimes persuading, either toward a positive or negative outcome. Yet, 
he thinks that the letter tends more toward epideictic rhetoric. Epideictic 
rhetoric seeks to reaffirm values which are already accepted.  
   

Although not the structure adopted in these notes, it is worth 
considering the rhetorical "proofs" structure proposed by Colin Kruse: 

1:5/6-2:2. Claims to know God tested by attitudes to sin; 
2:3-11. Claims to know God tested by obedience; 
2:12-14. Encouragement for believers of different levels of  
    maturity; 
2:15-17. Warnings against loving the world; 
2:18-27. Warnings against being deceived by the secessionists; 
2:28-3:10. Distinguishing the children of God from the devil's  
    children; 
3:11-24. The gospel demand to love one another, and confidence in  
    prayer; 
4:1-6. Testing the spirits; 
4:7-5:4a. Claims to love God tested by love for fellow believers; 
5:4b-12. Accepting God's testimony and eternal life.  

   
Of the many suggested structures, Brown's is one of the more 

interesting. He proposes that the letter is designed to follow the structure 
of John's gospel. In fact, Brown suggests that the letter serves as a 
commentary on the gospel. So, he has a prologue, 1:1-4, two major parts, 
1:5-3:10 and 3:11-5:12, and an epilogue, 5:13-21.  
   

Authorship 
The language used in the first letter is very similar to the gospel of John and 

so it is not unreasonable to argue that whoever was the source of the material in 
John's gospel is the author of this letter. He may be, as Schnackenburg argues, 
not actually the apostle John, but a member of a Johannine School, possibly John 
of Ephesus, possibly even the very editor of John's gospel, the person who 
assembled John's teachings into a single book. Yet, the writer of this letter is 
adamant that he was an eyewitness of Jesus - he heard, he saw and he touched the 
incarnate Word of God. Early Christian tradition ascribes the letter to the apostle 
John, so Irenaeus AD 202.  

The language used in the second and third letters is very similar to the first 
epistle of John and so it is not unreasonable to argue that whoever wrote the first 
letter is the author of the second and third letters. Whereas the first epistle of John 
was widely accepted as canonical, both the second and third letters of John were 
not universally accepted. Some churches accepted the second letter, others the 
third. Many modern scholars have argued that second John is nothing more than 
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a rehash of first John. Linguistic similarities count against this argument and so 
common authorship of these three epistles is likely, namely "the Elder" John, and 
given that the writer claims to be an eye witness "in line with the majority view 
among Christian students during the past two thousand years (though out of step 
with today's majority), I think it highly probable that John the apostle wrote the 
Fourth Gospel and the three letters that traditionally bear his name", Carson.  
   
Recipients 

John's first letter is addressed to no specific church since it is most likely 
intended for a number of different congregations. These congregations seem to 
have been in fellowship with the author's congregation, such that either 
fellowship ties, or the status of the author himself, made it appropriate for him to 
minister to congregations beyond his own. The status of the author is indicated 
by the way he addresses his readers as teknia or paidia, "children", 2:1, 12, 18, 
28, 3:7, 18, 4:4, 5:21.  

When it comes to John's second and third letters, both letters look like private 
letters to an individual. Certainly, the third epistle is addressed to an individual, 
Gaius, but it is likely that the second letter is addressed to a church in the Elder's 
Asian diocese. The designated words eklekth/ kuria/, can be both proper names, 
Electa or Kyria, giving us something like "the lady Electa" or "the elect Kyria." 
Then we have v13 with a reference to her sister who is also Electa. Commentators 
today are inclined to the view that these references are personalised descriptors 
for two Christian congregations, "the elect lady" and her sister (church) "the 
elect", v13. Female personification of a community is certainly not uncommon, 
eg., The Daughters of Zion as a designation for Israel. So, second John is likely 
to be a pastoral letter to a Christian congregation, probably in Asia somewhere, 
along with her associate church, possibly a branch church nearby.  
   
Situation  

Most commentators agree that 1 John is a general epistle addressed to a loose 
association of congregations under John's pastoral oversight who are facing a test 
of faith. It is likely that these congregations are being seduced by a sectarian 
group that claims to possess a higher knowledge that strikes at the heart of the 
divine nature of Christ and his redemptive work. Clearly, doctrinal / ethical 
problems have developed in the churches addressed by this letter, so resulting in 
some members breaking fellowship, but continuing to influence those who 
remain. The particular issue prompted by the secessionists / opponents is unclear, 
but it seems to be related to law-obedience in the Christian life, 2:4, how that is 
related to the person and work of Christ, 4:1-3, and realised in faith and love, 
3:23.  
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The purpose of 1 John 

In 5:13 John tells his readers, in the clearest of terms, why he has written this 
letter to them. "I write these things to you who believe in the name of the Son of 
God so that you may know that you have eternal life." John writes that his readers 
may have assurance of their salvation. A believer's status is confirmed by the 
presence of love, truth, belief and right behaviour in their life. John works around 
these themes, links them together and examines them, often in cyclical fashion.  

John's purpose is not to confront the secessionists, but rather "to secure the 
boundaries of the community against further losses", Terry Griffith. Our author 
seeks to assure his readers that "they are the ones who know God, who have 
fellowship with him, and who have eternal life", Kruse. Having confirmed their 
standing as believers, John proceeds to encourage them to live out their Christian 
life in love, so building fellowship in their community.  
   
The purpose of 2 John 

Arguments abound as to the relationship between the first and second 
epistles of John. Some argue that the first epistle is a development of the second, 
but it seems more likely that the second is a summary-reminder of the first. The 
first epistle serves as a general pastoral letter to John's churches, warning them 
of a secessionist movement presently infiltrating the churches under his care. So, 
in his first epistle John addresses the problem. In his second epistle he doesn't go 
into the details of the problem, assuming that the recipients are aware of the first 
epistle. So, the second epistle is more like a personal follow-up on the first epistle, 
and unlike the first epistle, it is addressed to a particular church. In fact, the tone 
of 2 John seems to indicate that the problem hasn't as yet affected the church, 
although the danger is ever present, thus the stern warning in v10-11. The 
relationship between the two epistles is a bit like a politician who gives a major 
national address on an issue and then moves around local communities giving 
shorter follow-up speeches.  
   
The purpose of 3 John  

A church leader named Diotrephes has taken control of one of John's 
churches and has refused to receive delegates sent by John to the church, and has 
also driven out any members who have challenged him over this action. John has 
written to Diotrephes, but there is no guarantee that his letter will be acted on, so 
he writes to Guaius, a trusted friend and member of the church, or of a 
neighbouring church. John thanks Guaius for welcoming the delegates and seeks 
to expose Ddiotrephes' bullying and slander directed at John. John commends 
Demetrius to Gaius, possibly the bearer of the letter.  
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Date 

John the apostle was probably not the author of John's gospel, but it is very 
likely that John was the source of the material that was woven together to form 
the gospel. The final editorial product is usually dated to around AD 85-90 and 
so most commentators place the Elder's letters in the early 90's, either at the hand 
of the gospel's editor, or someone influenced by the gospel itself, so Smalley, 
Kruse, Bruce, Schnackenburg (turn of the century), contra Dodd who contends 
that the author of the letters is not the author of the gospel. Yet, there is much to 
commend the view that they come from the hand of John the apostle himself, and 
therefore likely written well before the appearance of his gospel, possibly in the 
60's + cf., Marshall.  
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1 John 
   
Commentary 
   
1:1-5 

Introduction 
Proposition: God is light 
Argument  

John opens his epistle with a preface concerning the logos, "the Word." For 
John, this life-giving Word was actualised in Jesus, and so, in order to build 
community with his fellow believers, he sets out to pass on all he has seen and 
heard. In verse 5, John identifies the defining truth that will guide all that he 
writes: God is like a radiant light who puts darkness to flight.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: Other than an introduction and conclusion, this circular letter / 
sermon presents as a rambling unbroken word of encouragement. The letter seeks 
to confirm the basis of belief for the Christian community (against an unidentified 
heretical intrusion), namely that God is light / life / love. John sets out to 
encourage the community to live out their faith / belief in godly lives, wrestling 
with sin, living in brotherly love and fellowship with one another.  

These notes do give a nod to Duane Watson (JSNT, 35, 51) who suggests 
that the letter is an example of deliberative rhetoric with 1:5 serving as the partitio 
/ thesis, or summary proof, "God is light", and 5:13-21 serving as a peroratio / 
conclusion. The probatio / argument-proper, covers the rest of the letter. There is 
some evidence that the argument-proper presents in three blocks which 
repeatedly work over the major themes. This spiral structure develops the 
proposition that "God is light / life", which reality is applied by living in love, 
purity and faith. The three major segments consist of 1:6-2:29 (3:9?), 3:1-4:6, 
4:7-5:13.  

Simple thematic structures may be found in the New Bible Commentary, 
IVP press, or David Jackman's commentary in the Bible Speaks Today series. 
Plummer and Alexander Ross opt for God is Light, 1:5-2:29, God is Love, 3:1-
5:12. Gordon H. Clark opts for a slightly more complex structure: Fellowship 
with the Father tested by righteousness, love and belief, 1:5-2:6; Our Sonship 
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tested by righteousness, love and belief, 2:29-4:6; Closer correlation of 
righteousness, love and belief, 4:7-5:21.  
   

ii] Background: In John's first epistle, he writes to associate congregations 
facing heretical influences promoted by secessionists / opponents. Defining the 
higher knowledge is fraught, given that John is focused on shoring up the faith of 
his readers, assuring them of their standing in Christ, rather than exposing the 
heresy they face.  

Wahlde argues that the heresy is perfectionism. The opponents have focused 
on the gift of the Spirit, of the present-day eschatological manifestation of the 
Spirit upon all who believe, a gift paralleled with Jesus' reception of the Spirit - 
ie., like him they are Sons of God. This gifting supersedes the need to address the 
received tradition since knowledge is inherent in the gifting; it supersedes the 
need to wrestle with the problem of sin and the need for applied ethics / love, 
since the gifting washes them clean of sin; it supersedes the need for church 
authority, or organisation / ritual since the gifting makes church polity 
unnecessary.  

Yet, a more likely scenario was proposed by Terry Griffith in his article A 
Non-Polemical Reading of 1 John, Tyndale Bulletin 49, 1998. He argues that the 
issue is simply a drift of some Jewish Christians back to Judaism, which situation 
the author seeks to address pastorally. This view seems to be on the right track, 
although not necessarily limited to Jewish Christians. What we have here is the 
old problem faced square on by the apostle Paul, the heresy of nomism, where 
full-standing in Christ, and thus the appropriation of God's promised blessings, is 
attained by a faithful attention to the law. For John, as with Paul, a person who 
believes in Christ already possesses the fullness of God's promised blessings. 
Nothing can be added to what a believer already possesses in Christ through faith. 
And as for the law, it is wholly encapsulated in the fruit of love, of brotherly love. 
What then is God's command? Is it to obey the law? No! "This is his command: 
to believe in the name of his Son, Jesus Christ, and to love one another as he 
commanded us", 1Jn.3:23.  

Of course, nomism, by its very nature, tends to promote perfectionism; "they 
devour widows' houses and for a show make lengthy prayers", Mk.12:40. 
Anyway, the issue is that the secessionists are drawing members from John's 
congregations by their way of thinking, and John, an aged pastor, is trying to 
warn those under his charge of the heresy, assuring the members of his churches 
that they are indeed already fully Christian, 1Jn.5:13.  
   

iii] Structure: The prologue for John's first letter:  
Preface, v1-4; 

John's authority as an eyewitness, v1-3; 
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The purpose of his letter / sermon, v4; 
Proposition, v5;  

The character of God.  
   

iv] Interpretation:  
John's core argument: John makes a simple point in this letter: faith in 

Christ produces eternal life and this life, now evident in us, produces love 
- a holiness of life. Lenski identifies 1:1-4 as the core of the letter, but it is 
more likely v5, "God is light", exegeted in 4:8 as "God is love." Using the 
imagery of the Old Testament, John focuses on the character of God, his 
holiness, moral excellence, purity; he is like a radiant light who puts 
darkness / evil to flight. As Yarbrough notes, it is "clear that the community 
John addresses is beset by darkness of a doctrinal, ethical, or relational 
nature, or some combination of the three. .... Doctrinal error calls for 
corrective teaching, .... Ethical negligence calls for fresh imperatives, .... 
Relational breakdown calls for reinvigorated love for God and persons." 
Standing over these needs, and with the power to correct them, is a God 
who radiates the light of pure love. God is "by his very nature" (Akin) 
"light", pure efficacious love, which light is evident in Christ - "put your 
trust in the light while you have it, so that you may become sons of light", 
Jn.12:36.  
   

v] Homiletics: The light shines in the darkness  
C.S. Lewis once described God as the "Transcendental Interferer." Our 

passage for study tells us something about our relationship with the 
Transcendental Interferer.  

First: The Transcendental Interferer is the source of the life-giving 
Word, the Word that brings eternal life. Of course, this Word is not just 
words, but the person Jesus, v1-2.  

Second: The relationship we experience with the Transcendental 
Interferer is not that of a citizen subject to a monarch, but of friends in 
fellowship together, v3.  

Third: The Transcendental Interferer's person is best described as light 
- his is "light", a radiance of moral perfection v5.  

So then, let us heed God's life-giving Word.  
   

Text - 1:1 
The prologue of John's first letter, v1-5: i] Preface: John first establishes the 

intent of his letter, v1-4. This letter concerns the life-giving Word - a Word which 
is life. From the very beginning the Word of life is revealed to humanity (logos 
= Jesus = the gospel). Jesus' disciples heard it, saw it with their very eyes, fixed 
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their gaze upon it and even touched it. Having seen and heard they proclaimed, 
v3. Howard notes that the main verb apaggellomen, "we proclaim", appears late 
in the sentence because John wants to emphasise the Word / gospel itself, rather 
than the act of proclaiming it.  

ap (apo) + gen. "from" - [we proclaim to you WHAT WAS] FROM. Expressing 
source / origin / temporal.  

archV (h) gen. "beginning" - the BEGINNING, FIRST. What beginning has 
John got in mind here? There are numerous possibilities. It is often understood 
that John is making the point that the logos, "Word", pre-existed the incarnation, 
even the creation. Yet, it seems more likely that John is speaking about the 
beginning of the revelation of the logos in the ministry of Jesus. John and his 
fellow apostles were there at the beginning of Jesus' ministry; they heard, saw 
and touched.  

akhkoamen (akouw) perf. "we have heard" - [WHICH] WE HAVE HEARD. 
The perfect tense expresses an action in the past which has ongoing 
consequences. "What we have heard with our ears", Moffatt.  

eJwrakamen (oJraw) perf. "seen" - [WHICH] WE HAVE SEEN, PERCEIVED. 
"Saw with our own eyes", Barclay.  

toiV ofqalmoiV (oV) dat. "with [our] eyes" - IN = WITH THE EYES [OF US]. 
The dative is instrumental, expressing means.  

eqeasameqa (qeaomai) aor. "we have looked at" - WE BEHOLD, LOOKED AT. 
"Something we had opportunity to observe closely", Phillips.  

eyhlafhsan (yhlafaw) "touched" - [AND THE HAND OF US] TOUCHED, 
FELT AFTER, GROPED AFTER. John is emphasising the physical nature of the 
Word's incarnation. Jesus was not an apparition. "Touched with our own hands", 
Barclay.  

peri + gen. "this we proclaim concerning" - CONCERNING. Expressing 
reference / respect; "about, concerning, with respect to." The logos is obviously 
that which was from the beginning, which, after Christ's incarnation, John and 
company had seen and touched ... John sets out to communicate "about, 
concerning" the logos, the Word. The NIV "this we proclaim" serves to bring 
forward the main verb apaggellomen, "we proclaim", v3. Berkeley actually 
heads this verse with the verb, "We announce to you the Word of Life", so also 
Barclay, "Our theme is the Word which is life." This sentence arrangement is to 
be preferred. So, the prepositional phrase serves to specify the subject matter, that 
which "we have seen ..."; "The life-giving Word is our subject", Cassirer.  

tou logou (oV) gen. "the Word" - THE WORD. The logos, the Word made 
flesh = Christ = the gospel. Harris argues that the logos is never personified and 
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when used elsewhere in this letter it is not identified with Jesus. His argument is 
overly restrictive.  

thV zwhV (h) gen. "of life" - OF LIFE. The genitive is adjectival, possibly 
attributive, limiting "Word"; "life-giving Word". possibly appositional, "the 
Word which is life", Barclay = "the divine life which is Christ", Zerwick. Those 
opposed to an attributive use opt for verbal, objective. The word "life" is used in 
John of that which is "pre-eminently life, life par excellence", Zerwick. It is the 
life-force of God himself, and is "eternal", cf., v2, as compared to human life 
which is ephemeral. It is this life which John and his companions have found in 
the logos / Jesus, have assimilated to themselves, and bear witness to that all may 
share in eternal life. "Eternal life is the primary object of the Johannine promise 
to believers in both the Gospel and the Letters of John", Wahlde.  
   
v2 

In a parenthetical statement John explains that the logos, the Word of life / 
life-giving Word / Word which is life, is not just words, it is not an it, but 
personal, embodied in Jesus, one who is in a relationship with the Father.  

kai "-" - AND. Quite possibly epexegetic here, introducing a parenthesis, cf., 
AV, NRSV, etc. John now explains what was implied in v1, namely, that "the life 
appeared ......"  

hJ zwh "the life" - Nominative subject of the verb "to appear." "Life" as in 
"life force", "vitality", that quality of the divine as above.  

efanrwqh (fanerow) aor. pas. "appeared" - WAS MADE CLEAR, MADE 
VISIBLE, MANIFESTED, REVEALED.  

marturoumen (marturew) pres. "testify" - [AND WE HAVE SEEN AND] WE 
BEAR WITNESS, WE GIVE TESTIMONY. The word has a legal background. The 
change in tense to the present indicates the ongoing consequences of "we have 
seen", perfect tense. "We saw it and are giving our testimony", NJB.  

apaggellomen (apaggellw) pres. "we proclaim" - [AND] WE ANNOUNCE, 
PREACH, PROCLAIM, REPORT. Used of the apostolic preaching, or better, the 
communication of the gospel, which witness is preserved for us in the New 
Testament.  

uJmin dat. pro. "to you" - Dative of indirect object.  
aiwnion adj. "eternal" - [THE LIFE] ETERNAL. It is likely that this "eternal 

life", "life which is eternal", is the logos, the Word, the incarnate Christ, Jesus, 
the gospel. He is the one who exists with God, has appeared to John and company, 
and of whom they testify.  

proV + acc. "with" - [WHICH WAS] TOWARD [THE FATHER]. Here expressing 
association, as NIV. The "life / eternal life", which was with the Father, alludes 
to the prologue of John's gospel. 1:1, 18.  
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hJmin dat. pro. "to us" - [AND WAS MANIFESTED] TO US. Dative of indirect 
object.  
   
v3 

John now announces the purpose of his letter, namely, to share the Word of 
Life with his readers so that they may enter more fully into fellowship with him.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[we proclaim] to you" - [WHAT WE HAVE SEEN AND WE HAVE 
HEARD] WE PROCLAIM AND = ALSO] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object; "we make 
known to you what we have seen and heard."  

iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT. Serving to introduce a final clause expressing 
purpose.  

kai uJmeiV "you" - YOU [AND = ALSO]. This construction is emphatic.  
exchte (ecw) pres. subj. "may have" - The present tense is durative; "The 

author's purpose is to ensure that his readers persist in the fellowship they have 
with him", Kruse.  

koinwnia "fellowship" - PARTNERSHIP, SHARING IN, FELLOWSHIP. The 
accusative object of the verb "to have." The meaning here carries the sense of 
close intimate sharing / partnership both with the Father through Christ, and by 
extension, an intimate sharing / partnership with other believers. "The 
harmonious association of those who believe as the author believes", Wahlde.  

meq (meta) + gen. "with [us]" - Expressing association.  
hJ hJmetera adj. "our [fellowship]" - [BUT/AND AND = INDEED] OUR 

[FELLOWSHIP]. The adjective is used interchangeably with the preposition hJmwn.  
meta + gen. "is with" - IS WITH [THE FATHER]. Expressing association. It is 

interesting how John makes a point of having fellowship with the Father and the 
Son. It is likely that this statement reflects the distinction the sectarians are 
drawing between the Father and the Son.  

autou gen. pro. "his [Son]" - [AND WITH THE SON] OF HIM. The genitive is 
adjectival, relational.  

Ihsou Cristou (oV) gen. "Jesus Christ" - Standing in apposition to "Son".  
   
v4 

John expects that this letter will bring him great joy. Presumably because his 
restatement of gospel-truth concerning the logos, the Word of Life, will restore 
fellowship in his church/es.  

grafomen (grafw) pres. "We write" - [AND THESE THINGS] WE WRITE [WE]. 
John is possibly using the royal / epistolary plural, or "we apostles", even 
possibly "we Jews". Kruse argues that John's use of the present tense here 
indicates he is in the process of writing at this moment. Later he will use the aorist 
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tense to express that the letter is a complete composition. Note the emphatic use 
of the personal pronoun uJmeiV, "we".  

tauta "this" - THESE THINGS. Direct object of the verb "to write." Most 
likely the contents of the letter, but possibly the gospel.  

iJna + subj. "to [make]" - IN ORDER THAT. Expressing purpose, in order that; 
"that our joy may be complete", Moffatt.  

hJmwn "our" - [THE JOY] OF US. There is some manuscript evidence for "your" 
and this would certainly fit with the context.  

hJ cara (a) "joy" - Nominative subject of the paraphrastic construction "may 
be made full." A sense of warm assurance in the love of God rather than a bubbly 
emotion.  

h\/ peplhrwmenh (plhrow) perf. pas. part. "complete" - MAY BE MADE FULL, 
FILLED UP, GIVEN FULLNESS, COMPLETENESS. The present tense of the verb to-
be (subjunctive for the hina clause) with the perfect participle forms a 
periphrastic perfect construction, probably serving to accentuate the 
completeness. Either middle or passive. "Full" is probably the best meaning; "a 
joy that is full and overflowing."  
   
v5 

ii] Proposition, v5:  
   

          God is light, the revelation of divine love.  
   

John's words of encouragement to his readers are guided by the character of 
God, by his holiness, moral excellence, purity; he is like a radiant light who puts 
darkness to flight.  

auth adj. "this [is]" - THIS. Predicate nominative pointing forward, not back, 
ie., referring to what follows.  

hJ aggelia (a) "the message" - THE MESSAGE, REPORT. Nominative subject 
of the verb "to hear." The word is used only twice in the NT, both in this letter. 
There is probably nothing special in its use = kerugma, "apostolic tradition", 
euaggellion, "important message / report" = the gospel.  

ap (apo) + gen. "from" - [WE HAVE HEARD] FROM. Expressing source / 
origin.  

autou gen. pro. "him" - HIM. Obviously Jesus. As Christ's apostles, John and 
his companions received divine revelation directly from Jesus and, under his 
direction, pass that "message" on to those who have not had the privilege of direct 
revelation.  

uJmin dat. pro. "to you" - [AND PROCLAIM] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of indirect 

speech expressing what is proclaimed, namely that God is light, although it may 
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also stand in for iJna + subj. and introduce an epexegetic clause specifying the 
content of auth, "this"; "this is the message ...., namely that ...."  

fwV "light" - [GOD IS] LIGHT. Predicate nominative. As above, light is 
revelation, a light evident in Christ, life-changing, life-giving. "God is light and 
doesn't have any darkness in him", CEV.  

en + dat. "in" - [AND] IN [HIM]. Local, expressing space / metaphorical; "in his 
being."  

oudemia adj. "at all" - [THERE IS NOT] NOTHING. Often used as a substantive, 
but it is generally agreed that the use here is adjectival, limiting "darkness", as 
NIV, "none whatsoever", "none at all." Note the double negative effect with ou, 
"not." Whatever the darkness, ethical, theological, relational, within the being of 
God it is dispelled by his radiance.  

skotia (a) "darkness" - Predicate nominative. God is pure and holy and so 
there is no darkness / untruth in Him.  
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1:6-10 

Argument Proper 
i] Walking in the light 
Argument  

In response to his proposition that God is a life-giving light, the revelation 
of divine love, v5, John now proceeds to present his arguments in support of the 
proposition: In his first argument he sets out to establish that sin is a constant in 
the Christian life. He makes two points: First, to walk in the light it is necessary 
to be cleansed from sin; Second, to walk in the light it is necessary to personally 
face the reality of sin.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:1-5. i] Context: See 1:1-5. If we follow the argument of 
Duane Watson, we now come to the probatio (the central argument) of this first-
century example of epideictic rhetoric (rhetoric that seeks to reaffirm values 
which are already accepted). So, John now expands on his thesis, the partitio:  

    God is life-giving light, let us walk in the light of his love  
John's argument presents as follows:  

Sin is a constant in the Christian life, 1:6-10 
Christ our advocate, 2:1-6 
Love the brethren, 2:7-14 
Love not the world, 2:15-17 
Warnings against being deceived, 2:18-29  

   
The family of God, 3:1-6 
Sin is of the Evil One, 3:7-10 
Living the good news, 3:11-24 
The test of the incarnation, 4:1-6  

   
The true nature of love, 4:7-12 
Assurance, 4:13-21 
Begotten of God, 5:1-4a 
True faith confirmed, 5:4b-12  

   
ii] Background: See 1:1-5.  

   
iii] Structure: Sin is a constant in the Christian life:  

God is life-giving light, let us walk in the light of his love 
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Argument #1, v6-10:  
To walk in the light (live in fellowship with God and one another) 

it is necessary to be cleansed from sin by the blood of Christ, v6-7.  
Although sin will constantly blot our Christian walk, we are 

assured that confession gains forgiveness and thus, our continued 
fellowship with God, v8-10.  
   

iv] Interpretation:  
John himself tells us why he has written this letter in 1:3, 4, and also 

2:1 and 5:13. His purpose seems to be to reveal to the members of his 
associated congregations that the secessionists' / opponents' claim to a 
special standing in the sight of God is false. It seems likely that the 
sectarians have little regard for sin, so John will go on to make the point 
that sin is a constant in the Christian life. As far as John is concerned. it is 
his readers, not the secessionists, who know God, have fellowship with 
him, and have eternal life. John wants to prevent his readers "from being 
deceived by secessionist teachings", Kruse.  

Note how John plays with the ideas of life and light. Jesus, the Word, 
is like a light shining in the darkness of the world, and that light, the 
knowledge of God, gives life to those who come to it. In the opening verses 
John says that he and the other apostles have seen, heard and touched and 
have therefore come to know and so have been enlivened, and now they 
proclaim what they have seen, heard and touched so that others may see 
the light and gain life.  
   

v] Homiletics: The Gospel  
Some years ago, someone kindly placed a gospel tract in my letterbox. 

It was an outreach by one of my local churches; not a come and join us, but 
a clear statement of the gospel. Yet, there was a problem; it was clear to 
me, but I'm not sure it was clear to any of my neighbours.  

First of all, it was full of quotations from the Authorised version of the 
Bible. I grew up with the old King James Bible, but for most Australians 
these days, its language is impenetrable. Second, the logic of its argument 
reflected John's argument in the passage before us:  

                  We may think we are reasonably good people, but sin is a real problem      
          for humanity, a problem that matter to God, it matters so much so that Jesus  
          shed his blood to cleanse us from sin. The good news is that if we confess  
          ours sins, God, who is faithful and just, will forgive our sins and cleanse  
          us from all unrighteousness.  

The logic of this argument is full of gospel truth, but the problem is, 
John is not writing to unbelievers, rather, he is reminding believers that sin 
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is a constant in the Christian life, so don't deny it, just confess it. Our God 
is a merciful God and he forgives. Stop trying to deny the undeniable, or 
defend the indefensible.  

So, how do we explain the gospel to a non-churchy? The possibilities 
are endless, but this is my favoured explanation of the gospel, although it’s 
one I find hard to tell:  
   

May I tell you a story?  
If I start crying, you'll have to 

forgive me, because I told this story to 
my son Paul a few days before he died. 
He had a brain tumour, and it was doing 
its thing. Here he is taking Wilma for a 
ride some ten years earlier – they were 
happy days back then. 

Anyway, back to the story. On the 
day they crucified Jesus all those years 
ago, there were two other blokes up for 
crucifixion as well. We're not quite sure 
what their crime was, but it's likely that 

they were terrorists - well, terrorists as far as the Roman authorities were 
concerned. The Jews would have called them freedom fighters. Anyway, 
they were crucified along with Jesus.  

One of them was understandably going off a bit and suggested that 
Jesus might like to use a bit of his miraculous power and get them all out 
of this pickle. Not an unreasonable suggestion when you think about it!  

The other bloke took a different line and made a really interesting 
request. He asked Jesus to remember him when Jesus finally got to his 
heavenly kingdom. Jesus' reply was really quite amazing; He said, "This 
evening you will be with me in paradise." Wow! I mean, how is that for a 
line!  

So, this is how I see it. If Jesus is willing to welcome a terrorist into 
heaven, he is obviously willing to welcome you if you ask him.  

Paul was no longer able to speak, but we hugged for the last time. I 
had no more words; it was all too painful. 
   

Text - 1:6 
Arguments in support of the proposition, # 1 - Sin is a constant in the 

Christian life: i] A believer walks in the light, v6-7. To live in fellowship with 
God and one another it is necessary to be cleansed from sin by the blood of Christ. 
"It is not possible to claim to be in fellowship with the Lord and at the same time 
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knowingly and defiantly live a life marked by unrighteousness as if sin doesn't 
matter", v6.  

ean "if" - Introducing a conditional clause, 3rd class, where the proposed 
condition has the possibility of coming true; "if, as may be the case, .... then ....." 
There are five conditional clauses through to v10. The negative clauses are best 
translated as representing false claims, as above.  

eipwmen (legw) aor. subj. "claim" - WE SAY. "If some among you say", TH.  
oJti "to" - THAT [WE HAVE FELLOWSHIP]. Introducing a dependent statement 

of indirect speech expressing what "we claim."  
met (meta) + gen. "with" - WITH [HIM]. Expressing association.  
kai "and yet" - and. Usually taken as adversative, as NIV.  
peripatwmen (peripatew) pres. subj. "walk" - WALK ABOUT. With reference 

to lifestyle; "conduct one's life", "live".  
en + dat. "in" - IN [THE DARKNESS]. Here adverbial, modal, expressing 

manner.  
yeudomeqa (yeudomai) pres. "we lie" - WE LIE. "We live a lie."  
ou poioumen (poiew) pres. "do not live by / do not live out" - [AND] ARE 

NOT DOING, MAKING, PRACTICING. By extension "practice." Here "not doing the 
truth." The context may give us a hint to the particular elements of God's 
sovereign will that John has in mind. Verse 7 refers to "fellowship with one 
another" and so the sin may be a defiant disregard for the needs of our brothers 
and sisters. There is also a hint in the claim for a right standing with God which 
ignores right behaviour. This possibly implies a reduction in the demands of the 
law. Therefore, the sin may be legalism, piety, where the law's demands are 
reduced so as to claim a state of obedience before God and thus access to his 
favour. "We do not put the truth into practice."  

thn alhqeian (a) acc. "the truth" - THE TRUTH. Possibly the truth of the 
gospel, but more likely God's standard of behaviour. Possibly better generalised 
in a positive statement; "our words and our lives are a lie", REB, cf. Barclay.  
   
v7 

In accord with a God who is light and the Son of God who gives light, those 
in the light experience joyous fellowship. For them, when sin raises its ugly head, 
Christ's sacrifice purifies.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the argument, here to a 
contrasting point.  

ean + subj. "if" - Introducing a conditional clause 3rd. class, as in v6.  
en + dat. "in" - [WE WALK] IN [THE LIGHT]. Again, the preposition is adverbial, 

modal, expressing the manner of the walk; "in conformity with the light." Brooke 
suggests that "walking in the light is the conscious and sustained endeavour to 
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live a life of conformity with the revelation of God who is light, especially as that 
revelation has been exhibited finally and completely in Jesus Christ. And this is 
the necessary condition of fellowship." Yet, the rather idiomatic statement to 
walk in the light is not necessarily imaging an ethical conformity, but more likely 
an authentic conformity lived in relationship with God through Christ. Ethics is 
part of it, but such a life is fired by faith, a moment-by-moment dependence on 
God's grace in Christ. Such a life deepens relationships and reinforces assurance 
of divine mercy.  

wJV "as" - AS [HE IS IN THE LIGHT]. Comparative.  
met (meta) + gen. "with" - [then WE HAVE FELLOWSHIP] WITH [ONE 

ANOTHER]. Expressing association. Fellowship with fellow believers is a 
consequence of having found authentic life in Christ.  

to aiJma (a) "the blood" - [AND] THE BLOOD. Nominative subject of the verb 
"to cleanse." The redemptive sacrifice of Jesus.  

Ihsou (ouV ou) gen. "of Jesus" - The genitive may be taken as adjectival, 
possessive, or verbal subjective, ie., Jesus' act of a redemptive sacrifice for sin.  

tou uiJou autou gen. "his Son" - THE SON OF HIM. Standing in apposition 
to "Jesus".  

kaqarizei (kaqarizw) pres. "cleanses" - PURIFIES [US FROM EVERY SIN]. 
The present tense indicates a continuous action. Again, a consequence of 
authentic life in Christ. In Christ the stain of sin is removed, not just forgiven; 
"keeps on purifying us from all sin."  
   
v8 

ii] To walk in the light it is necessary to face the reality of sin, v8-10. As 
already indicated, it is difficult to pinpoint the situation John is addressing - 
perfectionism / antinomianism, or legalism / nomism. The secessionists certainly 
have a particular view on sin, and whatever it is, John makes three points:  

•*Sin, in the sense of sinfulness / possessing the inclination to sin, is a 
reality for all people, including believers. To deny this fact is to deny the 
truth, v8.  

•*Sin requires forgiveness. It is essential to acknowledge the seriousness 
of sin (actual sinful deeds) and seek divine forgiveness, v9.  

•*Sin is sin. To deny the reality of sin in the Christian life is to deny the 
truth, v10. Note John's technique of linking the next step in his argument, 
here, sin and its forgiveness - he starts off in v8 where he ends up in v7.  

eav + subj. "if" - Introducing a 3rd. class conditional clause, as in v6.  
oJti "to" - [WE SAY] THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of indirect 

speech expressing might say.  
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ouk ecomen (ecw) pres. "[be] without [sin]" - WE DO NOT HAVE SIN. "If we 
refuse to acknowledge that we have an inclination toward sinfulness." Note the 
difference with v10 which uses the perfect tense, "we have not sinned" = "if we 
refuse to acknowledge that we have actually sinned."  

planwmen (planaw) pres. "we deceive" - then WE LEAD ASTRAY, DECEIVE, 
MISLEAD [OURSELVES]. Westcott claims the meaning of the word is "in all cases 
that of straying from the one way (James 5:19f) not of misconception in itself, 
but of misconduct." A meaning of "deceive" seems best; "we live in a world of 
illusion", Phillips.  

hJ alhqeia (a) "the truth" - [AND] THE TRUTH. "For John, ..... truth is found 
in the word of the Father turned to mankind, incarnate in Christ, illuminated 
through the action of the Spirit", De la Potterie.  

en + dat. "in" - [IS NOT] IN [US]. Probably expressing association, "with us", 
although the phrase itself is somewhat idiomatic; "we have rejected the truth", 
Culy, or more simply, "he is a liar", Kruse. "Truth being a stranger to us", 
Cassirer.  
   
v9 

The necessary acknowledgment of the reality of sins. "Not only do we have 
to admit the inclination to sin, but we also have to acknowledge the actuality of 
sins", Wahlde. For John, confession is but a recognition that we stand at the foot 
of the cross, by grace through faith, and not of works lest anyone should boast.  

ean + subj. "if" - Conditional clause, as in v6.  
oJmologwmen (oJmologew) pres. subj. "we confess" - WE CONFESS, ADMIT, 

ACKNOWLEDGE [THE SINS OF US]. To declare openly before God that we are in a 
state of rebellion against him, are in defiance of his will. John "portrays authentic 
Christian living as involving honest and ongoing acknowledgment of one's sins", 
Kruse. "If we freely admit that we have sinned", Phillips.  

pistoV adj. "faithful" - [then HE IS] RELIABLE, FAITHFUL [AND RIGHTEOUS]. 
Brown says that the word here refers to the faithfulness of God to keep his 
promises, namely, to forgive those who call on him for mercy.  

iJna + subj. "-" - THAT. Technically introducing a consecutive clause, 
expressing result; "he is faithful and just ..... and as a consequence, he will forgive 
us ....." Culy notes that from a semantic point of view iJna introduces a grounds-
conclusion construction, ie., "he is faithful and just" substantiates the claim of the 
hina clause = "if we confess our sins he will forgive us our sins and purify us 
from all unrighteousness because he is faithful and just." The consequence of 
God's reliability and his justice entails the keeping of his promise to forgive those 
who seek his mercy.  
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hJmin dat. pro. "us" - [HE MAY FORGIVE THE SINS] TO US. Dative of indirect 
object / interest, advantage.  

kaqarish/ (kaqarizw) aor. subj. "purify" - [AND] MAY CLEANSE [US]. Purify 
in the sense of remove the defilement of sin. This statement reminds us that a 
believer is not just forgiven, but is holy in the sight of God. A failure to recognise 
this fact traps a believer in the heresy of sanctification by obedience, namely, that 
we may be forgiven, but we must work at holiness / sanctification. As John makes 
clear in this passage, sinfulness resides within us (until the grave) and we will 
continue to sin / fall short of God's will, but in Christ it is as if we have never 
sinned; in God's sight we are perfect.  

apo + gen. "from" - FROM [ALL UNRIGHTEOUSNESS]. Expressing separation; 
"away from."  
   
v10 

To refuse to acknowledge that we have actually sinned, is to make God out 
to be a liar. His revealed word clearly states that sin is a constant and requires 
forgiveness. If we claim that we have not sinned then obviously we imply that 
God has been somewhat loose with the truth.  

ean "if" - IF [WE SAY]. Introducing the fifth and final 3rd. class conditional 
clause in this passage; see v6.  

oJti "-" - that. Introducing an object clause / dependant statement of indirect 
speech expressing what we may say.  

ouc hJmarthkamen (aJmartanw) perf. "we have not sinned" - Perfect 
indicating a past action with ongoing results. "If we claim that we have never 
actually done anything sinful and consequently are free from the resulting guilt", 
TH.  

yeusthn (hV ou) "a liar" - [then WE MAKE HIM] A LIAR. Serving as an 
accusative complement of the direct object auton, "him", and so asserting a fact 
about the object "him", namely, that he is a liar.  

autou gen. pro. "his" - [AND THE WORD] OF HIM. The genitive may be 
classified as adjectival, possessive, or ablative, source / origin, "from him."  

ouk estin en hJmin "has no place in our lives / is not in us" - IS NOT IN US. 
An idiomatic sense as with "the truth is not in us", v8. So, something like "we 
refuse to accept what he says", Culy. The truth of the gospel has not impacted on 
our lives. "We have no idea what his message means", Barclay.  
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2:1-6 

Argument Proper 
ii] Christ our advocate 
Argument  

John now sets out to argue that there is a relationship between a believer's 
moral behaviour and their standing in Christ. Against the heresy of perfectionism, 
John argues that the genuine believer is one who struggles with obedience.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:6-10.  
   

ii] Background: See 1:1-5.  
   

iii] Structure: Christ is our advocate:  
God is life-giving light, let us walk in the light of his love  

Argument #2, v1-6: 
Given God's character of light / love:  

Sin should be faced, v1a;  
When faced, Christ is both intercessor and expiator, v1b-2;  
The basis of assurance, v3-5;  
Ethical response - be what you are, v6.  

   
Given the repeated phrase "the one who says", v4, 6 and 9, some suggest that 

v3-11 be treated as a unified whole, eg. Lieu and Kruse. Kruse titles the passage, 
"claims to know God tested by obedience."  
   

iv] Interpretation:  
Against the secessionists / opponents, who seem to have little regard 

for sin, John has made the point that sin is a constant in the Christian life, 
and that forgiveness is God's constant in Christ, 1:6-10. He now restates 
the theological basis for forgiveness, namely the atoning work of Christ, 
v1-2. John then goes on to outline the test of obedience, 2:3-6. John makes 
the point that obedience is a constant in the Christian life and that it assures 
us of our fellowship with Christ.  
   

What does John mean by "obedience"? Yarbrough argues that since 
John is promoting the issue of Christian assurance to his readers, the test of 
obedience has, as its primary intention, Christian assurance. So, the 
"obedience" John speaks of is not the obedience of perfect behaviour, but 
the inward desire for, and the imperfect application of, a Christ-like life. 
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Put in a negative way, a believer is very aware of their sin and strives to 
overcome it. The test of obedience evidences this tendency and serves to 
assure a believer of their standing in Christ.  
   

The homiletic task: It is important to note that this passage has the 
potential to be read as if John is demanding of us nothing short of perfect 
obedience, such that our standing in Christ is left open to question and thus, 
our assurance undermined. The fact remains that our obedience will always 
be compromised, but the compromise can never be regarded lightly. For 
John, it is a believer's concern for personal righteousness that evidences 
their standing in Christ, not their perfect obedience. It is important that this 
fact is made clear when crafting a sermon on the passage.  
   

v] Homiletics: Obedience  
Few B grade movies have any decent 

lines, but in The Henderson Monster there 
was one worth committing to memory: "Our 
most noble motivations cannot tolerate 
close inspection." How true is that!  

Our reading today always causes 
heartfelt problems. The first two verses on 
forgiveness are certainly not a problem, but 
the idea that our abiding in Christ is 
somehow linked to our living as he lived, 
causes us no end of problems. If our most 
noble motivations cannot tolerate close 
inspection, let alone our deeds, how can we 
ever claim to abide in Jesus? Surely the 
evidence of our compromised behaviour 
denies any hope we may have of sharing 

eternity with Jesus?  
Sadly, we too easily miss the point that John is making in this passage. 

John is not saying that a person who doesn't always live like Jesus doesn't 
get to live with Jesus. John is not telling us that moral perfection is 
demanded of Jesus' disciples. His point is quite simple; a person who lives 
with Jesus tends to live like Jesus. Such a person strives to be like Jesus.  

A true believer is a person who struggles to obey God's word, falls flat 
on their face, picks themselves up, dusts themselves off, and gets into it 
again. It is this type of behaviour which evidences a person's standing in 
Christ. If we don't care less about our sins, then we might need to worry 
about our standing as a believer, but if we are concerned about our constant 
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failure to live up to the perfection evident in Christ's life, then this serves 
as an evidence of our standing in Christ.  

Let us remember that living with Jesus involves trying to live like 
Jesus. It's the "trying" that reminds us that we do live with Jesus.  
   

Text - 2:1a 
Arguments in support of the proposition, #2 - Christ is our advocate, v1-

6: i] John restates the purpose of his letter, v1a. 
mou gen. pro. "my" - [LITTLE CHILDREN] OF ME. The genitive is adjectival, 

relational.  
teknia (on) voc. "dear children" - LITTLE CHILDREN. An affectionate note.  
tauta "this" - THESE THINGS. Accusative direct object of the verb "to write." 

John's observations regarding our state of sin, namely, Christ's sacrifice on our 
behalf and the place of confession in forgiveness, 1:5-10, or possible the whole 
letter.  

uJmin dat. pro. "to you" - [I WRITE] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT [YOU DO NOT SIN]. Introducing a final clause 

expressing purpose. It is always possible to argue that the way of forgiveness is 
cheap grace, but John's purpose in outlining this way is not to promote sin, but 
"to keep you from committing any sin", Barclay.  
   
v1b 

ii] The grace of forgiveness comes through the atoning work of Christ, 1b-
2. John has just written about God's free forgiveness in Christ, but of course, in 
writing about free forgiveness, he is not encouraging free sin. We all sin, and 
thankfully God's mercy extends to us in Jesus Christ. Jesus bore our punishment 
and personally intercedes on our behalf. Therefore, through Jesus we have 
fellowship with God.  

kai "but" - AND. Coordinative; "now if anyone does sin", Culy.  
ean + subj. "if ..." - Introducing a conditional clause, 3rd. class, where the 

condition has the possibility of coming true; "if, as the case may be, ..... then 
......". "If you do sin, Jesus Christ always does the right thing, and he will speak 
to the Father for us", CEV. 

aJmarthte (aJmartanw) aor. subj. "does sin" - [ANYONE] SINS. Aorist tense 
indicating an act of sinning, not the state of sin. 

ecomen 1st. pl. "we have" - Note the inclusive move from "you" to "we". 
paraklhton (oV) "an advocate" - AN ADVOCATE (a legal sense) / SPONSOR, 

INTERCESSOR (a more general "speaks for"). Accusative direct object of the verb 
"to have." The word is used of the Holy Spirit in John's gospel, but here obviously 
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referring to Jesus. "We have one to plead our cause to the Father", Barclay, REB; 
"intercessor", Cassirer.  

proV + acc. "to / with - TOWARD [THE FATHER]. Possibly relational, as TNIV, 
or spacial, of an advocate who speaks to the Father.  

dikaion adj. "the Righteous One" - [JESUS CHRIST] the RIGHTEOUS, JUST. 
RIGHTEOUS, JUST. The adjective is used as a substantive; "the one who acts 
righteously", standing in apposition to "Jesus Christ." Jesus will do the right thing 
for us as he advocates / intercedes on our behalf, and/or only one who does the 
right thing can properly advocate / intercede on our behalf; "we have in Jesus 
Christ one who is acceptable to God and will plead our cause with the Father", 
REB. Possibly with the sense that we can always depend on; "Jesus Christ the 
just", Moffatt.  
   
v2 

iJlasmoV (oV) "the atoning sacrifice" - [AND HE IS] the PROPITIATION / 
EXPIATION. The actual meaning of this word has prompted much debate. 
"Propitiate", in the terms of "turning aside / placating the wrath of God", with 
respect of our sins, by means of the sacrifice of Christ, is favoured by 
conservative commentators. "Expiate", in the terms of "making amends for our 
sin", or "removing the defilement of sin", or "forgiving sin", again by means of 
Christ's sacrifice, is favoured by most commentators. 

peri + gen. "for" - ABOUT, CONCERNING. Expressing reference / respect; 
"with reference to / concerning." 

hJmwn gen. pro. "our" - [THE SINS] OF US. The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive, or possibly subjective, ie., we produce the action of sinning.  

de "and" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the argument, here to 
an expansion of the point already made; "but/and not for ours only ....."  

twn hJmeterwn adj. "ours" - [NOT CONCERNING] THE ONES OF US (our sins) 
[ONLY]. The adjective serves as a substantive.  

alla "but" - BUT [AND = ALSO]. Strong adversative in a counterpoint 
construction; "not ......, but also ....". "not only the defilement of our sins, but .....", 
Barclay.  

tou kosmou (oV) gen. "of the [whole] world" - [CONCERNING] THE [WHOLE] 
WORLD. As for "our sins", the genitive may be subjective, "the sins committed by 
the world", or possessive, "the sins which are the world's / the world's sins." 

oJlou adj. "whole" - An intensive adjective serves to make the point that the 
atonement covers the sins of all mankind. Naturally, there is debate as to whether 
this is a potential covering, or an actual covering of sin. Does Christ's death serve 
as a sacrifice for all sin, or only for the sin of those who seek the remission of 
their sins?  
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v3 

iii] A believer’s assurance is confirmed by the test of obedience, v3-6. John 
"affirms (v3) and then expands on (v5) the basis for Christian assurance, warns 
of what will disqualify from that assurance (v4), and lays down the ethical 
obligation that confession of Christ entails (v6)", Yarbrough. John argues that 
there is a correlation between a person's relationship with God and their 
behaviour. To this end, John gives his readers a series of tests to help assure them 
of their full-standing in Christ against the sectarians; "here is a test by which we 
can make sure that we know him: do we keep his commands?", NEB. 

en + dat. "-" - [AND] IN. Instrumental; "and by this means" = "and this is how."  
toutw/ pro. "-" - THIS. The demonstrative pronoun is referring forward to the 

conditional clause, ie., it is by obeying God's commands that we are able to verify 
to ourselves that we know God.  

ginwskomen (ginwskw) "we know" - WE CAN BE SURE, KNOW, RECOGNISE. 
Here of discerning or recognising truth.  

oJti "that" - Here introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing 
what we can be sure of.  

egnwkamen (ginwskw) perf. "we have come to know" - WE HAVE KNOWN 
[HIM]. "knowing" is used here of becoming one with a person, as a person 
becomes one with their wife / husband in "knowing" them. An important word 
reflecting a relational knowledge which involves the whole person. The idea 
expressed in the word morphed into the gnostic heresy of salvation / 
enlightenment through knowledge, quite apart from the need for redemption.  

ean + subj. "if" - Introducing a conditional clause 3rd. class where the 
condition has the possibility of coming true; "if, as may be the case, we have 
come to know him, then we keep his commandments."  

thrwmen (threw) subj. "we obey / keep" - WE KEEP, OBSERVE, COMPLETE, 
GUARD, CONFIRM, AGREE TO, .... As in the interpretive note above, "What does 
John mean by obedience?", a legalistic understanding of the word is unlikely. 
"Obey", "keep", are very uncompromising words and often leave the reader 
confused, given that we never obey. The sense is more like, "do we agree with 
and try to live out God's instructions?" If John is arguing for perfect obedience, 
in a legalistic sense, then he would be undermining his attempt to assure his 
reader of their standing in Christ. As we well know, there has only ever been one 
perfectly obedient person.  

autou gen. pro. "his" - [THE COMMANDS] OF HIM. The genitive is possibly 
subjective, "the instructions of God", or ablative, source / origin, "the instructions 
from God", or possessive, "God's instructions."  
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taV entolaV (h) "commands" - ORDERS, COMMANDS. For John, the love-
God love-neighbour of Biblical ethics comes down to believing in Jesus Christ, 
and loving one another. Love is the product / fruit of faith, making the command 
to believe in Christ the primary command, if not God's singular command. The 
evidence of love displays the evidence of faith, which faith guarantees sonship.  
   
v4 

Those believers who claim an intimate knowledge of the divine, but then 
ignore his commands, show by their behaviour that they do not really know the 
truth; their knowledge of God is flawed.  

oJ legwn (legw) pres. part. "the man who says / whoever says" - THE ONE 
SAYING. The articular participle serves as a substantive.  

oJti "-" THAT [I HAVE KNOWN HIM AND THE COMMANDS OF HIM]. Introducing 
a dependant statement of direct speech, "I know him." Obviously with the 
sectarians in mind, so directed to those who claim standing before God in their 
knowledge of him, irrespective of their behaviour.  

mh thrwn (threw) pres. part. "does not keep / do" - NOT KEEPING. The 
present tense emphasising a "continued keeping." At first glance, the participle 
looks as if it is adverbial, concessive, "although / though not keeping the 
commandments", but it is linked to legwn and its article oJ by kai and therefore 
serves as a substantive; "the one saying ... and not keeping. The participial clause, 
with its two participles, forms the protasis of a conditional clause with accusative 
force, so Culy; "if someone says ..... then they are a liar, ....."  

yeusthV (hV ou) "a liar" - [IS] A LIAR. "He is a liar" is synonymous with 
"the truth is not in him", and serves as the apodosis of the conditional clause; 
"[the one saying ..... and not keeping], then this person is a liar, the truth is not in 
them." A strong word, particularly to the modern ear, adjusted to the pluralism of 
our present PC age!  

hJ alhqeia (a) "the truth" - [AND] THE TRUTH. "The word is deliberately 
chosen by the writer to describe a genuineness which is neither philosophical nor 
abstract, but rather practical and concrete", Smalley. By treating God's commands 
lightly, a person indicates that their knowledge of God is not true, but false.  

en + dat. "in [him] / in [that person]" - [IS NOT] IN [THIS one]. Local; 
expressing space / sphere. Either "in him" or "in that."  
   
v5 

On the other hand, those believers who give weight to the revealed will of 
God and seek to apply it in their daily life, imperfect as that application always 
is, demonstrate that they truly are in a personal relationship with the living God. 
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A practical concern for God's will evidences a person's union with the divine. 
Such is the test of obedience and it serves to assure us of our standing in Christ.  

d (de) "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the argument, here 
to a contrasting point.  

oJV .. an + subj. "whoever" - IF ANYONE. Introducing an indefinite relative 
conditional clause, 3rd. class, where the condition has the possibility of coming 
true; "whoever, as the case may be, [keeps his word] then (this shows that, Culy) 
[God's love is truly made complete in him]" John widens the point he is making 
so as to include everyone.  

ton logon (oV) "word" - [KEEPS] THE WORD [OF HIM]. Not just "orders", but 
his "word", his "revealed will." "His word" probably means "God's word", but 
"Christ's word" is not an impossible sense. So, generally "teaching", "doctrine", 
even "the gospel", but here specifically belief in Jesus and the law of love.  

tou qeou (oV) gen. "of God / for God" - [then TRULY IN THIS ONE THE LOVE] 
OF GOD. The genitive, "of God", is adjectival, usually treated as a subjective, 
"God's love for humanity", even sometimes objective, "humanity's love for God", 
as TNIV. None-the-less, we are often on safer grounds when we treat the genitive 
attributively, of qualitative, "God's particular kind of love", Schnackenburg.  

teteleiwtai (teleiow) perf. pas. "has reached perfection / is truly made 
complete" - HAS BEEN PERFECTED, COMPLETED, FULFILLED. "In practice, the 
more a person learns to obey God's laws, the more truly and fully do they express 
their love for him", Phillips.  

en toutw/ "this is how" - IN/BY THIS [WE KNOW]. The preposition en is 
probably instrumental "by this." The pronoun toutw/ most likely points back to 
"obeys his word" (anaphoric), although the NIV assumes it is looking forward 
(cataphoric). A believer's striving to obey serves to confirm their standing in 
Christ. "This is the proof that we are in God", NJB.  

oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing 
what we know.  

en + dat. "in" - [WE ARE] IN [HIM]. Local, space, incorporative union, so "in 
him" in the sense of united with him = in an intimate relationship with him. "This 
is how we can be sure that we exist (abide, v6) in him (God or Christ?)", Smalley  
   
v6 

iv] Ethical response, v6. John now underlines his main point. A believer who 
claims "I abide in Christ" will strive to live like Christ. It is just not possible for 
a person to claim to be a follower of Christ, but then hold the opinion that they 
don't need to live like Christ.  

oJ legwn (legw) part. "whoever claims" - THE ONE SAYING = CLAIMING. The 
substantive participle introduces a nominal phrase which stands as the subject of 
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the verb "to be obligated." The sentence, as a whole, sums up the unit, v3-6. John's 
point is simple, a person who claims to walk with Jesus must walk like Jesus.  

menein (menw) pres. inf. "to live" - TO REMAIN, ABIDE. Present tense 
indicating a continued abiding, and the infinitive forming a dependent statement 
of indirect speech, "the one saying that they abide in him." Possibly alluding to 
the sectarians who claim that they abide in God, while at the same time feel no 
obligation to live in a way honouring to God. "The believer must move 
completely into the sphere of influence and action of Christ's word and let himself 
be led to that deeper union with Christ which menw denotes", Schnackenburg.  

en + dat. "in" - IN [HIM]. Local, space, metaphorical / incorporative union. As 
above, of union with Christ which in practical terms comes down to being in a 
relationship with Christ - a friend of Jesus (presumably Jesus rather than God).  

ofeilei (ofeilw) "must" - IS OBLIGATED, OUGHT. Main verb; "Is morally 
obligated."  

ou{twV adv. "-" - [AND = ALSO] THUS [HIMSELF]. Variant reading, usually 
accepted. The construction kaqwV ..... ou{twV, "as" him, "thus" you", is also 
found in John's gospel. "In like manner" we are to walk as Jesus walked. John is 
calling for our imitation of Christ, of following Christ, a following in the sense 
of "a root-and-branch subsuming of one's life under what someone else stands for 
and is", Yarbrough.  

peripatein (peripatew) pres. inf. "live" - TO WALK. The infinitive is 
complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to be obligated"; "ought ..... to 
walk = live."  

periepathsen (peripatew) aor. "did" - [AS, LIKE THAT ONE] WALKED. 
"Walk" in the sense of "conduct oneself throughout life." The aorist is gnomic, 
the action entails the totality of Jesus' life. "That one", ekeinoV, is obviously Jesus, 
while the comparative conjunction kaqwV, "as", introduces a comparison - a 
believer should model their behaviour on / be "like" Jesus.  
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2:7-14 

God is light, 1:1-2:29 
iii] Love the brethren 
Argument  

John has argued that a person who abides in the light, who abides in the love 
of God, in-dwelt with the light / love of God, is a person who exhibits faith and 
its fruit love, ie.,"keeps his [God's] commandments / word", v3, 5. Unlike the 
secessionists / opponents whose faith evidences a "new command" / teaching 
(they are "innovators", Schnackenburg), John's focus is on an "old one" from 
Christ himself, a command / word which is both "old" and "new", namely, 
brotherly love, v7-8. A person who claims to abide in the light / love of God, but 
is indifferent to the needs of a brother or sister ("hates", v9), is self-deceived ("a 
liar", v4). Such a person lives in "darkness", not light. The child of the light, on 
the other hand, "loves their brother and sister", they are compassionate, v9-11. 
John, aware of the importance of this truth, drives it home to his readers in a 
parallel address to children, fathers and young men, v12-14.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:6-10..  
   

ii] Background: See 1:1-5.  
   

iii] Structure: Love the brethren:  
God is life-giving light, let us walk in the light of his love  

Argument #3, v7-14: 
God expects his children to walk in the light of brotherly love  

The old new law, v7-8;  
The implications of ignoring the old new law, v9-11;  
Ethical appeal, v12-14.  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

The claims of the secessionists / opponents can be tested by their 
willingness to apply themselves to God's commands / word, v2-6. This 
"word" is God's revealed will which may be summarised as love God, love 
neighbour, or as John puts it "this is his command, that we believe in the 
name of his Son Jesus Christ and love one another", 3:23. Abiding in God's 
love prompts neighbourly love, or put more succinctly, the product of faith 
is love. In the passage before us, John makes this case with reference to 
brotherly love - practical compassion within the Christian fellowship. 
Where brotherly love is absent, abiding is absent / genuine faith is absent. 
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John's words in v7-11, as regards brotherly love, are more a polemic than 
ethical teaching. See 3:18-24 where John gives ethical instruction toward 
brotherly love for personal assurance and the building up of fellowship 
within the Christian community.  
   

The command / instruction / word implies orientation, not perfection. 
As already noted, when it comes to obeying God's commands, it is very 
likely that John has in mind orientation in the Christian life, rather than 
perfection. A believer, "walking in the light", subject to the command / 
word of God, will only ever imperfectly obey, and so for this reason, will 
need to look to Jesus for the cleansing of sin, 1:6-10. A believer who 
depreciates the word of God and devises a "new commandment" / ethic / 
teaching, will tend to walk in darkness and end up drifting from the God 
who is light.  
   

v] Homiletics: Living in the light  
I really don't need another impossible command. Yet, what John gives 

us in this passage is not so much the command to love, but the path to love. 
This passage gives us a clue to the business of loving.  

John tells us that the loving person is someone who "lives in the light", 
v10. Such a person lives in love because "there is nothing in them to make 
them stumble." That is, light lights the way for loving. As for the person 
who hates, a person who doesn't care for the welfare of the brotherhood, 
such a person "is still in the darkness", v9, and they walk "around in 
darkness", v11. The sad thing is that such a person is not even aware that 
they are in darkness - "they don't know where they are going because the 
darkness has blinded them", v11. You see, the person who "lives in the 
light" is aware of their limited loving, they see for they are not blind.  

I well remember a wonderful sister in the Lord, now with the Lord, 
who was always worried about her salvation, worried because she knew, 
only too well, the limitations of her loving. Her husband would stretch 
anyone's capacity to love! As I often said to her, only a child of the light is 
aware of the darkness within.  

Walking in the light is the pathway to love, so I guess we had better 
pin down this light? In v8, John says that "the darkness is passing away and 
the true light is already shining." This true light is actually shining "in him", 
that is, in Christ, and "in you", you believers. So, the light is observed in 
Jesus, it is the divine light, the light of the God who is light, a light that 
gives life and nurtures love. Walking in the light involves putting our trust 
in Jesus and allowing his indwelling life-giving Spirit to renew us day by 
day. It's as simple as that.  
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So, there it is in a nutshell. The believer who trusts Jesus and his word 
overcomes. When we walk in the light his radiant, slowly but surely, 
changes us, bit by bit. This then is the secret to loving.  
   

Text - 2:7  
Arguments in support of the proposition #3 - God expects his children to 

walk in the light of brotherly love, v7-14: i] The new / old law - love one another, 
v7-8. John leads into his subject of the fruit of genuine faith by telling his readers 
that he is not giving them a new command, but an old one. The troublemakers in 
the congregation are into innovative theology, but not John. The congregation 
had this command from the time when they first heard the gospel. The command 
is, of course, Jesus' command to love our brothers and sisters, our fellow 
believers.  

agaphtoi voc. adj. "dear friends" - BELOVED, LOVED ONES. Vocative. A 
term used six times in this letter. It is most likely a general intimate address to 
the readers.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[not writing] you" - [I WRITE NOT A NEW COMMANDMENT] 
TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  

kainhn adj. "new" - The secessionists / opponents are into an innovative 
theology which goes beyond the teachings of Jesus, not so John.  

entolhn (h) "command" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to write." 
What "command" has John in mind? It is possible that the "command" is the 
command to love and the logoV, "word / message" is the gospel; the command to 
love "has always been implicit in the message you have heard", Peterson. Yet, it 
seems more likely that both entolh, "command", and logoV, "word", refer to the 
same thing. Some argue that this command / word is the gospel, such that v7-8 is 
not referring to love, so Kruse. Others argue that the command / word is belief in 
Jesus and love for one another, so Lieu. There is much to support the view that at 
this point John has one command in mind (note his switch to the singular from 
the plural in v4), namely, love of the brotherhood, the fruit of faith. At the most 
fundamental level, love of God may be the intended sense, a love which shows 
itself in a love of the brotherhood. "the commandment I am referring to ......... has 
always been a foundational truth in the teachings of Jesus."  

all (alla) "but" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction; "not ...., but ....".  

palaian adj. "old [one]" - [AN] OLD [COMMAND]. The command is "old" 
since it comes ap archV, "from the beginning" of Jesus' ministry, or the 
beginning of the gospel tradition, or even, "the time when the readers first heard 
the gospel", Kruse. Some take the sense to mean from the beginning of God's 
revelation to Israel, so Yarbrough, but surely from the time of Jesus' ministry.  
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ap (apo) + gen. "since [the beginning]" - [WHICH YOU WERE HAVING] FROM 
[BEGINNING, FIRST]. Here temporal, as NIV. The beginning of the Christian era, 
so Brown; "The very beginning of Christian experience", Smalley.  

hkousate (akouw) aor. "you have heard" - [THE OLD COMMAND IS THE 
WORD WHICH] YOU HEARD. The word which "they have had" they "heard" - "have 
had", durative imperfect, and "heard", punctiliar aorist.  
   
v8 

Yet, John wants to add that the commandment is also "new". Jesus actually 
called it a "new commandment." What this commandment signifies is that 
darkness is passing away and the light of God's divine presence is shining ever 
more brightly.  

palin "yet" - AGAIN. Possibly temporal, "at the same time", AV, or used "to 
restate an important point", Culy. Probably correlative; on one hand the command 
is old, on the other hand it is new, so BDAG. "In another sense", Wahlde.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[I am writing] you" - [A NEW COMMAND I WRITE] TO YOU. 
Dative of indirect object.  

kainhn (h) "new" - As noted above "the new command" is "new" in that 
Jesus called the command to love new, but it is "old" for John and his readers in 
that it is established rather than innovative.  

o{ neut. rel. pro. "-" - which thing. Given that "new command" is feminine 
and the pronoun is neuter, John is probably not referring to "the new command", 
ie., the pronoun is not anaphoric. Kruse disagrees, taking "which thing" to refer 
to the new commandment. A neuter used to refer to the fact of John's writing the 
new command is not unreasonable; "I am writing a new commandment to you, 
which fact (namely that I am writing a new command) is true." So Moule, "the 
whole idea." Lieu suggests that the pronoun is not referring directly to "the new 
command", but rather "its newness and authority." Still, it is more likely 
cataphoric / referring forward; "which is true .... namely that the darkness is 
passing away and the true light is already shining", cf., Yarbrough.  

alhqeV adj. "truth [is seen]" - IS [TRUE]. Predicate adjective. "True" is used 
here in the sense of "genuine / real."  

en "in" - IN [HIM AND] IN [YOU]. Local, expressing space / sphere.  
autw/ dat. pro. "him" - Usually read as masculine, but possibly neuter, given 

that in the original text it is not possible to distinguish between the two; "it is true 
in and of itself and with respect to you", Culy.  

oJti "because" - FOR / THAT. The NIV, as with most commentators, takes the 
conjunction here as causal; explaining why "this is realised ...... because the 
darkness is fading", Smelly. Brown opts for reason; "inasmuch as the darkness is 
passing", Berkeley. It may well be epexegetic / appositional, specifying / 
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explaining something of the truth John is revealing, "namely that ..."; "And what 
it signifies is this, that darkness is passing away and that the light which is truly 
light already shines", Cassirer.  

paragetai (paragw) pres. mid./pas. "is passing" - [THE DARKNESS] IS 
PASSING AWAY. Here referring to "the realm in which sinful behaviour 
predominates", Kruse.  

h[dh adv. "already" - [AND THE TRUE LIGHT IS] ALREADY. Temporal adverb. 
"The newness of the command is eschatological; it is part of the realisation of 
God's promises in the last times", Brown - and this is happening now / already.  

fainei (fainw) pres. "shining" - SHINING. The present tense is durative, 
expressing an ongoing reality. "Light belongs to God's future, and darkness is 
ultimately certain to be overcome", Lieu.  
   
v9 

ii] The implications of a loveless life, v9-11. John now deals with the issue 
of mutual love within the brotherhood, a quality not evident in the lives of the 
secessionists / opponents, even though they claim "to be in the light" / to abide in 
Christ. Love is the lived-out fruit of a person who has faith in Christ - faith 
showing itself in love. John's point is simple, a person who claims to be a believer, 
who claims to have accepted the gospel, who claims to walk in the light, and yet 
is devoid of compassion toward their brother and sister in Christ, that person "is 
still in the darkness."  

oJ legwn (legw) pres. part. "anyone who claims" - THE ONE SAYING = 
CLAIMING. The participle serves as a substantive; a "false claim to participating 
in the light", Lieu.  

enai (eimi) pres. inf. "to be" - The infinitive introduces a dependent 
statement of indirect speech expressing the claim "that they are in the light."  

en + dat. "in" - IN [THE LIGHT]. Local, expressing space, metaphorical. 
Probably "to be in the light" means much the same as abiding in God, being in 
him, "dwelling in him", but possibly "inside the community of believers", Culy. 
Yarbrough suggests "being in fellowship with both God and other believers."  

kai "but" - AND. Probably coordinative, but an adversative / contrastive 
sense is possible, as NIV.  

miswn (misew) pres. part. "hates" - [THE BROTHER OF HIM] HATING. The 
participle serves as a substantive coordinated to oJ legwn by kai. Standing as the 
opposite of "love" = unloving. "Hate" in English is somewhat confusing; "but 
shows no compassion toward their brother or sister." Yarbrough suggests 
"exclusion, insult and rejection because of doctrinal belief."  

e{wV arti "[is] still" - UNTIL NOW [IS]. Temporal construction underlying the 
fact that darkness and light are mutually exclusive.  
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en + dat. "in" - IN [THE DARKNESS]. Local, expressing space, metaphorical. 
Again, probably with the sense "outside of God's love." "Such a person's spiritual 
and practical condition is out of conformity with salvation-historical possibility 
and indeed divine expectation", Yarbrough.  
   
v10  

oJ agapwn (agapaw) pres. part. "anyone who loves" - THE ONE LOVING 
[THE BROTHER OF HIM]. The participle serves as a substantive. "Love" for John 
amounts to mutual compassion between believers, an all-embracing "charity". It's 
importance is outlined throughout the letter; 2:15, 3:10, 11, 14, 18, 23, 4:7, 8, 11, 
12, 20, 21, 5:1, 2. Numerous commentators have made the point that love for the 
brotherhood does not exclude love for humanity at large, so Marshall, Yarbrough, 
Schnackenburg. Yet, it may come down to priorities: family first; next brothers 
and sisters in Christ; then humanity at large. An order of priorities for love can 
stir substantial debate!!!! If "love" is compassion which shows itself in practical 
care, then Jesus exhibits particular care for Mary, his mother, by giving the 
beloved disciple the responsibility to provide for her as a widow who is now 
without her eldest son. Of course, an example may illustrate a point, but not prove 
it. Christians have long debated whether the God-designed institution of family 
has priority over the family of believers, the church fellowship.  

menei (menw) pres. "lives" - ABIDES. John uses the word "abide / remain" to 
refer to abiding in God, abiding in his love - of being united to the living God in 
Christ through faith. God is light, to abide in the light is to abide in God. Wahlde, 
on the other hand, thinks that union with God is secondary and that being in the 
light refers primarily to a state of being. As already noted Schnackenburg says of 
"abide", "that the believer must move completely into the sphere of influence and 
action of Christ's word and let himself be led to that deeper union with Christ 
which menw denotes."  

en + dat. "in" - IN [THE LIGHT]. Local, expressing space / sphere.  
autw/ dat. pro. "him / them" - [AND IN] HIM. The antecedent is unclear: "in 

it" = in the light; or "in him" = in the person who loves their brother, cf., Brown 
274/5.  

skandalon (on) "to make him / them stumble" - [IS NOT] A CAUSE FOR 
STUMBLING, OFFENCE, SIN. The word refers to something that prompts a failure 
of some kind. Taking en autw/ to mean "in him" = within their being / personality 
/ character - is this person the possible cause for someone else to sin, or are they 
themselves resistant to sin? The latter seems the case. "In contrast to the person 
who does not love the brothers, the person who does love the brothers does not 
walk in darkness and is not blinded. Therefore, this individual will not trip or fall 
(that is, be affected by the skandalon)", Wahlde. "The person (man) who loves 
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their (his) brother, lives and moves in the light, and has no reason to stumble", 
Phillips.  
   
v11 

So, what damage does the hating one do? John could outline the terrible 
damage done to the church by a hypocrite. He could outline the damage done to 
individual believers. Yet, he chooses to detail the self-imposed damage of the 
hypocrite. The damage done by the hater is self-imposed blindness; the light of 
God's truth is hidden from them - they continue to walk about in darkness, but do 
not know it.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the argument, here to 
a concluding point.  

oJ ... miswn (misew) pres. part. "anyone who hates" - the one hating [the 
brother of him]. The articular participle serves as a substantive. The nominal 
participial construction, "the one hating the brother of him", serves as the subject 
of the verb to-be estin, "is [in darkness]."  

peripatei (peripatew) pres. "walks around" - [IS IN THE DARKNESS, AND 
IN THE DARKNESS] WALKS. In the sense of "conducts one's life", so virtually the 
same as "lives in darkness." Not only are the secessionists / opponents "in" 
darkness, v9, but now John tells us that they "walk around" in it. The following 
clause explains what such a walk involves: a pitiful groping after the truth, and 
an inevitable state of complete blindness. Neander, The first epistle of John, 1852, 
suggests there is a movement from a situation where a person chooses to live in 
the dark, to an increasing state of bewilderment, to a state of total spiritual 
blindness.  

pou "where [thy are going]" - [HE DOES NOT KNOW] WHERE [HE IS GOING]. 
Interrogative particle.  

oJti "because" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why they 
do not know where they are going, cf., Jn.12:35.  

etuflwsen (tuflow) aor. "has blinded [them]" - [THE DARKNESS] BLINDED 
[THE EYES OF HIM]. They are without "spiritual perception", Culy.  
   
v12  

iii] Given his stern warning, John now pens a pastoral appeal, v12-14. The 
passage is "a trumpet-call, summoning all the faithful to a recognition of their 
real and true position before God", Candlish, A Commentary on 1 John, 1866. 
His words of encouragement rest on what his readers possess in Christ; "I remind 
you, my dear children: Your sins are forgiven in Jesus’ name", Eugene Peterson.  

The translation of this passage rests on the classification of the repeated 
conjunction oJti. The majority of translations and many commentators take it as 
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causal, so serving to introduce a series of causal clauses explaining why John 
writes, so NIV. Yet, Harris, Kruse, Brown, Wahlde and Noack (NTS 6, 236-41) 
argue that the six usages in this passage are recitative / declarative, introducing a 
dependent statement expressing what John writes. So, Peterson, in his colloquial 
paraphrase, translates as follows: "I remind you, my dear children: Your sins are 
forgiven in Jesus' name. You veterans were in on the ground floor, and know the 
One who started all this; you newcomers have won a big victory over the Evil 
One. And a second reminder, dear children: You know the Father from personal 
experience. You veterans know the One who started it all; and you newcomers - 
such vitality and strength! God's word is so steady in you. Your fellowship with 
God enables you to gain a victory over the Evil One."  

uJmin dat. pro. "[I am writing] to you" - [I WRITE] TO YOU [LITTLE CHILDREN]. 
Dative of indirect object.  

oJti "because" - THAT. This conjunction, as with the following examples, is 
usually taken as introducing a causal clause explaining why John is writing this 
letter, but it is possibly recitative, introducing a dependent statement expressing 
what John writes.  

uJmin dat. pro. "-" - [THE SINS HAVE BEEN FORGIVEN] YOU. Dative of interest, 
advantage.  

dia + acc. "on account of" - Causal; "because of, on account of."  
to onoma (a atoV) "[his] name" - THE NAME [OF HIM]. In Semitic usage a 

reference to "the name" is a reference to their person; "the name" = the person. 
In the NT this idea often extends to the person's authority, so here, Jesus' authority 
to forgive sins. Here with dia, "because of", but also in this letter with eiV, and 
also a dative, possibly "in the name." The three different usages are making much 
the same point, that forgiveness rests on the authority of Jesus.  
   
v13 

John writes to remind mature believers that they have "known him who is 
from the beginning", ie., from the time when they first responded to the gospel, 
up until the present, they have been Jesus' friend. He also writes to remind young 
believers that they have "overcome the evil one." Their victory is through faith in 
Christ.  

patereV (hr roV) voc. "fathers" - FATHERS, [I WRITE TO YOU]. Vocative. 
Given the usual division of elders and youth in Jewish tradition, it is likely that 
John has this classification in mind, so "elders" rather than "fathers", or "parents", 
CEV. Note Peterson who opts for "established believers" and "new believers."  

ton "him who is" - [THAT FROM THE BEGINNING YOU HAVE KNOWN] THE 
one. This article serves as a nominalizer turning the prepositional phrase ap 
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archV, "from beginning", into a substantive, "the one from the beginning." The 
antecedent of "the one" is probably Jesus.  

ap (apo) + gen. "from" - Expressing source / origin - temporal.  
archV (h) "beginning" - What beginning? We have already struck this 

problem in v7; see palaian.  
neaniskoi (oV) voc. "young men" - YOUNG MEN, [I WRITE TO YOU]. 

Vocative. In relation to "elders", "youth"; "young people", CEV, possibly "young 
believers."  

nenikhkate (nikaw) perf. "you have overcome" - [THAT] YOU HAVE 
CONQUERED, OVERCOME [THE EVIL one]. They have overcome the world and its 
ruler, the evil one / antichrists, 4:4. "Those born of God have overcome the world 
by their faith", Kruse.  
   
v14 

John again lists qualities that apply to young and old believers: we all know 
the father, we all know the son, and we have all overcome the evil one.  

paidia (on) voc. "children" - YOUNG CHILDREN, [I WROTE TO YOU]. 
Vocative. John has changed the word form teknia, "child", in v12. There is likely 
no significance in the change.  

egnwkate (ginwskw) perf. "you know [the Father]" - [THAT] YOU HAVE 
KNOWN [THE FATHER. FATHERS, I WROTE TO YOU THAT YOU HAVE KNOWN THE 
ONE FROM BEGINNING]. "Know" here is the spiritual sense of union with God = 
abiding in God. The word derives from the knowing of a man and a woman in a 
one-flesh union.  

oJti "because" - [YOUNG MEN, I WROTE TO YOU] THAT [YOU ARE STRONG 
AND THE WORD OF GOD ABIDES / REMAINS IN YOU AND] that [YOU HAVE 
OVERCOME THE EVIL ONE] THE SECESSIONISTS / OPPONENTS. Throughout this 
passage oJti is likely to be recitative, serving to introduce a dependant statement 
expressing what John "writes / states." This seems the intended sense, although 
Kruse takes an interesting line with this sentence. He argues strongly for a causal 
sense here; John writes to younger members of the congregation that they have 
overcome the evil one because they are strong, and they are strong because the 
word abides in them.  
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2:15-17 

Argument Proper 
iv] Love not the world 
Argument  

Given that the person who "does the will of God lives forever", John 
encourages his readers not to love the world and its transient glories.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:16-10.  
   

ii] Background: See 1:1-5.  
   

iii] Structure: Love not the world:  
God is life-giving light, let us walk in the light of his love  

Argument #4, v15-16: 
We are to walk in the light of love, a love not of the world:  

A warning, v15;  
An explanation for the warning, v16-17.  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

John has examined the issues of personal purity and brotherly love, 
and now he turns his attention to the love of the world. Love of the 
brotherhood is to be commended, but love of the world actually undermines 
brotherly love and so is to be avoided.  
   

John's use of ethical absolutes: John's ethical instructions are very 
similar in style to those of Jesus. John employs absolutes, and does so 
throughout his letter. For John "there is no room for negotiation between 
the sphere that belongs to God .... and the sphere that belongs to the evil 
one", Lieu. It is not always easy to handle John's absolute contrasts between 
good and evil; here the contrast is between loving generosity, v7-14, and 
worldly greed, v15-17. Jesus' use of absolute ideals prompts a reliance on 
divine grace while giving direction in the Christian life. John's words serve 
the same end. All believers are stalked by worldliness, by carnal appetites, 
lustful eyes, pride in our possessions, v16, and so we are prompted to look 
to our God in Christ, to his mercy and grace. At the same time, John's words 
encourage us to be less worldly and more aware that "the world and its 
desires pass away."  
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Words and their meaning: The word κοσμος, "world", takes on 
different meanings in the scriptures. It can be used in a positive sense, of 
God's beautiful creation, or just in a neutral sense, of our natural 
environment. John, in his letters, tends to use the word in a negative sense, 
of worldliness, of lust, greed, as opposed to goodness, generosity - "of 
everything distant from, and opposed to, God", Wahlde.  
   

v] Homiletics: Three deadly sins  
In our reading today, verse 16, John lists three of 

the seven deadly sins - lust, envy and greed. Can you 
remember the other four? Always worth 
remembering for Trivia night - wrath, sloth, pride and 
gluttony. So, let's consider John BIG three.  

First, lust. When I was young I assumed that this 
was a problem of youth, now, as an elderly 
gentleman, I can assure you that it is a human 
problem, not a youthful problem. I need to say at the 
outset that lust is not attraction; opposites attract, and 
if that wasn't the case the human race would have died 
out long ago. Lust is when we allow the imagination 
to pornographically build on attraction. In the same 
way we train ourselves to turn off the mind when we 
settle down for a good night's sleep, so we must train 

ourselves to turn off the imagination when it decides to explore forbidden 
fruit.  

Second, envy. You may have noticed that of the neighbourly 
commands in the ten commandments, covetousness, is the only command 
of the mind. All the others are actions, murder and the like, but 
covetousness goes to the seat of the human will. It is the command which 
foils those who claim to live by the ten commandments. This, the last 
command, surely convinces us that "all have fallen short of the glory of 
God." Envy, "which is idolatry", the green-eyed monster, is that feeling of 
grudging admiration and desire to possess something possessed by 
someone else. This dissatisfaction with what we have, comes not from God, 
but from a corrupted world. So, focus on the glass half full; be satisfied.  

Third, greed. The tawdry glamor of things, possessions. I'm a bit of a 
bower bird, I love collecting things. I have a major collection of Angolan 
stamps and I am very aware that "moth and rust doth corrupt"; fungus 
constantly stalks my beloved pieces of paper. It just loves the gum on 
stamps and so while it eats up the gum it eats up the stamp. So, stamp 
collecting is a hobby without a future. John reminds us that the world with 
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all its constant wanting is on the way out. It is impermanent, a "shadow 
land", as C.S. Lewis puts it, a flash of light in the mind of God. Sure, enjoy 
the world's trinkets, but remember, all that is permanent is found in God, 
for only he abides forever.  

So, there we have it, lust, envy, greed, three constants ever before us, 
but depowered in the knowledge that "the world and all its passionate desire 
will one day disappear", J.B. Phillips, v17a.  
   

Text - 2:15  
Arguments in support of the proposition, #4 - God expects his children to 

walk in the light of love, but a love not for the world, v15-17. John begins with a 
clear exhortation; "do not become overly devoted to the fading glories of this age 
and the false promises of all the stuff that belongs to it." John, like Jesus, is rather 
black and white when it comes to ethics. So, in rather stark terms, he goes on to 
make the point that a person who loves the world does not love the Father in 
heaven. Of course, all of us are a mix of conflicted compromises; we stand with 
one foot in heaven and the other on earth. John's focus is on the transient 
corruption of this age rather than the good found in God's creation. John's point 
is this; "the person who pledges themselves to the secular world betrays a wonton 
disregard for the Father in heaven."  

μη αγαπατε [αγαπαω] pres. imp. "do not love" - As Culy notes, the negated 
present tense is not necessarily calling for the cessation of ongoing activity. So, 
not necessarily "you must not be in love with the world", Barclay, but probably 
just "do not love the world."  

τον κοσμον [ος] "the world" - "The sphere that belongs to the evil one", 
Lieu; See "Issues" above.  

τα "[or] anything" - [NEITHER] THE THINGS. The article serves as a 
nominalizer, turning the prepositional phrase "in the world" into a substantive. It 
is cataphoric, ie., it points forward to v16 where John defines what he means by 
"the things in the world." "Don't love the world's goods", Peterson.  

εν + dat. "in" - IN [THE WORLD]. Local, expressing space. These things which 
are found in the world are not things of the created order, but things which belong 
to the corrupted order of this present age and are not from the Father. "They are 
"detrimental because they lack sanctifying ties with the Father", Yarbrough.  

εαν + subj. "if" - IF [ANYONE LOVES THE WORLD]. Introducing a conditional 
clause 3rd. class where the proposed condition has the possibility of coming true; 
"if, as may be the case, anyone loves the world, then the love of the Father is not 
in him."  

του πατρος [ηπ ρος] gen. "[love] of / for the Father" - [the love] of the 
Father. The genitive is adjectival, limiting "Father", usually taken as verbal, 
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objective, as NIV11, possibly subjective, "if you love the world you cannot love 
the Father", CEV, even possibly plenary, intentionally so, Brown, or simply 
attributive, "the love which is found in the Father", Cassirer.  

εν + dat. "in" - [IS NOT] IN [HIM]. Local, expressing space, metaphorical. The 
worldly person is a stranger to divine love.  
   
v16 

John now identifies the corruption dominating the secular world. The 
"world" John is speaking of is not God's good creation, but the world corrupted 
by sin and now manipulated by dark powers. He uses three descriptives. The first, 
"primitive desire", Phillips, may well refer to sexual cravings, lust. The second, 
"the lustful eye", Cassirer, speaks of the cravings prompted by what we see. John 
seems to have covetousness in mind - the problem of envy. The third addresses 
the tawdry glamor of things, of possessions; "the worldly boasting that 
accompanies the majoring in the miners of what money can buy", Junkins - the 
problem of greed. A lifestyle focused on such in no way reflects a loving 
relationship with God in Christ. Such reflects a life that is worldly-focused, rather 
than heavenly-focused.  

ὁτι "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why we should 
not love τα, "the things / anything", in the world.  

το "everything" - THE things [IN THE WORLD]. The article serves as an 
adjectivizer turning the prepositional phrase "in the world" into an attributive 
modifier of pan, "all" = "everything"; "all that is in the world", Moffatt.  

της σαρκος [ξ κος] gen. "of the flesh" - [THE LUST] OF THE FLESH. The 
word can be used positively or negatively, and is so used by John; the with a 
negative connotation. The genitive may be treated as adjectival, attributive / 
idiomatic, limiting επιθυμια, "lusts, cravings, desire" ("frivolity of misapplied 
craving", E. Charry), "desires which derive from our carnal nature" = "primitive 
desires", Phillips, or verbal, subjective, or even ablative, source / origin. In this, 
and the two genitive constructions that follow, John defines what he means by 
"everything in the world." Wahlde opts for a general sense, but suggests sexual 
desire may be in mind; "What the body hankers for", Yarbrough.  

των οφθαλμων [ος] gen. "of the eyes" - [AND THE LUST] OF THE EYES. The 
genitive is adjectival, usually treated as verbal, subjective, but better adjectival, 
attributed; "the lustful eye", Cassirer. "Those sinful cravings which are activated 
by what people see, and lead to covetousness", Kruse.  

του βιου [ος] gen. "of life" - [AND THE PRIDE] OF LIFE, LIVELIHOOD, LIVING, 
PROPERTY, POSSESSIONS. The sense here is probably "property, possessions", 
although the three phrases are more stylistic than specific, serving as a threefold 
formula warning of the seductive possibilities of a fallen creation. Again, the 
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genitive is usually treated as verbal, objective, "pride in riches"; "the worldly 
boasting that accompanies majoring in the minors of what money can buy", 
Junkins. Possibly adjectival, possessive, "the tawdry glamor of (that belongs to) 
this world's life (things, possessions)", Barclay.  

εκ + gen. "[not] from [the Father]" - [IS NOT] FROM [THE FATHER]. 
Expressing source / origin; although probably here "belongs not to the Father but 
to the world", Lieu.  

αλλ "but" - BUT [IS FROM THE WORLD]. Strong adversative standing in a 
counterpoint construction; "not ...., but ...." "Wanting your own way, wanting 
everything for yourself, wanting to appear important - has nothing to do with the 
Father", Peterson.  
   
v17 

One good reason for not putting our weight on the things of this age is that 
they are transitory; "the world is passing away with all its desires", Brown. 
Actually, the word "desires" may mean "deceptions", but either way, John's point 
is that it is impermanent, non-substantial. Yet, what might be so for this age is 
not necessarily so for believers. If we act according to God's will, we become 
"part of the permanent and cannot die", Phillips. John explains elsewhere what 
he means by doing God's will. God requires that we believe in Jesus, put our faith 
in all that Jesus has promised us, and go on to nurture the fruit of that faith, 
namely, the love of the brotherhood. To do God's will is to live forever.  

και "-" - AND. Here indicating thematic continuity with what proceeds and 
therefore not translated, so Culy.  

και "[the world] and" - [THE WORLD] AND [THE LUST / DECEPTION OF IT]. 
"The world is passing away with all its desires", Brown / all its "deception", 
Vincent Cernuda.  

παραγεται [παραγω] pres. mid./pas. "pass away" - IS PASSING AWAY, 
PASSING BY. The present tense may be futuristic, "will pass away", or durative, 
"is in the process of passing away", or aoristic, stating a fact apart from time or 
aspect; "the world is destined for destruction", Culy. A futuristic sense is unlikely 
since the point being made is that the world is transitory, as against heaven 
(heaven = God's domain, not heaven = the sky, firmament) which is eternal.  

δε "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the argument, here to 
a counterpoint.  

ὁ ποιων [ποιεω] pres. part. "whoever does" - THE ONE DOING. The 
participle serves as a substantive. The use of "do" is Semitic in idiom meaning 
"to act according to", Brown.  
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το θελημα [α ατος] "the will" - John summarises God's will in the terms of 
believing in his Son, Jesus Christ, and nurturing the fruit of that faith, namely, 
the love of the brotherhood.  

του θεου [ος] gen. "of the Father" - The genitive is usually treated as verbal, 
subjective, but it can also be taken as adjectival, possessive, "the Father's will / 
desire."  

εις τον αιωνα "forever" - [ABIDES, CONTINUES, REMAINS] INTO THE AGE. 
Idiomatic. "The person who is following God's will is part of the permanent and 
cannot die", Phillips.  
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2:18-29 

Argument Proper 
v] Warnings against being deceived 
Argument  

God is light, and a believer abides in that light. John has explained the moral 
test of that standing, namely love, particularly expressed in compassion toward 
our brothers and sisters in Christ, and now he goes on to explain a doctrinal test 
for abiding. He does this in the context of a warning concerning the antichrists 
(secessionists / opponents) and their deceptive wiles. John concludes with an 
exhortation to abide.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:6-10. The central argument of John's letter falls into three 
parts. It is not overly clear whether 2:28-29 conclude the first part, or introduce 
the second part. Wahlde argues that 2:28 begins a new segment in John's 
discourse; "sin, the children of God and the children of the Devil", 2:28-3:10. 
Kruse agrees with this division of the letter, "distinguishing the children of God 
from the children of the Devil." He argues, "this verse begins a long treatment of 
the fundamental connection between knowing God and doing righteousness, 
which provides the basis for distinguishing those who are the children of God 
from those who are the children of the devil." Schnackenburg opts for 2:28-3:3, 
"the Christian hope of Salvation." Lieu argues that v29 introduces the new 
segment in John's discourse / dissertation; "The confidence of the children of 
God", 2:29-3:3. As usual, numerous other divisions are suggested.  
   

ii] Background: See 1:1-5.  
   

iii] Structure: Warnings against being deceived:  
God is life-giving light, let us walk in the light of his love  

Argument # 5, v18-29: 
Beware of the deception of the antichrists, those who deny the Son 

Examination of the existing situation, v18-26: 
the source of the problem, v18-19; 
the standing of John's readers, v20-21; 
a comparison of the two, v22-23; 
an appeal and promise, v24-27. 

Exhortation, v28; 
Command, v29.  
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iv] Interpretation:  
In this passage, John warns his readers of the secessionists / opponents, 

the antichrists, in their midst, those who deny the Son. In the face of their 
wiles, John provides the means for turning aside the deception of the 
antichrists: First, "they are to remember the truth that they heard from the 
beginning; Second, they are to recognise the deceivers for what they are: 
by their denial that Jesus is the Christ, God's Son, they show that they are 
antichrists; Third, they are to remember that they have an anointing from 
the Holy One, an anointing which teaches them all things, so they do not 
need others, (namely the secessionists) to teach them anything", Kruse, 
v18-27. John then goes on to exhort his readers to abide in Christ, to put 
their faith in Christ, v28, reminding them that it is those who have made 
Christ their dwelling place, having recognised him as the Righteous One, 
the messiah, God's Son, who do what is right, v29.  
   

The antichrist: The prefix anti is likely to mean "opposed to", so 
pretenders opposed to Christ, possibly in the sense of "claim to be"= false 
Christs, so MM. The antichrist is Satan's associate, he is the beast from the 
bog, Rev.13:1, uttering blasphemes against God, inflicting violence on 
God's people, and taking to himself deity, 2Thes.2:4. It is he who enacts 
the desolating sacrilege, Mk.13:14; he is "the Man of lawlessness", Mr. 
Loss, 2Thes.2:3. Even now he is active in the world. The antichrist can be 
many things: a person, a government, an organisation, a philosophy, even 
a computer. He can be all these things at once; bouncing around like a 
puppet in the hands of his master - and we all know the master well, 
Matt.4:8-9! As far as John is concerned, the secessionists / trouble-makers 
/ opponents, those who are causing trouble in his churches, are 
representatives of the antichrist, acting at the behest of Satan, and as such 
are themselves antichrists.  
   

The nature of the secessionists' denial of Christ: The denial of Christ 
by the secessionists / troublemakers may simply be a refusal to openly 
affirm that Jesus is the messiah, either because of societal pressure / 
persecution, or the possibility of excommunication from the synagogue. It 
may even be that they have left the Christian fellowship to follow a false 
messiah. Yet, it does seem likely that the secessionists / trouble-makers, 
those who are troubling the congregations under John's care, still claim a 
faith-standing in Christ and so probably still accept that Jesus is the historic 
messiah, the Son of God. They are obviously denying something about 
Jesus, but what is it, what is their flawed Christology?  
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Strecker, Epistles, argues that "Jesus is the Christ" is an epi-docetic 
statement affirming the historical / human Jesus, and that the secessionists 
deny this reality, so also O'Neill. Schnackenburg thinks the problem 
concerns Christ's role in redemption. As the Son of God / messiah, Jesus 
"stands in intimate fellowship with the Father and leads the believers into 
that same fellowship." Schnackenburg argues that the underlying problem 
is gnostic. Brown, in similar vein, argues that the issue concerns the 
humanity of Jesus, of the divine Word having become flesh for the 
redemption of the World - the secessionists happily accept the deity of 
Christ, but deny his humanity. Yarbrough argues that the denial of Christ 
is primarily a denial of Jesus' oneness with the Father - "his sonship 
implying essential oneness with God, cf., John 5:18." Wahlde takes a 
different tack, arguing that the problem is a Pentecostal one where Jesus, 
the anointed one, has a unique anointing of the Spirit, distinct from the 
anointing / gifting which a believer receives in a limited way. The 
secessionists do not accept the limitations. Lieu argues that John has simply 
used the word "Christ" as a counter for "antichrists"; the secessionists by 
nature are Christ-deniers because they are antichrists. The real problem 
centres on their failure to acknowledge the Son, and thus their failure to 
acknowledge the Father. Their denial of the Son means that they don't ecei, 
v23, " have" / abide in the Father and so they don't have life, 5:12.  

John's concern is to reaffirm the standing of the members of his 
congregation, and the faith upon which it is built; he is not interested in 
spelling out a heresy which is well known to his readers. John simply 
rejects it. This being the case, Kruse argues that the rare insight into the 
heretical teaching, namely, "the one who denies that Jesus is the Christ", is 
nothing more than a shorthand descriptor of their teaching. "Their 
Christology involved a denial that Jesus Christ is the Messiah, God's Son, 
come in the flesh and whose death was real and vicarious", Kruse. See also 
2Jn.7: "who do not acknowledge Jesus Christ as coming in the flesh." What 
they deny is the package as a whole: that Jesus is the messiah, the Son of 
God, come in the flesh as God's perfect sacrifice on our behalf, whose 
atoning death has wholly restored our relationship with the living God, and 
this for eternity.  

For myself, I'm inclined to the argument put by Terry Griffith in his 
article A Non-Polemical Reading of 1 John, Tyndale Bulletin 49, 1998. He 
argues that the issue is simply a drift back to the certainties of Judaism, a 
move toward a more legalistic / nomistic view of Christianity, probably 
related more to sanctification rather than justification. John's overall 
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argument is a simple one, nothing can be added to the cross of Christ; faith, 
and its fruit love, is the whole of it.  
   

v] Homiletics: Be not deceived  
I was cleaning out my papers last week and came across a Bible story 

book published by an Australian Department of Education for general 
religious education in Public Schools. The date was 1972. Today, it is hard 
to imagine that the Bible was taught in Public Schools as part of the general 
education of children. Our society's move from nominal Christian to 
nominal pagan is startling, but very real. Along with this move is a 
decreasing association of the population with institutional religion.  

The Devil seeks the destruction of the church, for the church is the 
very presence of Christ on earth. The evil one's methodology is deception, 
for he is the great deceiver, a liar. In the final day of tribulation his Christ-
like angel of light, the antichrist, will deceive God's people, lead them 
astray. For the present the Devil has his precursor antichrists - little 
imitators. These work the same fraud that will one day "deceive even the 
elect."  

John says we will know them by the damage they inflict upon Christ's 
church:  

•*Schismatic, v18-19. They hurt the fellowship, divide, leave, 
abandon. A study was done of the American growth church Willow 
Creek to see where their thousands of members had come from. The 
majority had transferred from other churches attracted by the 
entertainment extras.  

•*Anti-apostolic, v20-23. They provide extra "truth", information 
and methodologies to supplement the gospel. They "lead you astray" 
with a secular theology, v26.  

John's main concern is not that these "antichrists" go "out from us", 
but that in the process of going they "lead... astray". John therefore 
encourages us to stand firm against their attack.  

•*Affirm the gospel, v24-25. The notion of God's free grace in 
Christ, its simplicity and clarity, is always prone to addition. In the 
nurture department, sanctification is shifted from grace to law - 
obedience rather than faith is seen as the proper mechanism for 
Godly living. In the evangelism department the business of a 
straightforward communication of the gospel is buried beneath 
selling techniques, marketing manipulation or group dynamics.... So, 
says John, hold onto the grace of God in Christ, for in this is life 
eternal.  
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•*Uphold the apostolic faith, v26-27. Against the constant 
temptation to add secular ideology to the teachings of Christ and his 
apostles, we must constantly affirm that we do not need any other 
truth.  

•*Bear the fruit of the gospel, v28-29. To live a life which is 
fruitful for Christ we must continue in Christ - live by faith.  

So, although Bible based churches struggle to survive in the muddle 
of our secular world, we are again reminded that survival rests, not with 
reliance upon secular ideologies, but with the truth of the gospel. God's 
people will always gather around God's word.  
   

Text - 2:18 
Arguments in support of the proposition, #5 - Beware of the antichrists, 

those who deny the Son, v18-29: "John goes to the deeps of living when he tests 
our appreciation of God as light, not only by purity of life and by readiness to 
love, but also by a careful examination of what we believe. And for John all true 
belief centres in Christ as the revelation of God. Not to believe this is be an 
antichrist", Love. i] Standing firm against the enemy / antichrists: Hold to the 
foundational truths; Recognise the deceivers for what they are; Remember the 
anointing you have from the Holy One, an anointing which teaches you all things, 
v18-27. John begins by speaking about the enemy in our midst, v18-23. This is 
the "last hour", the time between the ascension of Christ and his return. This 
interim period is a time of trouble and persecution for the followers of Christ, 
culminating in the great tribulation and the revealing of the antichrist, "the man 
of lawlessness". The antichrist is a person, power or ideology opposed to Christ, 
who usurps his authority and status. In these last days, the "coming" of the 
antichrist is preceded by imitators, who, although not as persuasive, pervading 
and powerful, constantly do great damage to the children of God.  

w{ra "hour" - [CHILDREN, IT IS the LAST] HOUR. "The time of salvation 
history ...., the decisive period before the End, or the parousia", Schnackenburg.  

kaqwV "as" - [AND] AS, LIKE [YOU HEARD]. Comparative, "just as you have 
heard ...." "Teaching about the coming of the antichrist was well known to his 
readers", Kruse.  

oJti "that" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of perception 
expressing what they have heard.  

ercetai (ercomai) pres. "is coming" - [AN ANTICHRIST] IS COMING. See 
above for the antichrist; "you were told that the Antichrist must needs come", 
Cassirer.  

kai "even" - AND = EVEN [NOW]. Probably ascensive, as NIV.  
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polloi adj. "many" - MANY [ANTICHRISTS HAVE COME]. Multiples. See 
above for the many antichrists - these imitations / lesser versions of the real thing.  

o{qen "this is how" - FROM WHERE = THEREFORE [WE KNOW]. Inferential; 
drawing a logical conclusion; "from which fact", Zerwick.  

oJti "-" - THAT [IT IS THE LAST HOUR]. Introducing a dependent statement 
expressing what is known. The evidence of false prophets with signs and wonders 
evidences the last days, cf., Matt.24:24.  
   
v19 

These imitation christs tend often to be pseudo-Christians. They involve 
themselves in church, cause trouble, undermining the life of the congregation, 
and then move away. They go elsewhere, move back into secular life and attack 
the church from without, or they form schismatic Christian groups. Their act of 
abandoning their Christian fellowship is the evidence of their pseudo-Christian 
stance.  

exhlqan (exercomai) aor. "they went out" - THEY DEPARTED. They, "the 
antichrists", the Christ-deniers, 2:22, were secessionists; they walked out of the 
church to form their own fellowship, continuing to agitate from without.  

ex + gen. "from" - FROM [US]. Expressing separation.  
all (alla) "but" - Strong adversative, as NIV.  
ex + gen. "belong to" - [THEY WERE NOT] FROM [US]. Here used to designate 

a member of a certain class, cf., Zerwick, #134, Culy, as NIV. " "If these people 
had been true members of his (John's) community, which they were not, they 
would have remained as members, and not seceded as they had done", Kruse.  

gar "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why "they were 
not of us."  

ei + imperf. an + pluperf. "if" - IF [THEY WERE FROM US]. Second class 
conditional clause / contrary to fact / unreal, where the condition is assumed not 
to be true; "if, as is not the case, they were of us, then they would have remained 
with us" = "these members (men) went out from our company, it is true, but they 
never really belonged to it", Phillips.  

meq (meta) + gen. "with" - [then THEY WOULD HAVE REMAINED] WITH [US]. 
Expressing association; "they would have continued with us."  

all (alla) "but" - BUT it was necessary for them to leave. Strong 
adversative, as NIV.  

iJna + subj. "-" - THAT [THEY MAY BE CLEARLY SHOWN, MANIFESTED]. Here 
introducing a purpose clause; "in order that it (they) may be revealed" = "they left 
to make it clear that none of them belonged to us", Barclay. Both Turner and 
Moule suggest that here the construction is imperatival, "but must be shown that 
..."; Wallace rates it as a possibility only.  
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oJti "that" - THAT [ALL of them ARE NOT FROM US]. Introducing an epexegetic 
clause specifying what is revealed in their leaving, namely, that "it is not all of 
(who belong to) us." The sense being either: "that all of them are not of / do not 
belong to us", as Barclay above, or " that it is not everybody that belongs to our 
company", Cassirer. "The pain of an open parting of the ways can be the 
necessary prelude to a higher level of community cohesion and doctrinal 
integrity", Yarbrough. Calvin is a little more to the point; "The Church is like a 
thrashing-floor and the chaff has to be blown away so that the pure wheat may 
remain."  
   
v20 

Unlike the pseudo-Christian, the true believer understands the truth and is 
happy to bathe in its light, v20-21. The depth of their understanding will vary, 
but their desire for it will be the same. The reason for this is that all believers are 
anointed by the Spirit whose ministry is to lead us into truth.  

kai "but" - Slightly adversative, with the emphatic uJmeiV, "you", giving the 
sense, "you on the other hand."  

crisma (a atoV) "an anointing" - AN ANOINTING, ANOINTMENT. The 
anointing may refer to the word / gospel the church members received, an 
anointing of" true knowledge", Lieu. Unlike the secessionists, the members of 
John's congregation have received an anointing of the Word / true knowledge 
from the Holy One which they oida, "know / understand / have taken to heart." 
See "The Christian Lives by the Spirit", Ignace de la Potterie. The majority of 
commentators hold that the anointing is of the Holy Spirit, so Brown, 
Schnackenburg, Strecker, Kruse. It is possible that John is using the word in the 
sense of being set apart for God, as were the prophets of old - anointed to God's 
service. They have believed in Jesus and as a consequence are in service to him, 
having come to an understanding of the truth - an understanding / knowledge - 
which of course, is mediated through the Spirit. It is very unlikely to be a 
reference to baptism. See also crisma, v27.  

apo + gen. "from" - Expressing source / origin.  
tou aJgiou adj. "the Holy One" - THE HOLY. The adjective serves as a 

substantive. The reference is possibly to God, both Father, Son and Holy Spirit, 
although Kruse thinks that here it specifically refers to Christ. "God himself has 
graced them in such a way that the departure of some need not demoralise those 
who are still standing fast", Yarbrough.  

oidate (oida) perf. "know the truth" - [ALL] HAVE KNOWLEDGE. Variant 
oidate panta, "you know all things", followed by NIV etc., David Black, An 
Overlooked Stylistic Argument in Favor of panta in 1 John 2:20, 1991 opts for 
the variant, but Lieu argues that at this point John is simply saying that his readers 
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are all secure in their knowledge, the nature of which knowledge he will explain 
later.  
   
v21  

uJmin dat. pro. "to you" - [I DO NOT WRITE] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
oJti .... oJti ..... oJti .... "because .... because ..... because" - [I DO NOT 

WRITE TO YOU] THAT [YOU DO NOT KNOW THE TRUTH, BUT] THAT [YOU KNOW IT 
AND] THAT [EVERY LIE IS NOT OF THE TRUTH]. It is unclear whether oJti in these 
three clauses is causal, or recitative. The NIV opts for three causal clauses. With 
this approach, John explains that there are two reasons for his writing this letter 
to the church: first, because they "know the truth"; and second, "because no lie 
comes from the truth." John writes as he does, because the believers, who have 
remained in fellowship, have fully endorsed the Christian message, and because 
that message is in no way the source of lies / the innovative false teaching of the 
secessionists. "What his readers have endorsed in the Christian message cannot 
be the source of the untruths that have bedevilled their community and split their 
ranks", Yarbrough. Another approach is to take all three conjunctions as 
recitative, so introducing three dependent statement expressing what John writes, 
cf., Wahlde; "I did not write to you that you .... but that you know it and that every 
lie is not of the truth." None-the-less it seems more likely that the first two are 
causal and the third introduces a dependent statement of perception expressing 
what "you know", so Schnackenburg; "I have not written to you because ..... but 
because ...... and because you know that no lie is of the truth." "It is not because 
you do not know the truth that I have written to you; it is because you do know 
it, and you are well aware that no lie has its source in the truth", Barclay.  

thn alhqeian (a) "the truth" - "The truth to which the author refers in this 
context is the truth about Jesus Christ, that he is the Christ (Messiah), something 
the secessionists were denying and thus revealing themselves to be antichrists", 
Kruse.  

ek + gen. "comes from [the truth]" - of [the truth]. Expressing source / 
origin, "from", but possibly denoting membership of a certain class, so "no lie 
belongs to the truth", Lieu.  
   
v22 

The pseudo-Christians / secessionists / opponents somehow deny Jesus, the 
Son of God, v22-23. John doesn't tell us specifically how they deny him, but the 
point is, they do not know God. They are liars in that they claim to proclaim the 
truth, but only proclaim a lie. Such a person can rightly be called an antichrist, a 
precursor of the antichrist.  

o yeusthV (ou) "the liar?" - [WHO IS] THE LIAR? The presence of the article 
probably indicates a class; "anyone who is of falsehood and who does not speak 
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or know the truth", Wahlde, cf., 1:6. Such are the "antichrists", denying that 
Christ is the anointed one of God.  

ei mh "-" - EXCEPT. Introducing an exceptive clause expressing a contrast by 
designating an exception; "who is the arch-liar, but he who denies that Jesus is 
the Christ?", Cassirer.  

oJ arnoumenoV (arneomai) pres. part. "it is whoever denies" - THE ONE 
DENYING. The participle serves as a substantive.  

oJti "that" - Introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech expressing 
what they deny.  

IhsouV ouk estin oJ cristoV (oV) "Jesus is the Christ" - JESUS IS NOT THE 
CHRIST. The presence of the negation ouk serves to express the actual denial, 
namely, "Jesus is not the Christ." The translation "[that] the Christ is Jesus" is 
prompted by there being no article with IhsouV, "Jesus", but articles are often 
dropped with proper nouns, see Lieu.  

ou|toV pro. "such a person" - THIS one. The pronoun serves as a substantive.  
oJ arnoumenoV (arneomai) pres. part. "denying" - [IS THE ANTICHRIST] THE 

ONE DENYING [THE FATHER AND THE SON]. The participle serves as a substantive 
standing in apposition to "the antichrist." In denying that Jesus is the Christ, the 
"liar" is failing to acknowledge both the Father and the Son. As already indicated, 
the secessionists may not be directly "denying, disregarding, paying no attention 
to, refusing to align with the fact" that Jesus is the Christ, but that rather their 
flawed theology with its flawed ethics (whatever it is) by implication denies 
Jesus' person, and so by implication, denies the Father.  
   
v23  

oJ arneoumenoV (arneomai) pres. part. "[no one] who denies" - [ALL] THE 
ONES DENYING [THE SON]. The participle may be classified as a substantive 
modified by the adjective "all", or the adjective paV, "all", may be taken as a 
substantive, "everyone", making the participle adjectival, attributive, limiting 
"everyone".  

ecei (ecw) pres. "has" - [NEITHER] HAS [THE FATHER] Another distinctive 
formulation of relationship with God", Lieu.  

oJ oJmologwn (oJmologew) pres. part. "whoever acknowledges" - THE ONE 
CONFESSING [THE SON]. The participle serves as a substantive. Unlike the person 
who does not acknowledge the Son, who denies the Christ / Son, the person who 
does acknowledge the Son, not only "has" the Son, but also "has" the Father. The 
secessionists may claim to have fellowship with God, 1:5, even live in God, 2:6, 
but the claim is worthless when they fail to acknowledge the Son. See above on 
what this failure to acknowledge Jesus (their denial of Jesus) may entail, although 
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we may have to admit, in the end, that John doesn't really tell us - it's not part of 
his brief.  

kai "also" - AND = ALSO [HAS THE FATHER]. Adjunctive.  
   
v24 

John now sets out to encourage his readers, v24-27. John encourages them 
to make sure that what they "heard from the beginning remains" in them. Clearly 
John is speaking of the gospel message which they heard from the first - the 
gospel of God's grace in Christ which is appropriated through faith. He 
encourages them to make sure that the truth of God's grace has a settled home in 
their lives, for then they possess the assurance of eternal relationship with the Son 
and the Father.  

uJmeiV pro. "as for you" - YOU. Pendent nominative; emphatic by position 
and use; "As for yourselves", Cassirer.  

menetw (menw) pres. imp. "see that ......... remains" - LET [WHAT YOU HEARD 
FROM THE BEGINNING] REMAIN, ABIDE, CONTINUE [IN YOU]. Usually taken with a 
temporal sense, as NIV; "to remain permanently." Used twice in this verse, twice 
in v27 and once in v28. What they heard from the very beginning of their 
Christian experience, so Smalley.  

o} neut. pro. "what" - That which they have heard "describes the nature of the 
belief of the author and his followers. They affirm, not something new or 
something that goes beyond (2Jn.9), but that which was from the beginning", 
Wahlde. That which they first heard when they received the gospel, is "the 
eyewitness testimony of those who were Christ's closest associates", 
Schnackenburg  

ap (apo) + gen. "from" - FROM [the BEGINNING]. Temporal use of the 
preposition. "What you believed when the gospel was first explained to you."  

ean + subj. "if" - IF [WHAT YOU HEARD FROM THE BEGINNING REMAINS IN 
YOU AND = ALSO YOU]. Introducing a conditional clause 3rd. class where the 
condition has the possibility of coming true; "if, as may be the case, what you 
heard from beginning abides in you, then you also will abide in the Son and in 
the Father" = "I beg you to stick to the original teaching. If you do (then) you will 
be living in fellowship with both the Father and the Son", Phillips.  

en + dat. "[will remain] in" - IN [THE SON AND] IN [THE FATHER WILL REMAIN, 
ABIDE. Local, space / sphere - incorporative union; "in relationship with."  
   
v25 

au{th pro. "this" - [AND] THIS. The pronoun is cataphoric, pointing forward; 
the "this" being "eternal life." Brown disagrees, arguing that it is anaphoric, 
pointing back to v24.  
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h}n acc. rel. pro. "what [he promised]" - [THE PROMISE] WHICH [HE 
PROMISED]. Accusative direct object of the verb "to promise."  

hJmin dat. pro. "us" - TO US. Dative of indirect object.  
thn zwhn thn aiwnion "eternal life" - THE LIFE ETERNAL. This nominal 

phrase stands in apposition to hJ epaggelia, "the promise", although "the 
promise" is nominative and "eternal life" is accusative. John has obviously 
identified the antecedent as the accusative relative pronoun h}n, "which". The 
secular world in John's time was surrounded by death, which fact was faced down 
by secular philosophers with denial (death is not what troubles humanity, it is the 
thought of death, so Epictetus) and stoic indifference ("born of nothingness, go 
back to nothingness", Seneca). For John, there is one who has broken through 
this darkness, the one who is resurrection and life. To believe in him is to live, 
even though we die, Jn.11:25.  
   
v26 

John reminds his readers that they do not need an extra Biblical curriculum. 
They have been washed by the Spirit, and the Spirit's ministry is to lead the 
believer into all truth. The Spirit's ministry is exercised through the teaching of 
Apostolic truth by the Spirit filled prophets, pastors and teachers of the church. 
So, they do not need anything extra. All they need to do is continue to place their 
faith firmly in Jesus - "abide in Christ."  

tauta "these things" - THESE THINGS [I WRITE]. Accusative direct object of 
the verb "to write." It is unclear whether this verse ends the passage commencing 
at v18, or introduces a new one. Metzger treats tauta in John's letters as 
introducing a transitional statement.  

uJmin "to you" - TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
peri + gen. "about" - CONCERNING. Reference / respect, as NIV; "with 

reference to those who are trying to deceive you." Yarbrough suggests a causal 
sense; "I write these things because of those who deceive you."  

twn planwntwn (planaw) pres. gen part. "those who are leading [you] 
astray" - THE ONES DECEIVING [YOU]. The participle serves as a substantive. The 
present tense indicates that the secessionists / troublemakers / opponents are 
deceiving, at least in part, the members of the congregation. The specific 
deception remains undefined.  
   
v27 

Yarbrough notes how John's exhortation / imperative "abide in him" is 
supported by four indicatives: a) the anointing you received from him abides in 
you; b) you have no need for anyone to teach you; c) his anointing is sufficient 
and trustworthy; d) his anointing served you well in the past.  
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uJmeiV pro. "as for you" - [AND] YOU. Pendent nominative emphatic by use; 
"in your case", Zerwick.  

to crisma (a atoV) "the anointing" - THE ANOINTING [WHICH YOU 
RECEIVED]. As noted in v20, there is some debate as to the nature of this chrisma. 
Most commentators opt for the gift of the Holy Spirit, see, crisma, v20. However 
we may define this "anointing", the consequence is oida, "knowledge / 
understanding", something that the secessionists / troublemaker / opponents do 
not have, 2:11, 20, 21, 29, 3:2, 5, 14, 15, 5:15, 18, 19, 20.  

ap (apo) "from" - FROM [HIM]. Expressing source / origin. The source is 
identified as "the Holy One", v20.  

en "in" - [REMAINS, ABIDES] IN [YOU]. Local, expressing space, metaphorical 
/ incorporative union.  

creian (a) "[you do not] need" - [AND YOU HAVE NO] NEED. John is 
affirming that his readers have a right and proper understanding of the gospel and 
so they do not need instruction from the secessionists.  

iJna "-" - THAT [ANYONE SHOULD TEACH YOU]. Introducing an object clause 
/ dependent statement of perception, expressing what they have no need of. The 
construction is more often formed by an infinitive. Culy classifies it as 
epexegetic, specifying the "need", while Wallace argues for a consecutive clause 
expressing result.  

all (alla) "but" - Contrastive, adversative.  
wJV "as" - AS, LIKE [THE SAME ANOINTING TEACHES YOU]. Here comparative, 

but possibly causal, "but because his anointing teaches you about everything and 
because it is true and not a lie ...." "On the contrary, just as it is true that the 
anointing you have received from him is capable of serving as your teacher in 
everything, and true likewise that it embodies the truth, with no admixture of 
falsehood, and, moreover (kaqwV, "likewise'), that it is by him that you have been 
taught, so it is your duty to make him your dwelling place", Cassirer.  

peri + gen. "about" - CONCERNING [ALL THINGS, EVERYTHING]. Reference 
/ respect; "concerning all things." Jesus specifically promised that through the 
Holy Spirit he would teach his disciples everything, reminding them of all that 
he taught them. Here the promise is extended somewhat, although surely not to 
the degree of the inspired teaching of the apostles now recorded in the New 
Testament. Given the context, the "all things" is the apostolic teaching they have 
received, either being the "anointing" itself, or reinforced and confirmed in their 
anointing, ie., their being set apart, or their reception of the Holy Spirit.  

alhqeV adj. "real" - [AND IS] TRUE. Predicate adjective, as NIV. "His 
anointing teaches you about all things, and is true and is not a lie", NRSV.  
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yeudoV (oV) adj. "[not] counterfeit" - [AND IS NOT] A LIE. Predicate 
adjective.  

kaqwV "just as" - [AND] AS [HE TAUGHT YOU]. See above.  
menete (menw) pres. Ind, / imp. "abide" - REMAIN, ABIDE [IN HIM]. An 

imperative is probably intended, although an indicative statement sits more 
comfortably with the obvious imperative in v28, "abide, remain, continue in 
him"; "so it is your duty to make him your dwelling place", Cassirer. Through 
their faith in Christ, they possess the truth, so all they need to do is stay with 
Christ - keep on keeping on.  
   
v28 

ii] Exhortation - abide in Christ, v28. Against the temptation to be drawn 
away from the truth, John encourages his readers to keep on keeping on. Keep 
holding onto Jesus, trust him, believe in him, "continue (abide) in him". The 
person who continues in Jesus begins to live a Christ-like life; the person who 
abides in Christ becomes like Christ. The fruit of righteousness evidences that a 
person abides in Christ, an evidence obviously missing in the life of the pseudo-
Christians, "the antichrists".  

menete "continue in him" - [AND NOW LITTLE CHILDREN] ABIDE. For the verb 
menete, "remain / abide / continue" John chooses the present imperative, 
expressing durative / ongoing action. See above: "stay united in your hearts with 
Christ", CEV; "remember to live continually in him", Phillips; "you must make 
him your dwelling place", Cassirer; "your life must be indissolubly united to his 
even here and now", Barclay; "dwell in him", REB; "live deeply in Christ", 
Peterson; ........... and a slightly left-of-field paraphrase which actually makes 
sense, "make up your minds to be true to him", Junkins. Presumably, the act of 
abiding is a faith-act, as Schnackenburg puts it, "the believer must move 
completely into the sphere of influence and action of Christ's word and let himself 
be led to that deeper union with Christ which menw denotes."  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - [IN] HIM. The gender of the pronoun may be neuter, 
"abide in it", namely, "the anointing", but it is more likely masculine, "in him" = 
"in Christ."  

iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT. Introducing a final clause expressing purpose; 
"abide in him in order that ....."  

ean + subj. "when" - IF / WHEN [HE APPEARS, IS MANIFESTED, WE MAY HAVE 
CONFIDENCE]. Introducing a conditional clause 3rd. class where the condition has 
the possibility of coming true; "if, as may be the case, he appears, then we may 
have confidence and not shrink from him in the coming of him" = "So that, if he 
were suddenly to reveal himself we should still know exactly where we stand, 
and should not have to shrink away from his presence", Phillips. Sometimes 
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translated as temporal, as NIV, given that ean + subj. may be used for the 
temporal construction oJtan + subj., but it is more likely that John is expressing 
his point hypothetically.  

kai "and" - Here probably epexegetic, introducing a clause which explains 
the nature of parrhsian, their "confidence", namely that when Christ appears, 
they will feel no need to shrink in shame at his presence. This will be the case as 
long as they continue to "abide in him / Christ (through faith)."  

ap (apo) + gen. "[unashamed] before [him]" - [NOT SHRINK, BE ASHAMED] 
FROM [HIM]. Expressing separation; "away from."  

en + dat. "at" - IN [THE COMING]. Temporal use of the preposition; "when he 
comes", Barclay.  

autou gen. pro. "his" - OF HIM. The genitive may be treated as adjectival, 
possessive, "his coming", or verbal, subjective, "when he returns", CEV.  

parousia/ (a) dat. "coming" - Only used here in John's letters and in the 
gospel. The word means "presence", a technical term for Christ's "appearing, 
coming, arrival", but which presence does John have in mind? For Daniel it is the 
presence / attending / appearing / coming / arrival of the Son of Man before the 
Ancient of Days for his enthronement and the prosecution of judgment. 
Unpacking this "appearing / coming" entails a myriad of eschatological events.  
   
v29 

iii] Those who abide do what is right, v29. A conditional clause can certainly 
begin a logical argument, and for this reason, some commentators argue it is part 
of John's next main argument; See "Context" above. None-the-less, it is more 
likely that John uses this verse to encapsulate his argument so far, namely, that 
God is just / righteous, and that those who abide him are similarly just / righteous. 
The discerning (judging??) of a brother or sister can be a problem in a Christian 
church, but John's purpose is to enable the congregation to discern the true 
standing of the secessionists / troublemakers. Their behaviour shows that they are 
not "born of God" and so their teaching should be ignored.  

ean + subj. "if" - IF [YOU KNOW]. Introducing a conditional clause 3rd. class 
where the condition has the possibility of coming true; "if, as may be the case, 
you know ......., then you know ...."  

oJti "that" - Both uses of this conjunction in v29 serve to introduce a 
dependent statement of perception expressing what is known.  

dikaioV adj. "[he is] righteous" - [HE IS] JUST, RIGHTEOUS. The antecedent 
of the subject of the verb to-be, estin, "he is", is unclear. Commentators are 
divided, but the majority opt for "God" rather than "Jesus".  

kai "-" - [YOU] AND = ALSO [KNOW THAT]. Here adjunctive; "you will also 
know that ...."  
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oJ poiwn pres. part. "[everyone] who does [what is right]" - [ALL] THE ONE 
DOING [RIGHTEOUSNESS]. If we take the adjective paV, "all", as the substantive 
"everyone", then the articular participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting 
"everyone", as NIV.  

ex (ek) + gen. "[has been born] of" - [HAS BEEN BORN] OUT OF, FROM. 
Expressing source / origin; "the metaphor appears to focus on the transference of 
character traits from the Father to those who have been born of him", Culy. In 
John's gospel the prologue has a believer begotten of God, 1:13, but in the rest of 
the gospel it is either "born of the Spirit", or "born from above." It is likely that 
all three statements take the same meaning, namely, spiritual birth, cf., John 1:12-
13, 3:1-16.  

autou gen. pro. "him" - God the Father is surely intended, particularly since 
in the ten following uses of the word gennaw, "to be born", the referent is 
specifically "God".  
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3:1-6 

Argument Proper 
vi] The family of God 
Argument  

In 3:1-3, John reminds his readers that they are children of God, which, when 
it comes to the world, isolates the believer. He then picks up on two ideas raised 
in 2:28-29, namely, the hope of Christ's return and the necessary purity of those 
who do the hoping. John then goes on to explain that it is purity of life which sets 
the children of God apart from the children of the evil one.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 2:18-29. Those who give weight to the spiral structure of 
John's argument proper, argue that we begin the second spiral at this point in the 
letter, 3:1-4:6, although possibly 2:29 commences the unit, with v28 serving a 
transitional function. John's proposition that "God is light" is developed with 
respect to "living as God's children", Smalley, the focus being on "right living, 
and love, and true belief", Love. Smalley argues that John now lists a number of 
required elements for "living as God's children", the first of these being the 
necessity to renounce sin, v4-9/10.  

The family of God, 3:1-6  
Sin is of the Evil One, 3:7-10  
Living the good news, 3:11-24  
The test of the incarnation, 4:1-6  

   
ii] Background: See 1:1-5.  

   
iii] Structure: Confidence in the family of God:  

God is life-giving light, let us walk in the light of his love  
Argument #6, v1-10: 

Confidence in the family of God. 
A statement about the nature / character of God as Father, v1-3. 
The necessity to renounce sin, v4-10: 

no one can abide in Christ and also live in lawlessness, v4-6; 
victory through the indwelling Christ, v7-10.  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

John continues to develop his argument guided by the proposition that 
God is light / God is love, 1:5. On the basis of this proposition John 
addresses two separate groups which claim allegiance to God. One group, 
"the children of God", v1, is lavished with the love of God; they purify 
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themselves as God is pure, v3. The other group is found in habitual 
rebellion against God, in lawlessness. The difference between these two 
groups is one of orientation; for one, an orientation toward Christ, for the 
other, an orientation toward rebellion.  

Focusing on the issue of right living, 3:4-10, John addresses the 
necessity to renounce sin. First, in v4-6, John explains that Christ is not 
only without sin, but died to overcome sin, and so it is not possible to claim 
union with Christ and then live in defiant rebellion against God. In v7-10, 
John will go on to draw out the necessity of renouncing sin by examining 
the victory a believer possesses through the indwelling Christ.  
   

v] Homiletics: In the family of God  
One of the greatest problems facing believers these days is a lack of 

assurance. Scratch a believer and you will find someone unsure of their 
salvation. The reason for this lack of assurance is often related to our 
clumsy attempts to confirm our salvation by means of our personal piety. 
We work at proving our standing with God on the basis of our goodness, 
but every day we fail miserably and so find our standing undermined.  

Take note of what John says in our reading today. God's love is beyond 
calculation, for not only does he call us his children, he makes us his 
children. The day is coming when we, the children of God, will not only 
know him, but will be like him. No matter how great our weakness or 
failings, they can't get in the way of God's gracious love for us. Jesus has 
taken away our sins and we are his forever.  

This truth produces great confidence, it produces great assurance, and 
this assurance is supported by an amazing fact: a believer is orientated 
toward righteousness. This doesn't mean that we won't sin; in fact, sin will 
daily infect our lives. What it means is that we are attracted toward Christ-
likeness. A person who has truly experienced the mercy of God will tend 
to be merciful - not perfectly merciful, but oriented toward mercy. A 
forgiven person forgives, strives to forgive. A person bathed in the purity 
of Jesus tries to express that purity in their lives.  

So, our standing as God's children rests on his grace alone and this is 
evidenced by a desire to honour our Lord. Yes, we will constantly trip and 
fall, but then we will get up and dust ourselves off and see if we can't do 
better next time. In all this, let us know for sure that God's love for us is 
undiminished.  
   

Text - 3:1 
Arguments in support of the proposition, #6 - Confidence in the family of 

God, v1-10: i] The character of God as Father, v1-3. The opening remark, "How 
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great", is an expression of amazement. God has acted with self-giving love to 
bring us into an intimate relationship with himself; he has made us his children. 
We do not deserve his love and so this makes his self-giving toward us even more 
wonderful. Three consequences flow from this truth:  

a) "The world does not know us." The world does not know us in the same 
sense as it does not know God. The child of God is not recognised by secular 
society; we are ignored, even condemned.  

b) "What we will be has not yet been made known". Our standing in 
Christ enables us to deal with our present limitations, cf., Deut.29:29. So, we live 
with our limited understanding, knowing that one day we will stand before the 
Father and see him as he is, and as he is, so shall we be. In that day, we will know 
even as we are known.  

c) "Everyone who has this hope, purifies themselves." Holiness, or Christ 
likeness, is our hope; it is our destiny. In fact, as far as God is concerned, we are 
already perfect. So, we strive to purify ourselves, strive to be what we are. Our 
destiny is purity, perfection, so we strive to be pure. This is a natural response to 
our being in a relationship with the divine. "Everyone who has this hope" seeks 
to live in purity. God "is pure" and so it is only natural that His children should 
push themselves toward purity. It is often suggested that the example of Christ's 
life is what motivates us in this quest for perfection. His goodness, his purity, 
drives us toward purity. Yet, it is more likely that the motivating force is the same 
motivating power that stood with Christ in his life's journey. Only the Holy Spirit 
can sanctify and we need only cooperate with his work of renewal.  

idete (oJraw) potaphn aor. imp. "How great is" - SEE WHAT MANNER OF 
[LOVE]. The construction serves to express a sense of astonishment and invites 
the reader to identify with the truth being expressed. 

dedwken (didwmi) perf. "lavished on" - [THE FATHER] HAS GIVEN. The 
opening words emphasise the gift and so "lavish" rather than just "has given" is 
a better translation.  

hJmin dat. pro. "us" - TO US. Dative of indirect object.  
iJna + subj. "that" - Introducing either a final clause expressing purpose, or 

a consecutive clause expressing result. Consequence seems best, "with result that 
..."; "he loves us so much that he lets us be called children of God", CEV. 

klhqwmen (kalew) aor. pas. subj. "we should be called" - WE SHOULD BE 
CALLED. Probably in the sense of "named", "classed as", "designated as"; "given 
the title and standing of children of God." 

qeou (oV) gen. "of God" - [CHILDREN] OF GOD [AND WE ARE]. The genitive 
is adjectival, relational. The child possesses the nature of the father and therefore, 
as we are designated the children of God, by grace through faith, we can expect 
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to be treated as Christ is treated and expect to see our lives oriented toward 
godliness.  

dia touto "the reason" - BECAUSE OF THIS = THEREFORE. Often used to 
introduce an important proposition, so inferential rather than causal; "therefore."  

oJti "that" - [THE WORLD DID NOT KNOW US] BECAUSE [IT DID NOT KNOW]. 
Here introducing a causal clause explaining why the world does not know us, 
"because it has not known him", Culy.  

auton "him" - HIM. Although we would assume John means "Christ", the 
context implies "God".  
   
v2 

agaphtoi adj. "Dear friends" - BELOVED. The adjective serves as a 
substantive; "Dearly-loved ones", Cassirer.  

nun adv. "now" - Temporal adverb; "at the present time."  
qeou (oV) gen. "of God" - [WE ARE CHILDREN] OF GOD. The genitive is 

adjectival, relational.  
kai "and" - Possibly slightly adversative here; "but what we will be has not 

yet been manifested."  
oupw aor. pas. "not yet" - [IT WAS] NOT YET [REVEALED, MANIFESTED WHAT 

WILL BE]. "What we shall be has not yet been revealed", Barclay.  
oJti " that" - [WE KNOW] THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent 

statement of perception expressing what "we know."  
ean + subj. "when" - IF. Grammatically introducing a conditional clause 3rd 

class, where the condition has the possibility of coming true; "if, as may be the 
case, he is manifested, then we will be like him." Sometimes when ean is used 
instead of an, a temporal oJtan is intended, so here a conditional temporal clause; 
"when he shall appear", AV.  

fanerwqh/ (fanerow) aor. pas. subj. "he / Christ appears" - HE IS 
MANIFESTED. The translation depends on the subject. The NIV takes the subject 
as Jesus / God, but it could well be "what we will be", in which case the translation 
would be "when it does become evident."  

oJmoioi adj. "like" - [WE WILL BE] LIKE. Reflecting the glory of the Creator. 
"We only know that if reality were to break through, we should reflect his 
likeness", Phillips.  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - HIM. Dative of the thing compared. Like Jesus? Again, 
the context implies God, therefore we will take on divinity.  

oJti "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why we will be like him, 
"because ...."  
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kaqwV "as" - [WE WILL SEE HIM] AS [HE IS]. Comparative. John is making the 
point that "a coming glimpse of Jesus will complete the redemptive work that the 
incarnation inaugurated", Yarbrough.  
   
v3 

paV adj. "all" - [AND] ALL. The adjective serves as a substantive; "everyone" 
= "every child of God", v2.  

oJ exwn (ecw) pres. part. "who have" - THE ONES HAVING. The participle is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "everyone".  

elpida (iV, idoV) "[hope" - [THIS] HOPE. A confident expectation in the 
promises of God. Note, the hope is "on him", not on some imagined intention, or 
desire.  

ep (epi) + dat. "in" - UPON [HIM]. Spatial, metaphorical; "on, upon, in, ..."  
aJgnizei (aJgnizw) pres. "purifies" - PURIFIES [HIMSELF]. The subject of this 

verb is the participial construction "all who have this hope in him." The word is 
used for both devotional purity and ethical purity; "ethical uprightness", 
Yarbrough. "This hope makes us keep ourselves holy", CEV.  

kaqwV "just as" - EVEN AS. Comparative.  
ekeinoV "he" - THAT ONE [IS PURE]. Referring to God. Bultmann argues that 

"he" refers to Jesus, while on the other hand, commentators like Pink argue it 
refers to God.  
   
v4 

ii] The necessity to renounce sin, v4-9, a) Christ is without sin and has come 
to take away sin and therefore "no one can abide in him and at the same time 
commit sin", Love, v4-6. John's argument continues as follows: Everyone who 
sins finds themselves in rebellion against God, in lawless. Jesus came to deal with 
this state of loss. He, the perfect Son of God, took upon himself the punishment 
for our state of rebellion, Jn.1:29, 10:15. Thus, as a consequence, those who are 
in a relationship with Jesus, press toward perfection rather than corruption. John 
is simply making the point that you can't be in fellowship with a sinless saviour 
and continue to push toward corruption. John's words may seem to imply, on the 
surface at least, that a disciple of Christ should be sinless. Yet, this is not what he 
is saying. In 1:8 and 10 John lays the groundwork for his argument by stating that 
we cannot claim to be without sin. So, he is not speaking about personal 
perfection, because "sinning", "lawlessness", remains part of our daily 
experience. John is dealing with the issue of orientation, not personal purity. The 
issue here is that believers are assured of their standing in Christ because of their 
natural orientation toward the perfection that they already possess in Christ.  

paV adj. "everyone" - ALL. The adjective serves as a substantive; "everyone".  
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oJ poiwn pres. part. "who [sins]" - THE ONES DOING. Participle is adjectival, 
attributive, limiting "everyone". "Everyone who commits sin", NRSV; "to 
commit sin is to break God's law", Barclay.  

thn aJmartian (a) "sins" - THE SIN. This "sin" refers to something stronger 
than failing to comply wholly with God's law. This sin is "lawlessness" and 
"refers to those who have resolutely turned away from God", Yarbrough.  

kai "-" - AND = ALSO. Adjunctive; "also does lawlessness."  
poiei (poiew) "breaks [the law]" - DOES [LAWLESSNESS]. "Is guilty of 

lawlessness", NRSV.  
kai "in fact, [sin is lawlessness]" - AND [SIN IS LAWLESSNESS]. Epexegetic, 

as NIV, but possibly causal, "for."  
   
v5 

oidate (oida) perf. "you know" - [AND] YOU KNOW. Obviously, “know” by 
means of communication, from both divine revelation and Christian teachers. The 
knowledge of Christ's incarnation and atonement is not something that can be 
worked out through human reasoning.  

oJti "that" - Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing what 
"you know."  

efanerwqh (fanerow) aor. pas. "he appeared" - [THAT one] WAS 
REVEALED, MANIFESTED. He appeared on the scene; presumably a reference to 
the incarnation.  

iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT. Introducing a final clause expressing purpose.  
arh/ (airw) aor. subj. "might take away" - HE MIGHT BEAR, CARRY, 

REMOVE, TAKE AWAY [SINS]. "Christ appeared to remove sin altogether", Barclay.  
kai "and" - Here coordinative; "and you know likewise that no sin whatever 

is to be found in him", Cassirer.  
en + dat. "in [him]" - "Locative in a metaphysical sense", Culy. Again, Christ 

is obviously intended here.  
estin "is [no sin]" - [SIN] IS [NOT]. Smalley makes a point of the durative 

nature of the present tense; Christ is alive and without sin continually, "He isn't 
sinful", CEV. Cully agrees with the doctrinal point, but argues that it cannot be 
drawn from the use of a present tense here.  
   
v6 

oJ ... menwn (menw) pres. part. "[No one] who lives" - [ALL] THE ONES 
ABIDING, REMAINING, CONTINUING. The participle is adjectival, attributive, 
limiting the substantive adjective, paV, "all" = "everyone"; "everyone who abides 
in him is not sinning." Given that Christ has come to take away sin and is himself 
without sin, v5, then obviously a person cannot be in union with Christ and at the 
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same time live in sin / lawlessness (v4, "sin" in the sense of being resolutely 
opposed to God / Christ). A person in a relationship with Christ does not live in 
sin / lawlessness.  

en + dat. "in" - IN [HIM]. Local, expressing sphere / incorporative union.  
ouc aJmartanei (aJmartanw) pres. ind. act. "continues to sin" - IS NOT 

SINNING. The present tense implies continued action and therefore "continue in 
sin", as NIV. John is not implying that a believer has the potential of victory over 
sin (so Smalley), nor that a true Christian doesn't sin, cf., 1:8,9. John is simply 
making the point that a believer in Christ cannot live in sin, in the sense of 
habitually in rebellion against God.  

oJ aJmartanwn (aJmartanw) pres. part. "who continues to sin" - [ALL] THE 
ONES SINNING. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting the substantive 
adjective paV, "all" = "everyone". The present tense is durative, as NIV.  

eJwraken (oJraw) perf. "has [either] seen" - HAS [NOT] SEEN [HIM]. "Seen" 
here does not mean visibly seen in the same way as "know" does not mean know 
by observation. Both "see" and "know" are used with the same meaning of 
"spiritually entered into a relationship with God through faith in Christ."  

egnwken (ginwskw) perf. "known [him]" - [NEITHER] HAS KNOWN [HIM]. "If 
they keep on sinning they don't know Christ", CEV.  
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3:7-10 

Argument Proper 
vii] Sin is of the Evil One 
Argument  

It is right living, particularly brotherly love, which sets the children of God 
apart from the children of the evil one.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 3:1-6.  
   

iii] Background: See 1:1-5.  
   

iii] Structure: Sin is of the Evil One:  
God is life-giving light, let us walk in the light of his love  

Argument #6, v1-10: 
Confidence in the family of God. 

A statement about the nature / character of God as Father, v1-3. 
The necessity to renounce sin, v4-10: 

no one can abide in Christ and also live in lawlessness, v4-6; 
victory through the indwelling Christ, v7-10.  

   
Verse 10 serves both as a summary of the argument carried in v4-9, 

but also transitions to the next passage, a summons to love, a summons to 
live the good news.  
   

iv] Interpretation:  
A righteous person will tend toward righteous living. Such a person, 

in a relationship with God, "born of God", will not easily live a life in 
defiance of God's will. On the other hand, a person who lives in defiance 
to God's will, who does not do what is right, is a person more aligned to the 
Devil than the living God. "Here we have a clear indication as to who are 
the children of God and who are the children of the devil", Phillips, v10a. 
A person who does not strive to lead a good life, who is devoid of love 
toward their brothers and sisters in the Lord, is not a child of God.  
   

The incongruity of John's demand for sinless perfection: John's stark 
duality between, on the one hand, the children of God / the righteous, those 
who do what is right / do not sin, and on the other hand, the children of the 
devil / the unrighteous, those who do not do what is right / do sin, has 
always troubled commentators. The only viable solution is to understand 
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John's words in the terms of orientation. Compassion is to be found in even 
the most corrupt person, just as corruption is to be found in even the most 
compassionate person. The believer is orientated toward living in a way 
that is honouring to Christ. Indwelt with the renewing power of the Spirit 
of Christ, we are compelled to love as Christ loves, albeit certainly not 
perfectly. So, we do sin, but due to our orientation we find such behaviour 
offensive and seek to overcome the problem / do better next time. 
Translations try to draw this approach out by the way they handle the 
durative present in this passage, eg., v9, ποιει, "doing": "will continue in 
sin", NIV; "makes a practice of sinning", ESV; "the person who lives in 
Christ does not habitually sin", Phillips, ...... rather than "everyone who has 
been born of God commits no sin", Berkeley. For a detailed examination 
of the possible solutions to this interpretive problem see Brown p413-416.  
   

v] Homiletics: Sinless perfection  
Depending on the version of the Bible you use, this little passage can 

be somewhat disturbing. You see, John says in verse nine, "everyone born 
of God commits no sin." That's wiped us all out, hasn't it? This is why most 
translations soften John's words, not because they're intent on rewriting 
him, but because they want to emphasize his meaning. So, the TNIV has 
"no one who is born of God will continue to sin", or as J.B. Phillips puts it, 
"the man" - Phillips writes before the introduction of PC language so you 
will have to make the appropriate adjustment - "the person who lives in 
Christ does not habitually sin."  

I have to say I'm not overly satisfied with these translations, these 
concessions to the text. I mean, as believers we do continue to sin. At this 
very moment you may be thinking about lunch rather than giving your full 
attention to God's word, and of course, I've just undertaken some speck-
removal to emphasize my own full attention to God's word. Our sins are 
also often habitual, sometimes seriously so. Recurrent sin can plague the 
life of a believer, undermining faith, even prompting some to walk away 
from Jesus.  

I like the ESV translation of the text: "no one born of God makes a 
practice of sinning" - sinning is not something a believer wants to do, 
something we determinately set out to do. I may go off the rails tomorrow, 
but if I do, I will try really hard not to go off the rails again the next day. I 
don't make it my practice to defy God. So, a believer is not someone who 
"makes a practice of sinning."  

I want to suggest that God does not expect perfection of a believer 
because we are already perfect in Christ. What he expects of us is that we 
try to be what we are in Christ. When we slip in the mud, our God expects 
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us to get up, clean ourselves up and set off again. It's likely that we will slip 
over again, someday soon, but if we really have Jesus as our friend, we 
won't be found wallowing in the mud. In the end, that's what sets the child 
of God apart from the child of darkness.  

So, my friends, be children of the light.  
   

Text - 3:7 
Arguments in support of the proposition, #6 - Confidence in the family of 

God, v1-10: ii] The necessity to renounce sin, v4-10; b) Victory through the 
indwelling Christ, v7-10. A person born of God is orientated toward living for 
God rather than living for the devil. A person orientated toward sin is not born of 
God, but is born of the devil. A person observing the behaviour of both these 
children can easily see who is the child of God and who is the child of the devil. 
With affectionate words, John warns his readers not to be deceived, v7. Many 
people will claim to be righteous before God, but in the end, the righteous person 
is someone who strives to lead a good life, a life which reflects the life lived by 
Jesus. John uses rather stark language implying that a believer's life will be 
sinless, but he is probably describing orientation, rather than perfection. The 
righteous person, the godly person, is someone who strives to do the right thing; 
it is the person "in pursuit of righteousness who is righteous", Cassirer.  

τεκνια (ον) voc. "dear children" - LITTLE CHILDREN. Vocative, indicating 
transition. A statement of affection, endearment, setting the ground for the 
following imperative.  

πλανατω (πλαναω) pres. imp. "do not let anyone lead you astray" - LET 
NOT ONE DECEIVE YOU. The imperative reminds us that there are those who are 
deceiving John's readers by their distorted "faith", 2:22, and ethics, 3:4, 6. John's 
readers must take care not to be deceived, misled, by the secessionists. Obviously 
"John is warning of missteps that could have consequences of eschatological 
proportions", Yarbrough.  

ὁ ποιων (ποιεω) pres. part. "the one who does" - THE ONE DOING, 
PRACTICING. The participle serves as a substantive, the present tense being 
durative; "the person who lives a constantly righteous life."  

την δικαιοσυνην (η) "what is right" - RIGHTEOUSNESS [IS RIGHTEOUS]. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to do." With an eye to those who may lead 
his readers astray, John makes the point that the person who claims to be 
righteous ("is righteous") would actually do what is right; they would act in a way 
which aligns with the life and teachings of Christ, embracing the doctrine, ethics 
and love of Christ. Schnackenburg suggests that the secessionists may well claim 
to do just this, but their lives do not show it and that this fact needs to be noted.  
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καθως "just as" - AS. Comparative. "Just as he is righteous" = "just as Christ 
is righteous"; "It is the man who is in pursuit of righteousness who is righteous 
in the sense in which Christ is righteous", Cassirer.  

δικαιος adj. "[is] righteous" - [THAT ONE IS] RIGHTEOUS. Predicate 
adjective.  
   
v8 

The powers of darkness have infested God's beautiful creation, limiting 
human potential, v8-9. To address this problem, Christ took on our humanity to 
become the created being we should have been, obedient to God, trustworthy, 
loving, and facing the prospect of eternity. Standing against the temptation to 
choose the path of self-fulfilment rather than service, Jesus took on the role of a 
suffering servant, and in so doing he overcame the powers of darkness for those 
who would seek the light. A person who lives a selfish life, giving little 
consideration to either God or mankind, is someone who lives under the influence 
of darkness, not light. On the other hand, a person who is Jesus' fiend, a person 
born anew through the indwelling presence of Christ, will find themselves 
compelled toward goodness. They will sin from time to time, but they will not 
practice lawlessness.  

την ἁμαρτιαν "[the one who does] what is sinful" - [THE ONE DOING, 
PRACTICING] THE SIN. Accusative direct object of the participle "doing". The 
present tense of the participle ποιων is again best taken as durative; "the person 
who makes a practice of sinning", doing what is evil / acting against the will of 
God.  

εκ + gen. "of [the devil]" - [IS] FROM [THE DEVIL]. At one level the sense is 
likely to be comparative; just as the person who tends to act in a godly way is like 
the Father, so a person who tends to act in a sinful way is like the devil, and this 
because the devil has been into sinning ever since his fall. Yet, unlike v7, instead 
of the comparative καθως, we have εκ expressing source / origin. Derivation is 
likely, as in the sense of "born of / son of" - like father like son! So Brown, 
"belongs to the devil." A person in a relationship with Christ / "in Christ", tends 
to act as Christ would act, but a person who is in a relationship with the devil will 
tend to act as the devil would act.  

ὁτι "because" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why sinful behaviour 
stems from the devil, "for the devil is behind all sin as he always has been", 
Phillips.  

ἁμαρτανει (ἁμαρτανω) pres. "has been sinning" - [THE DEVIL] SINS. The 
present tense is somewhat awkward, although as a durative present it makes the 
point that since the fall the devil has been practicing his wiles.  

απ (απο) + gen. "from" - FROM [the BEGINNING]. Expressing source / origin.  
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εις + acc. "the reason" - TO = FOR [THIS reason]. Here the preposition 
expresses purpose / end-view; "for this purpose."  

του θεου (ος) gen. "of God" - [THE SON] OF GOD [WAS MANIFESTED]. The 
genitive is adjectival, relational, although the term is used as a messianic title 
rather than referencing a filial relationship with the Father.  

ἱνα + subj. "-" - THAT. Here introducing an epexegetic clause specifying "the 
reason" for (εις τουτο - "for this purpose") the revealing / appearing / coming of 
the Son of God. "This is perhaps the clearest statement of the purpose of Jesus' 
ministry in 1 John, expressed in apocalyptic terms", Wahlde.  

του διαβολος adj. "the devil's [work]" - [HE MIGHT DESTROY THE WORK] 
OF THE DEVIL, ENEMY. The adjective serves as a substantive, the genitive being 
taken as adjectival, possessive, or verbal, subjective. "The work of the devil" is 
the enslavement in sin / evil of the totality of God's creation. Christ's work is to 
undo Satan's work; to lead representative humanity / the lost / the seeker, from a 
state of sin to a state of righteousness (some might argue for a status of 
righteousness, but if God declares us righteous then we are righteous).  
   
v9 

ὁ γεγεννημανος (γενναω) perf. pas. part. "who is born of God" - [ALL] THE 
ONE HAVING BEEN BORN. The participle is usually classified as adjectival, 
attributive, limiting the substantive adjective πας, "all" = "everyone".  

εκ + gen. "of [God]" - FROM [GOD]. Expressing source / origin, but see 
above.  

ποιει pres. "will continue to" - IS [NOT] DOING, PRACTICING [SIN]. Durative 
present tense; see "Interpretation" above.  

ὁτι "because" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why a 
person "born of God" does not "make a practice of sinning", because they are a 
son of God - like father like son; they are in an abiding filial relationship with 
God, a child of God.  

σπερμα α (ατος) "seed" - the SEED [OF HIM ABIDES]. Nominative subject of 
the verb "to abide." Schnackenburg argues that this is a reference to the Holy 
Spirit, of being indwelt by the Spirit of Christ, but it is more likely just an 
illustrative expression of a believer's relationship with the divine, of being united 
to Christ.  

εν + dat. "in" - IN [HIM]. Local, expressing space / sphere, here relational / 
incorporative union.  

ἁμαρτανειν (ἁμαρτανω) pres. inf. " sinning" - [AND HE IS NOT ABLE] TO 
SIN [BECAUSE HE HAS BEEN BORN FROM GOD]. The infinitive is complementary, 
completing the sense of the negated verb "is not able." Again, the durative present 
tense is usually stressed, as NIV. Note that John's argument moves up a notch; 
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"the person who has God's seed abiding in him not only does not sin, he cannot 
sin", Brown. A person who is a child of God does not practice the art of sinning, 
ὁτι, "because" (causal), they have been born εκ του θεου, "out of, from God", ie., 
God's very nature is in them / they are united to God, one with God, and with 
such a parentage, they are incapable of defiant rebellion against God.  
   
v10 

Conclusion. This verse is transitional, summing up the passage dealing with 
sin, the devil and the children of God, while introducing the subject of love. It is 
not the business of a believer to assess a person's standing in the sight of God; 
that's God's business. It is important though, for our own sake, to understand what 
makes for a child of the light, and a child of the dark, or John puts it, "the children 
of God, and .... the children of the devil." Faith is clearly the subjective essential, 
but genuine faith produces objective results - the fruit of love. So, a person who 
does not strive to lead a good life, who is devoid of love toward their brothers 
and sisters in the Lord, bears little resemblance to a child of God.  

εν + dat. "[this is] how" - IN = BY [THIS]. Here instrumental; "by this. 
"Referring to v10b.  

φανερα adj. "we know" - [IS] MANIFEST, EVIDENT, CLEAR. Predicate 
adjective.  

του θεου (ος;) " of God" - [THE CHILDREN] OF GOD [AND THE CHILDREN OF 
THE DEVIL]. The genitive, as with "of the devil", is adjectival, relational; "born of 
God" / "born of the Devil."  

ὁ μη ποιων (ποιεω) pres. part "who does not do" - [ALL] THE ONE NOT 
DOING, PRACTICING]. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting the 
substantive adjective πας, "all" = "anyone", as NIV. The participial construction 
"anyone who does not do what is right" serves as the subject of the verb to-be 
εστιν  

δικαιοσυνην (η) "what is right" - RIGHTEOUSNESS, JUSTICE. Accusative 
direct object of the participle "doing".  

εκ + gen. "a child [of God]" - [IS NOT] FROM, OUT OF [GOD]. Expressing 
source, origin, so "he is not God's child", Barclay, as NIV.  

και "nor is anyone" - ALSO [all]. Here probably coordinative, as NIV, so 
Yarbrough, Kruse, but an epexegetic sense is possible, "that is, ..."; "no one who 
in what he does ignores the claims of righteousness can trace his origin to God, 
that is to say, no man who is devoid of love toward his brother", Cassirer, so 
Smalley. Love of the brotherhood may not define righteous living, but "one 
demonstrates just actions in loving one’s brother", Wahlde, ie., brotherly love is 
a concrete example of what John means by righteous living.  
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ὁ μη αγαπων (αγαπαω) pres. part. "who does not love" - THE ONE NOT 
LOVING. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting the assumed substantive 
adjective "all = anyone." John uses the word in an active sense rather than as a 
feeling, "compassion" rather than physical attraction.  

αυτου gen. pro. "his [brother] / [and sister]" - [THE BROTHER] OF HIM. 
Genitive of relationship.  
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3:11-24 

Argument Proper 
viii] Living the good news 
Argument  

John now examines the issue of brotherly love. He makes the point that 
"genuine love for fellow believers is another mark of those who belong to the 
truth", Kruse.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 3:1-6. It is very difficult to determine where to place the new 
paragraph that introduces the theme of love toward the brotherhood. The options 
are v9, 10, 10b, 11 and 13. Probably v11 best introduces this passage on brotherly 
love, while v10 is transitional, on the one hand, summing up the passage dealing 
with sin, the devil and the children of God, and on the other hand, introducing the 
subject of love.  
   

ii] Background: See 1:1-5.  
   

iii] Structure: Living the good news:  
God is life-giving light, let us walk in the light of his love  

Argument #7, v11-24: 
Brotherly love: 

love assures us of our standing in Christ, v11-15;  
Christ's sacrifice is our example of love, v16-18; 
love gives us confidence, v19-24.  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

Kruse suggests that this passage stands as a further theological proof 
in John's rhetorical argument. This particular proof deals with the gospel 
proclamation to love one another, v11-18, followed by a command for 
correct belief and mutual love, v19-24, so Wahlde. John's arguments serve 
to give assurance to his readers in the face of testing times. As already 
indicated, the source of this testing is somewhat unclear, but it is probably 
coming from a group of nomist secessionists.  
   

v] Homiletics: Love  
Our reading today prompts us to consider the issue of love:  

•*What is the content of Christian love and to whom should it be 
directed? Our reading today reminds us of the exclusive nature of 
Christian compassion, an exclusiveness often denied by many 
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believers. Christ's sacrifice is the perfect example of love and love's 
focus is primarily directed to Christ's little ones, the brotherhood, 
believers. Our response of faith in Christ should be expressed in 
caring, self-giving, compassionate relationships with our brothers 
and sisters in the Lord.  

•*If love is an evidence of our having passed from death to life, is 
there some measure of love that can assure us that we have gained 
life? John says that "we know that we have passed form death to life, 
because we love our brothers." The crossing of some particular line 
is not the issue here, it is not quantity, but quality. I may be angry 
with my brother through a hurt of some kind, but in time it melts into 
forgiveness; I am not locked into a constant cycle of hate. Love is 
ultimately the master over hate.  

•*Can we be sure that we have passed from death unto life on the 
evidence of our compassion? Sadly, our compassion is flawed and 
often more an evidence of sin than salvation. The truth is that when 
we give our lives to Jesus we stand eternally approved before God, 
despite the fact that we constantly fail to love as Christ loved. Yet, it 
is also true that as a consequence of our faith, the Holy Spirit 
progresses his work of renewal such that we are at least orientated 
toward love rather than hate.  

So, brothers and sisters, "love one another."  
   

Text - 3:11 
Arguments in support of the proposition, #7 - Brotherly love, v11-24: i] 

Love assures us of our standing in Christ, v11-15. In 3:10 John says that it is easy 
to assure ourselves that we are children of God and not children of the evil one. 
Those who are not God's children do not act rightly, they do not love. The child 
of God acts lovingly, since love is a fruit of faith. Those who believe, love. This 
fruit, love, is an integral element of Christ's teachings. From the beginning of his 
ministry Jesus spoke of the responsive fruit of brotherly love.  

oJti "- / for" - BECAUSE. Here causal, "because". Probably just establishing a 
loose relationship with v10, and therefore left untranslated, as NIV, but possibly 
introducing an explanation as to "why the author has equated the one not acting 
justly with the one not loving his brother", Wahlde. The reason being that the 
command to love is an authentic piece of Christian tradition such that to ignore it 
is to not act rightly / justly. "This is so because from the beginning ...", Barclay.  

hJ aggelia (h) "the message" - [THIS IS] THE REPORT, RECORD, MESSAGE. 
Nominative subject of the verb to-be. "One thing you have been taught", Barclay. 

ap (apo) + gen. "from" - Here in a temporal sense.  
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archV (h) "the beginning" - BEGINNING, FIRST. From the time when they 
first heard the gospel. This message contained a faith response application, 
namely, that disciples should love one another. 

iJna + subj. "-" - THAT. Introducing an epexegetic clause specifying auth 
"this"; "this, namely that we should love one another, is the message ....." 

agapwmen (agapaw) pres. subj. "we should love" - WE MAY LOVE [ONE 
ANOTHER]. The present tense, being durative, expresses continued action.  
   
v12 

"We should love one another, unlike Cain who belonged to the evil one and 
slaughtered his brother", NAB. The reason why Cain hated his brother and ended 
up murdering him, says John, is that Cain's evil was exposed by Abel's goodness, 
v12. We children of love must always remember that those who live in darkness 
will react defensively when confronted by the light of love, v13.  

ou kaqwV "[do] not [be] like [Cain]" - NOT AS [CAIN]. Comparative - we 
should love our brother, and not as Cain loved his brother. There is no verb, and 
so an imperative is often supplied, "we must never be like Cain", Barclay. Yet, 
does John intend an imperative, or is he making a statement, establishing a 
contrast between those who love and those who don't love, and then noting the 
resulting hatred of those who don't love toward we who do? It's a sad fact, but we 
do love the pious imperative and happily supply it whenever God forgets!!!! "We 
should love one another, unlike Cain who belonged to the evil one", NAB. 

ek + gen. "[who] belonged to [the evil one]" - [who WAS] OF [THE EVIL ONE]. 
Source / origin, "out of" = "child of." Being "of the evil one" is descriptive of a 
personality trait rather than a person's state. Cain was a grasping man, and self 
became his master.  

esfaxen (sfazw) aor. "murdered" - [AND] SLAUGHTERED, KILLED. As in 
sacrificing animals, but also murder. By implication, John identifies guilt as the 
cause of Cain's murderous hatred. Another's goodness can expose our sin and 
prompt a defensive reaction. Reducing, or deriding the other's goodness, is one 
way to lighten our guilt, although Cain chose to remove the problem completely. 
The old saying "he who has done you wrong will never forgive you" exposes the 
same problem, but from a different angle. Someone who has hurt us and feels the 
guilt of their wrong, will often lighten (dissipate) their sense of guilt by 
transferring a creative sense of wrong back onto us. In church circles we 
sometimes label this identification of the evil in others as "righteous indignation", 
although Jesus called it pulling specks out of the eyes of others while ignoring 
the log in our own. "And murdered his brother, Abel." 

autou gen. pro. "his [brother]" - [THE BROTHER] OF HIM. The genitive is 
adjectival, relational.  
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carin gen. "why [did he murder him?]" - [AND] FOR THE SAKE OF [WHAT 
DID HE KILL, SLAUGHTER HIM]? Expressing cause or purpose: "for the sake of / on 
account of / by reason of." "And for what reason did he slaughter him?"; "Why 
did he murder him", CEV. 

oJti "because" - Causal. "John's explanation, although neat, has no real basis 
in the text of Genesis, other than that murder is evil; it relies on the simple logic 
that evil and justice are bound to be antagonistic, and that evil will respond 
murderously to justice", Lieu. 

autou gen. pro. "his own [actions]" - [THE WORKS] OF HIM [WERE EVIL]. 
The genitive is adjectival, possessive or subjective. 

ta "-" - THE ones = THE actions 
tou adelfou (oV) gen. "[his] brother's" - OF THE BROTHER [OF HIM]. The 

genitive is adjectival, possessive or subjective.  
dikaia adj. "[were] righteous" - RIGHTEOUS. Predicate adjective. Often 

used of the "right standing" of a person in the sight of God, although here it may 
well be referring to behaviour. "Because his own conduct was bad, and his 
brother's was good", Barclay.  
   
v13 

kai "-" - AND. Variant reading, coordinative, linking Cain's hatred of his 
brother with the world's hatred of believers.  

mh qaumazete (qaumazw) pres. imp. "do not be surprised" - DO NOT 
MARVEL AT, BE AMAZED, BE FILLED WITH WONDER. The present tense, being 
durative, indicates that we should not be surprised continually, given that 
opposition will continue.  

ei + ind. "if" - Here introducing a conditional clause, 1st class, where the 
proposed condition is assumed to be true; "if, as is the case, [the world does / will 
hate the disciple of Christ], then [do not be surprised]. "Do not wonder, brothers, 
that the world hates you", Moffatt.  

misei (misew) "hates" - [THE WORLD] HATES, DETESTS [YOU]. A very strong 
word expressing hatred to the point of violence.  
   
v14 

Great assurance is to be found in our tendency to act with brotherly love. 
Such is an evidence that we have passed from death to life - an evidence that we 
are a child of God, v14. A murderous hatred toward other believers is an evidence 
of the opposite, v15.  

hJmeiV pro. "we" - Emphatic by use and position.  
oidamen (oida) perf. "know" - KNOW = COMPREHEND THE MEANING OF / 

POSSESS THE NECESSARY INFORMATION ABOUT. The second meaning fits best. 
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Bultmann says of this statement that it is a "strong - one may say arrogant - 
expression." All John is saying is that salvation is evidenced ("we know") by a 
love of the brotherhood and so it is therefore, possible for us to confirm our 
salvation by examining the evidence of love in our lives. Of course, we should 
not push this argument too far. John is not suggesting we start assessing the 
Christian standing of our fellow church members. The test of love is for 
ourselves, not others. Nor should we conclude that if we find ourselves lacking 
in love that we are therefore not saved. It is quite possible to rest on Christ in faith 
and fail to fully exhibit the loving character of Christ. A believer will find the 
evidence of love in their life, and where it is lacking, and to some degree it will 
always be lacking, we are able to look to the renewing work of Christ. "Our love 
for each other confirms that we are saved." 

oJti "that" - Introducing an object clause / independent statement of 
perception expressing what "we" know.  

metabebhkamen (metabainw) perf. "we have passed" - WE HAVE 
TRANSFERRED FROM ONE PLACE TO ANOTHER, CROSSED OVER. Expressing the 
sense of "a dualistic division between death and life", Brown. The perfect tense 
expresses salvation as a past action with a continuing result. "We have crossed 
the boundary between death and life", Barclay.  

ek + gen. "from" - FROM [DEATH]. Expressing separation, "away from." 
Possibly "we have passed from the death of separation from God", Junkins.  

eiV + acc. "to" - INTO [LIFE]. Spatial; "entered into the sphere of life."  
oJti "because" - Here causal. Evidence of the contention that "we know." The 

love of the brotherhood serves as a confirmation of our standing in Christ.  
oJ mh agapwn (agapaw) pres. part. "anyone who does not love" - THE ONE 

NOT LOVING. The participle serves as a substantive.  
touV adelfouV (oV) "-" - THE = HIS BROTHERS. Variant ton adelfon 

autouV, "the brother of him", "his brother." Certainly, given the context, "a 
brother" is the goal of the love. "If you don't love each other", CEV.  

en "[remains] in [death]" - [CONTINUES] IN [DEATH]. Either instrumental, 
"is ensnared / ruled by death"; or spatial, "entrapped in the power / domain of 
death."  
   
v15 

oJ miswn (misew) "[anyone] who hates" - [ALL] THE ONE HATING. Again, the 
participle is probably best classified as adjectival, attributive, limiting the 
substantive adjective "all" = "everyone". Of course, it may also be viewed as a 
substantive modified by the adjective "all". Either way, the sense is "everyone 
who hates." In the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus links hate and murder and tells us 
that both are equally under the judgment of God. By this means Jesus uses the 
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law to expose the sinful state of his legalist / nomist audience and so expose their 
need for repentance. We all get "angry" at some point in time and therefore we 
all stand equally under the judgment of God such that all equally need the 
forgiving grace of God. Here though, it seems likely that John is referring to 
habitual hatred, in the terms of a lack of care, consideration, acceptance, 
forgiveness, .... toward our brothers. Such serves as evidence that we do not 
possess eternal life. Christian fellowships are by no means perfect, but generally 
they are caring communities and such evidences the enlivening presence of God.  

autou gen. pro. "his [brother] / [or sister]" - [THE BROTHER] OF HIM. The 
genitive is adjectival, relational.  

anqrwpoktonoV (oV) "a murderer" - [IS] A MURDERER. A PERSON WHO 
KILLS ANOTHER HUMAN, MAN-KILLER. Predicate nominative. This verse seems to 
state that salvation is not possible for a murderer. This idea has particular 
reference to King David. Issues canvassed by commentators include the need for 
repentance, habitual sin rather than a one-off act, etc. Given the context, John 
simply observes that people who go around murdering others are likely not to be 
followers of Christ. Yet, could a believer murder another human being? We are 
capable of any sin, yes even after conversion, and God's mercy in Christ is 
capable of covering even the most heinous sin.  

oidate (oida) perf. "you know" - [AND] YOU KNOW. Best treated as a 
subordinate verb, "murderers, as you know, do not have eternal life", REB.  

oJti "that" - Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of perception 
expressing what "you" know.  

aiwnion adj. "eternal [life]" - [EVERY MURDERER DOES NOT HAVE] 
ETERNAL [LIFE]. The attributive adjective specifies the "life" that John is talking 
about.  

menousan (menw) pres. part. "-" - ABIDING, REMAINING, CONTINUING. The 
participle probably serves as the accusative complement of the direct object "life" 
standing in a double accusative construction; "you know that no murderer has 
eternal life continuing in him", Berkeley.  

en + dat. "in" - IN [HIM]. Expressing space, metaphorical, "in", or association, 
"with him"; "we know that murderers do not have eternal life", CEV.  
   
v16 

ii] Christ's sacrifice is our example of love, v16-18. What is this love like? 
The perfect example of compassion is found in the life of Jesus. He lay down his 
life for his brothers - such is love. Compassion is certainly not evident in a person 
who cares little for the plight of others. "Children, you show love for others by 
truly helping them, and not merely by talking about it", CEV.  
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en + dat. "this is how" - IN = BY [THIS]. Instrumental; "by the example of 
Jesus we know what love is."  

egnwkamen (ginwskw) perf. "we know" - WE KNOW [LOVE]. Impersonal: 
discern, understand, recognise. In the sense of understanding something. "The 
action of Christ in laying down his life has shown us what love is", Barclay.  

oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing an epexegetic clause specifying toutw/, "this"; 
"this is how ...... namely that ....." This construction is more commonly formed 
by a hina clause, iJna + subj.  

ekeinoV "Jesus Christ" - THAT ONE. In this letter the term usually refers to 
Jesus. 

thn yuchn (h) "life" - [LAID DOWN] THE SOUL, BEING, INNER LIFE. Here in 
the sense of existence; "he was willing to die for us", TH.  

eqhken (tiqhmi) aor. "laid down" - PLACE, PUT, SET FORTH. Often used in 
the New Testament in the sense of "give up my life", "offer up my life", as here. 
John uses the example of Christ's sacrifice to explain what he means by the word 
love.  

autou gen. pro. "his [life]" - [THE LIFE] OF HIM. The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive. 

uJper + gen. "for" - INSTEAD OF / ON BEHALF OF. Usually taken here to 
express substitution; "in place of, instead of." Culy, on the other hand, suggests 
that the sense is more likely that of benefaction / advantage, ie., serving as "a 
marker of a participant who is benefited by an event or on whose behalf an event 
takes place*." "In favour of, for our good", Schnackenburg. 

kai "and" - Coordinative. The conjunction does not imply that our laying 
down our lives is how we know that love, rather it introduces a "corollary to 
Christ laying his life down for us", Kruse.  

ofeilomen (ofeilw) pres. "ought" - [WE] OUGHT. "Ought", in the sense of 
being morally obligated. Smalley makes a point of the present tense being 
durative, so "we ought always", although Culy notes that this verb always takes 
an imperfective aspect in the NT, so simply expressing "the event as a process." 

qeinai (tiqhmi) aor. inf. "to lay down" - TO PUT, LAY DOWN [THE = OUR 
LIVES ON BEHALF OF THE BROTHERS]. The infinitive is complementary.  
   
v17 

d (de) "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the argument, possibly 
emphatic, "indeed", or contrastive, "but, yet".  

oJV an + subj. "if anyone" - IF WHO = WHOEVER [HAS]. Introducing a relative 
conditional clause, 3rd class, where the condition has the possibility of becoming 
true; "whoever, as may be the case, .... then [how can the love of God be in him]." 
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Here not so much a possibility, but rather expressing a generally occurring 
circumstance, so Smalley; "when someone has", "whoever has."  

tou kosmou "material possessions" - [MATERIAL LIFE, LIVELIHOOD] OF THE 
WORLD. The genitive is adjectival, attributive, limiting "life"; "worldly means". 
The word "life" means the stuff of life, having all that this world can offer, 
particularly referring to those who have it abundantly, ie., have this world’s 
means for existence. "The well-to-do man", Phillips.  

autou gen. pro. "his [brother] / [or sister]" - [AND SEES THE BROTHER] OF 
HIM. Genitive of relationship.  

econta (ecw) pres. part. "in [need]" - HAVING [NEED]. The participle 
introduces an object clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what 
the person "sees"; "sees that his brother is in need."  

kleish/ (klew) aor. subj. "has [no pity]" - [AND] CLOSES, SHUTS [THE 
BOWELS, INNER PARTS]. We might say "close the heart." The Greek "bowels" 
reflects the Aramaic notion that the stomach is the seat of emotions. So, here it is 
shut up, lock out, pity / compassion. "Shuts out any compassion towards him", 
Brown.  

ap (apo) "on [him]" - FROM [HIM]. Expressing separation; "away from."  
pwV "how" - HOW does. Interrogative adverb. Culy, quoting Bauer, notes that 

this question serves to deny that such a state of affairs is possible for a believer.  
tou qeou (oV) gen, "of God" - [THE LOVE] OF GOD. Here again we have 

trouble determining the function of the genitive, "of God." It may be a subjective 
genitive, a love that comes from God. Yet, are we speaking of God's active love 
toward the believer, but now withheld, or God's loving character resident in the 
believer, but now removed or suppressed? Lenski is strongly opposed to the 
notion that a believer could be devoid of either. It may be an objective genitive; 
the sinners love for God. This is the preferred view of many commentators, 
although we do well to remember Moule's warning that the intended meaning is 
often both subjective and objective. Of course, there are those who think the 
objective genitive is the figment of an over active mind. Schnackenburg opts for 
a qualitative genitive, describing the type of love, "divine love", a love exhibited 
in Christ's sacrifice for us; "the divine life-style of love expresses itself in human 
beings as a love for God and for brothers and sisters", Schnackenburg. Of course, 
the genitive may just be possessive, referring to that quality of love that belongs 
to God. "How can Christ-like compassion be in him"  

menei (menw) pres. ind. / fut. subj. "be" - REMAIN, ABIDE. If a future tense is 
intended the "how" question produces the sense of something unthinkable; "how 
is it possible for Christ-like compassion to abide in / to exist in the heart of such 
a person?"  
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en + dat. "in" - IN [HIM]. Expressing space / sphere; "how can he claim that 
God's love is an integral part of his life", Barclay.  
   
v18 

"The whole of what has been said up to now will be summarised in this 
verse", Strecker.  

mh agapwmen (agapaw) pres. subj. act. "let us not love" - [LITTLE 
CHILDREN] LET US NOT LOVE. Hortatory subjunctive with the present tense being 
durative expressing continued action. Of course, the subjunctive may not be 
hortatory, but rather comparative; "children, you show love for others by truly 
helping them, and not merely by talking about it", CEV.  

logw/ (oV) dat. "with words" - IN WORDS [OR IN TONGUE]. As with "in 
tongue", the dative is possibly instrumental, "by / with", but see below.  

alla "but" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint construction.  
en + dat. "with" - IN [DEED]. Since the preposition en is used with these two 

nouns, is a different sense being expressed to that of the presumed instrumental 
dative used for "words" and "tongue"? An instrumental sense may be intended, 
"by / with", but it may be adverbial, expressing manner; "our love must not be a 
thing of words and of fine talk; it must be a thing of action and of sincerity", 
Barclay.  

alhqeia/ (a) "in truth" - [AND] IN TRUTH. As above, adverbial; love in truth 
= "to love truly", Kruse.  
   
v19 

iii] Love gives us confidence, v19-24. Great assurance lies in our natural 
compassion for the brotherhood, v19-22. Such is an evidence that we belong to 
Christ. This evidence reminds us of our standing in the sight of God, even when 
our many failings make us feel guilty. In this standing, by grace through faith, we 
can confidently access the presence of God, relying on his complete forgiveness 
and acceptance.  

Verses 19 and 20 are most likely a single sentence, with the two dependent 
clauses of verse 20 controlled by the verb peisomen, "set at rest", "assure", but 
also with the meaning "persuade". Westcott translates the verses as follows, "In 
this we shall know that we are of the truth, and shall assure our heart before him, 
whereinsoever our heart may condemn us; because God is greater than our heart 
and knoweth all things." The meaning of these verses is quite a tease. According 
to our old friend Westcott, we assure / still our heart before God "in whatsoever 
it may condemn us because we are in fellowship with God, and this fact assures 
us of his sovereign mercy." Gordon Clark makes a better fist of it when he 
suggests the following, "By loving in deed and truth we shall know that we are 
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of the truth and before him we shall persuade our heart that if it condemns us, 
God is greater than our heart." It is likely that this is the point John is making, cf. 
also, Schnackenburg. Our graciousness toward the brotherhood, flawed as it 
always is, is a fruit of God's sovereign grace operative in our lives, and this 
evidence can help bolster up our sense of assurance.  

en toutw/ "this then" - IN / BY THIS. The close demonstrative pronoun "this" 
refers to loving in deeds and truth, v18b. It is by this evidence that we shall be 
assured that we belong to the truth. Some commentators argue that "this" refers 
to what follows, but this is unlikely. So, the point John makes is that "we know 
we are of the truth when we demonstrate our love in actions rather than just in 
words", Wahlde.  

gnwsomeqa (ginwskw) fut. "we know" - WE SHALL KNOW. The present tense 
is used in 24b. Know in the sense of "we are personally aware and thus assured 
that ...."  

oJti "that" - Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of perception 
expressing what "we" know.  

ek + gen. "belong" - [WE ARE] FROM, OUT OF [THE TRUTH]. Expressing 
source / origin, and therefore establishing identity, so Culy. There are numerous 
possible meanings: "belong to the truth", "belong to the realm of truth", REB; 
"from the truth", "our life has its source in the truth", Barclay; "that we are loyal 
to the truth", Weymouth; "we are on the side of the truth", Williams. The idea of 
belonging to God in Christ, by his sovereign grace, seems a better understanding 
of this phrase. It is loving "with actions and in truth" that evidences this standing. 
"That we draw the power of our being from the Truth as its source", Westcott. 

kai "and" - Coordinative; "and in this our heart is convinced before him."  
peisomen (peiqw) fut. "we set .... at rest" - WE WILL ASSURE, CONVINCE, 

REASSURE, PERSUADE / SET AT REST, APPEASE, QUIETEN. Both meanings work 
in the passage. The evidence of love in action stills our heart, sets it at rest, "we 
feel at ease", CEV, but also "will reassure", NRSV, when we are undermined by 
guilt, etc. The evidence of love in action persuades our heart against a sense of 
guilt. "Assures" seems best.  

hJmwn gen. pro. "our" - [THE HEART] OF US. The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive.  

thn kardian (a) "hearts" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to 
persuade." Used in the sense of "conscience."  

emprosqen + gen. "in [his] presence" - BEFORE [HIM]. It is under God's 
sovereign grace that we stand, therefore "under him" may be a better translation. 
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v20 

oJti ean ...... oJti "if ......, we know that ...." - THAT IF [THE HEART OF US 
CONDEMNS us,] THAT [GREATER IS GOD than THE HEART OF US]. The syntax of 
the two clauses in this verse is by no means clear. Culy nicely outlines the options:  

•*The first oJti is causal and the second introduces a dependent statement 
of perception - "our heart is convinced before him because, if our heart 
condemn us we know that God is greater than our heart."  

•*oJti is read as o{ ti, an indefinite relative pronoun, "in whatever matter", 
TH, and with ean + subj. yielding "a generalising relative clause with a 
conditional character", Schnackenburg. The second oJti may be read as 
causal, "our heart is convinced before him in whatever matter our heart 
condemns us because God is greater than our heart", or epexegetic, "our 
heart is convinced before him whenever our heart condemns (us) that God 
is greater than our heart."  

•*Both oJti are read as epexegetic to the final clause of v19; "our heart is 
convinced before him that if our heart condemns (us) that God is greater 
than our heart."  

Depending on how oJti is treated ean + subj. introduces a conditional 
sentence, 3rd. class where the condition has the possibility of coming true, "if, as 
may be the case, [our heart condemns us] then ...." When our heart condemns us, 
when we are affected by guilt, love in action can serve to remind us that we stand 
under God's sovereign grace, that we are a new creature in Christ and are daily 
being shaped into that new creature. "Whereinsoever", Westcott; "where 
conscience condemns us", REB; "(We) shall assure our hearts before Him, in 
whatever our heart condemns us", NASB.  

kataginwskh/ (kataginwskw) "condemn" - BLAME, CONDEMN, DECLARE 
GUILTY. "Even if our hearts make us feel guilty", Phillips.  

meizwn adj. "greater" - Comparative. Our guilty conscience my serve to 
weaken our assurance, but God's gracious intentions stand over and above; "God 
is greater than our feelings", NJB.  

thV kardiaV (a) gen. "than [our] hearts" - OF HEART. The genitive is 
ablative, comparative.  

kai "and" - AND [HE KNOWS ALL THINGS]. Epexegetic; "God is greater than 
our heart in that / such that he is the one who knows the heart."  
   
v21 

agaphtoi adj. "Dear friends" - BELOVED. Vocative.  
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ean + subj. "if" - IF [THE HEART OF US DOES NOT CONDEMN us]. Introducing 
a conditional clause 3rd. class where the condition has the possibility of coming 
true; "if, as may be the case, ..... then [we have confidence before God]"  

parrhsian (a) "confidence" - [WE HAVE] CONFIDENCE, ASSURANCE. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to have." "The thought here is of the 
boldness with which the son (the believer) appears before the Father, and not that 
with which the accused appears before the Judge", Westcott.  

proV + acc. "before" - TOWARD [GOD]. Spatial. The meaning "direction 
toward" probably gives the sense of "approach to God"; "we can come to God 
with confidence", Barclay.  
   
v22 

kai "and" - AND. Yarbrough thinks the conjunction here expresses result; 
"they have confidence so that their prayers are effective."  

oJ ean + subj. "anything" - WHATEVER. Introducing a relative conditional 
clause. Here probably best "whenever we ask."  

aitwmen (aitew) subj. "ask" - WE MAY REQUEST, ASK. "We are on such 
terms with God that he will deny us nothing - that is the plain and unequivocal 
meaning of what John says. And it is not to be modified or explained away by 
any supposed exceptions or reservations. It must be taken in all its breadth as 
literally true, in connection with the practice on which it is dependent. That 
practice is obedience", A.W. Pink. Experience denies Pink's interpretation, as 
does scripture. God will give us all that he has promised, not all that we ask, and 
the promise is dependent on the obedience of faith, not on an obedience of the 
law. When it comes to the New Testament's seemingly open-ended promises, we 
find that they are restricted by the context. In v20 John raises the issue of the 
condemning heart which can undermine our assurance. It is likely that 
forgiveness (possibly renewal through the Holy Spirit) is the promise that lies 
behind John's words. Our heart need not condemn us for forgiveness is ours for 
the asking. Every sin is forgivable, such is God's promise to all who obey his 
command to believe in Jesus. Before we get carried away with the "anything / 
whatever" we need to consider that John probably intends "whenever" and so the 
sense of the clause is "he will answer our prayers whenever we ask him 
(according to his will)." Cf. 5:13-15.  

lambanomen (lambanw) pres. "receive" - WE RECEIVE [FROM HIM]. The 
clause works better with God answering our prayers, "he will give us", CEV.  

oJti "because" - BECAUSE, SINCE, IN VIEW OF THE FACT THAT. Here 
introducing a causal clause explaining why the request is answered.  

autou gen. "[we obey] his [commands]" - [THE COMMANDS] OF HIM [WE 
KEEP, GUARD, OBEY]. The genitive may be subjective, although better classed as 
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ablative, source / origin, or even better, adjectival, possessive. The commands are 
God's commands and they are summarised in v23. The substance of God's 
command entails faith in Christ, a faith which is worked out in the love of the 
brotherhood.  

ta aresta adj. "what pleases [him]" - [AND WE PRACTICE] THE THINGS 
PLEASING / DESIRABLE, RIGHT AND PROPER [BEFORE HIM]. Acting in a way that 
is "pleasing to God" is a motive for behaviour entrenched in both the Old and 
New Testaments. The problem lies with the actual meaning of "God's good 
pleasure." We can't help thinking that it means "happy", yet to assume that our 
compromised behaviour would make a perfect God happy is a rather dangerous 
assumption. We could opt for the meaning "joy", although heavenly joy is 
probably confined to the salvation of a sinner, Lk.15:7. We are best to adopt the 
sense "proper": "following his plans", Phillips; "do what is acceptable to him", 
NJB.  
   
v23  

God's demands can be summarised as follows: that we put our faith in Christ 
and express this faith in love toward our brothers and sisters in Christ, v23. Those 
who obey this command live in him, that is, they possess life eternal. And we 
know and have assurance that we live in him through the evidence of our 
compassion toward our brothers and sisters, an evidence made real to us by the 
indwelling compelling of the Holy Spirit, v24.  

au{th "this" - [AND] THIS. Here the close demonstrative pronoun references 
forward.  

autou gen. pro "his" - [IS THE COMMAND] OF HIM. The genitive is probably 
adjectival, possessive, or verbal, subjective.  

hJ entolh (h) "command" - COMMANDMENT. Nominative subject of the verb 
to-be. The "commandment", "instruction", is spelled out in the terms of believe 
and love. It is likely "believe" is the substance of the command, and that "love" 
is the outworking of belief. Of course, this is the very point John has been making 
- our love affirms our faith. John Stott argues that the content of the command is 
"the confession of Jesus as the Son of God come in the flesh, and a consistent life 
of holiness and love." Dear me! "a consistent life of holiness and love", that's it 
for me, I'm done for!!!!  

iJna + subj. "to" - THAT. Introducing an epexegetic clause specifying au{th, 
"this"; "his command is this, namely that we believe ...." The clause serves to 
exegete the content of the command, rather than state the purpose of the 
command.  

pisteuswmen (pisteuw) aor. subj. "believe" - WE BELIEVE. Stott argues that 
the belief here is a single event, a believing at conversion (based on the verb being 
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aorist). Of course, in English the tense of a verb is time related, but in Greek, 
aspect is more dominant, ie., the aorist expresses punctiliar action, here probably 
constative where the action is viewed in its entirety with no reference to its 
beginning or end - I believe: yesterday, today and tomorrow. Strecker argues that 
"belief" in this context is too strong, such that the meaning is "acknowledge", 
although "acknowledge" seems too weak. Note that a present tense variant exists 
expressing ongoing belief. "Believe as true the message which the name 
conveys", Westcott.  

tw/ onomati "in the name" - The "name" of a person represents that person, 
so "the name of his Son" simply means "Jesus"; "God wants us to have faith in 
his Son Jesus Christ", CEV. Dative of direct object after the verb "to believe." 
Much can be made of the different constructions used for believing - believe en 
+ dat. "in", or believe eiV + acc. "into", although there is probably little difference 
between the two. Believing in / into someone involves trusting / relying on what 
that person stands for, their words and actions.  

tou uiJou autou gen. "of his Son" - OF THE SON OF HIM. The genitive 
pronoun "his" is adjectival, relational, and the genitive "of the Son" is adjectival, 
possessive.  

Ihsou Cristou (oV) gen. "Jesus Christ" - Genitive in apposition to "Son".  
kaqwV "as" - LIKE, AS. Comparative.  
hJmin dat. pro. "us" - [HE GAVE COMMAND] TO US. Dative of indirect object.  

   
v24 

This verse concludes the main argument commenced in v19, and also serves 
to ease into the next argument.  

oJ thrwn (threw) pres. part. "those who obey / the one who keeps" - THE 
ONE HOLDING, KEEPING, OBSERVING, OBEYING [THE COMMANDS OF HIM]. The 
participle serves as a substantive. The substance of the command is faith in Christ, 
the one law - the obedience of faith. Love is the outworking of faith and, of itself, 
does not achieve life in Christ.  

menei (menw) "live" - REMAIN, ABIDE. The indispensable accompaniment of 
abiding in Christ through faith, is found in the obedience of "his commands", as 
defined in v23. The notion of abiding in Christ touches on the theology of 
mystical union, of a believer’s union with / in Christ. Explanations of this union 
range from Stott's highly pragmatic view (see above) to that of the Mystics.  

en + dat. "in [him and he] in [them]" - [ABIDES] IN [HIM AND HE] IN [HIM]. 
Expressing space, metaphorical, incorporative union - the indwelling presence of 
the divine. The member of the trinity doing the indwelling is not defined although 
Bruce, Marshall, Brown, ... opt for God the Father.  
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en + dat. "-" - [AND] IN = BY [THIS]. Here instrumental; "by this." The "this" 
may point forward to "the Spirit whom he gave to us", or back to commandment-
keeping in the terms of faith in Christ and its fruit, love. Backward-referencing 
seems best, so Yarbrough, contra Kruse. "In this case the Spirit is not a proof ..... 
rather the means that God uses to effect the knowing of which John speaks", 
Yarbrough.  

ginwskomen (ginwskw) "we know" - Again in the sense of "sure, 
convinced." 

oJti "that" - THAT [HE ABIDES IN US]. Introducing an object clause / dependent 
statement of perception expressing what "we know."  

ek + gen. "we know it by [the Spirit]" - OUT OF, FROM [THE SPIRIT]. It is 
"out of" the Spirit that we have the knowledge that we are one with Christ, ie., 
partitive, so Brown, although better, source / origin, Wahlde, where the 
instrumental en toutw/ "by this" is picked up by ek as a marker of means 
constituting a source*, so Culy; "by the Spirit he gave us." Expressing the idea of 
an inward revelation of truth by the Spirit, cf., Schnackenburg, or an inspiring of 
the Spirit that enables us to perceive the truth, cf., Brown. 

ou| gen. pro. "-" - WHOM. Possibly a genitive by attraction to tou pneumatoV, 
"the Spirit whom he gave us", so Smalley, although Wahlde argues that it is 
properly a partitive genitive, "the Spirit of which he gave us", giving the sense 
"that God bestows a portion of the Spirit upon the individual", ie., God provides 
the wherewithal, through the Spirit, to perceive the divine indwelling experienced 
by those who obey the command to believe and live out its fruit of love.  

edwken (didwmi) aor. "he gave" - HE GAVE. "He" is probably "God". The 
aorist is probably constative, expressing the entirety of the action without 
reference to its beginning or end.  

hJmin dat. pro. "us" - TO US. Dative of indirect object.  
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4:1-6 

Argument Proper 
ix] The test of the incarnation 
Argument  

John now sets out to align right belief with right living and right loving. "Lest 
confidence in the Spirit's presence induce sloppiness in the reader's religious life, 
John calls for keen diligence", Yarbrough.  

 
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 3:1-6.  
   

ii] Background: See 1:1-5.  
   

ii]i Structure: The test of the incarnation:  
God is life-giving light, let us walk in the light of his love  

Argument #8, v1-6: 
Being children of God involves distinguishing truth from error: 

a word of encouragement, v1-3;  
a word of assurance, v4-6.  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

John has established the fact that a person who obeys God's command 
to believe in his Son, a belief that generates brotherly love, is a child of 
God, born of God, indwelt by God, which reality is facilitated by the 
presence of the Spirit in their life. So, having encouraged his readers to 
love, 3:10-18, and having assured them of their grounding in Christ, 3:19-
24, John again encourages them, this time toward spiritual discernment, 
4:1-3.  

John is addressing a real situation where "secessionists ("false 
teachers", Marshall; "false prophets", Schnackenburg) .... [have] circulated 
among the churches and propagated their beliefs with a view of winning 
people over to their understanding of things", Kruse. In the face of this 
danger, John tells his readers to "test", to evaluate their statements ("test 
the spirits"). John goes on in v4-6 to assure his readers that they are heading 
in the right direction and that they will therefore be able to stand against 
the destructive forces that are marshalled against them. "John focuses on 
the victory that believers have won, v4, the self-referential deludedness of 
the faith's detractors, v5, and the truth of the apostolic message, v6. Full 
and continual reception of that message, John implies, is the confirmation 
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that believers are rightly discerning the spirits that seek to direct their 
devotion either heavenward, toward Christ and his ways, or elsewhere", 
Yarbrough.  
   

v] Homiletics: True spirituality  
Some 200 years ago, Jonathan Edwards 

ministered in the town of Northampton, New 
England, U.S.A. A revival broke out in his 
church and as a result he wrote a book entitled 
"The Distinguishing Marks of a Work of the 
Spirit of God". In no sense was he a revivalist 
himself, but as one of America's foremost 
theologians he was certainly able to radiate the 
revival with truth.  

He first sets out to show that unusual 
events, effects and changes in people, prove 

nothing. He then sets out to expound 1 John 4. "I intend to show how we 
may definitely conclude that God is at work. I want to show the signs which 
Scripture says are clear evidence that God is at work. We will then be able 
to use these signs to judge any work without fear of being misled."  
   
1. God is at work when a person's esteem for the true Jesus is raised, 
4:2-3  

"This is how you can recognise the Spirit of God: Every spirit that 
acknowledges that Jesus has come in the flesh, is from God, but every spirit 
that does not acknowledge Jesus, is not from God."  

"If people are being convinced of their need for Christ and led to him; 
if their belief that Christ appeared in history is strengthened; if they are 
more convinced than ever that he is the Son of God sent to save sinners; if 
they acknowledge that he is the only Saviour and that they need him 
desperately; if they appreciate him more than they did and love him too - 
we may be quite sure that it is the Holy Spirit at work! Why is this the case? 
Because the devil has a bitter and unchanging hatred for the real Jesus, 
especially as Saviour. He passionately hates the story of the doctrine of 
redemption."  
   
2. God is at work when Satan's kingdom is attacked, 4:4-5  

"You dear children, are from God and have overcome them, because 
the one who is in you is greater than the one who is in the world. They are 
from the world, and therefore speak from the viewpoint of the world, and 
the world listens to them."  
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"We cannot believe that Satan would convict men of sin and awaken 
the conscience .... When he is out to lead men further into sin, would the 
devil first open their eyes to see its ugliness? Would he make them afraid 
of sin? Would he make them mourn over past sins? Would he show them 
that they need to be forgiven from sin's guilt? Would he make them careful 
about everything they do, to ensure there is no sin in it? Would he lead 
them to avoid future sins, and make them more careful to avoid the devil's 
temptation? If a man thinks the devil acts like this, I wonder what he uses 
for brains!"  
   
3. God is at work when the people come to love the Scriptures more, 
4:6  

"We are from God and whoever knows God listens to us; but whoever 
is not from God does not listen to us."  

"Would the spirit of error, wanting to deceive men, turn them to God's 
infallible Scriptures?.... It has often happened in history that many sects of 
enthusiasts have undervalued the written Word of God. They set some 
authority which is over the Scripture. That still happens today. But when 
men come to value the Scriptures more, not less, then the Spirit of God is 
certainly at work."  
   
4. God is at work when people are led away from falsehood into 
truth, 4:6  

"This is how we recognise the Spirit of truth and the spirit of 
falsehood."  

"It is the Holy Spirit that brings into the light, not the spirit of 
darkness." The point Edwards makes is that a person who is genuinely 
touched by the Spirit of God will evidence that touch in "truth". The "truth" 
that is evidenced is sound doctrine, the doctrine of the apostolic faith - the 
person and work of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit. Such a person will 
have a true understanding of the grace of God in Christ, of forgiveness, of 
salvation through faith in Christ.  
   
5. God is at work when there is an increase of love for God and 
mankind, 4:7  

"Dear friends, let us love one another, for love comes from God. 
Everyone who loves has been born of God and knows God."  

"Love is the last sign the apostle gives us of the true Spirit's work and 
it seems to be the most important. He pays more attention to this than to all 
the rest."  
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Text - 4:1 
Arguments in support of the proposition, #8 - Being children of God 

involves distinguishing truth from error, v1-6: i] Encouragement toward spiritual 
discernment, v1-3. Addressing the members of his Christian fellowship, John 
asks them not to automatically accept that a person's spiritual qualifications, their 
spirituality ("every spirit"), and therefore their authority to speak for God, is 
necessarily genuine. He asks his readers to apply some tests to find out whether 
this person really does speak for God. Is their spirituality sourced from God, or 
is it just a product of a fruitful, even psychotic mind, or even worse, Satanic 
influences? John's readers know well that in these last days "false prophets" will 
be actively leading the brotherhood astray.  

mh .... pisteuete (pisteuw) pres. imp. "do not believe" - [BELOVED] 
BELIEVE NOT. As with "test", the present tense is durative, "do not continue to 
believe / trust ..... but continue to test."  

panti pneumati (a atoV) "every spirit" - EVERY SPIRIT. Dative of direct 
object after the verb "to believe." "You must not make the mistake of placing 
confidence in every spiritual utterance", Cassirer. "The spirit", "spirits", is 
possibly either "utterance inspired by a spirit, or a person inspired by a spirit", 
Marshall. It is difficult to decide whether John is referring to the utterance itself 
("a spiritual utterance"), or the spirit-inspired person ("do not trust every man 
who claims to be inspired by the Spirit", Barclay), or a blending of both. Possibly 
John may just be using "every spirit" as a reference to "human beings", Kruse. 
Schnackenburg argues that the reference to "spirit / spirits" in this passage is not 
to the Holy Spirit, nor "demonic powers, but human spirits inspired either by God 
or by Satan". This seems close to the mark. We are not to take a person's spiritual 
credentials at face value, rather, we are to test them, test their spiritual status / 
spirituality, their claims and their utterances. The spiritual brother may not 
necessarily derive their spiritual qualification from God; such may come from 
Satan, even a fertile, or psychotic mind. In the end, "the fact that a statement was 
attributable to inspiration by the spirit does not prove that it is the Spirit of God 
which is at work", Marshall. "Do not automatically accept a person's spirituality, 
but test it to see whether it derives from God."  

alla "but" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint construction.  
dokimazete (dokimazw) pres. imp. "test" - TEST, PROVE [in order to see / to 

see]. Is this similar to "discerning the spirits", 1Cor.12:10, 14:1? "You must test 
such claims to inspiration to see if ... (to discover, "to find out", CEV)", Barclay.  

ei "whether" - if. Serving to introduce an indirect question; "whether or not 
they have their source in God", Cassirer.  

ek + gen. "from" - [THEY ARE] OUT OF, FROM [GOD]. The preposition usually 
expresses source / origin, so the NIV "from God". Yet one wonders if John is 
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using the phrase as a shorthand version of oJ gegennhmenoV ek tou qeou, "born 
from God" = "belongs to God", Brown.  

oJti "because" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why the "spirits" 
should be tested.  

yeudopofhtai (hV ou) "false prophets" - [MANY] FALSE PROPHETS [HAVE 
GONE OUT]. Nominative subject of the verb "to come out." There have always 
been those within the Christian fellowship who outwardly seem to exercise a 
ministry of the Word, but who, either knowingly or unknowingly, misrepresent 
divine truth, cf. 2Pet.2:1 (a wolf in sheep's clothing", Matt.7:15). The ministry of 
prophecy referred to here is most likely not that of primary revelation, but either 
the Agabus type of ecstatic prophecy, or the prophecy of scriptural exposition 
outlined by Paul in 1st Corinthians chapter 14.  

eiV "into" – INTO [THE WORLD]. Spatial, expressing movement toward and 
arrival at.  
   
v2 

So, how do we test a person's claim that they possess a superior spirituality? 
How do we test for "false prophets"? Of most importance is their confession of 
Jesus. John only gives us a short-hand version of a creedal statement of belief, 
but joining the dots together in this letter we end up with a confession as follows: 
Jesus is the Christ, the messiah, Son of God incarnate ("come in the flesh"), who 
by his atoning death gives life eternal to all who believe. Of course, the great 
creeds of the Christian church are but an expansion of this simple statement of 
belief.  

en + dat. "[this is] how" - IN = BY [THIS]. An instrumental sense for the 
preposition seems best, "by this"; "the test by which you can recognise God-given 
inspiration is this", Barclay.  

ginwskete (ginwskw) pres. "you can recognise" - WE KNOW. Possible imp. 
"The proper way of recognising", Cassirer.  

to pneuma (a atoV) "the Spirit" - THE SPIRIT. The NIV capitalisation is 
misleading, although it is adopted by many translators. Although an articular 
noun, "the spirit", as opposed to the reference "every spirit", implies "the Spirit", 
it is still likely that "the human spirit / spirituality" is in John's mind. As noted 
above, this "spirit" refers to human spirituality, a quality /nature that can derive 
from God, but then may also derive from Satan, or a fertile mind, or even a 
psychotic mind. For this reason, we must test "the spirit". "This is how we can 
tell if the true nature of God is in that person who claims that it is", Junkins.  

tou qeou (oV) "of God" - OF GOD. The genitive is probably ablative, 
expressing source / origin.  
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elhluqota (ercomai) perf. part. "has come" - [EVERY SPIRIT WHICH 
CONFESSES JESUS CHRIST] HAVING COME. The perfect tense, expressing a 
present state resulting from a past action, indicates that John does not just have 
in mind Jesus' birth, but the totality of Christ's incarnation - his redemptive work 
and present reign as the risen Son of Man. The participle serves as the accusative 
complement of the direct object "Jesus Christ" standing in a double accusative 
construction. "Jesus as the Christ incarnate", Moffatt.  

en + dat. "in" - IN [FLESH]. Probably here adverbial, expressing manner; "in 
a fleshly way." Acknowledging Christ as "incarnate" seems a rather limited test, 
but it is probably a shorthand expression for basic Christian belief, cf. 2:22, 4:3, 
4:15, 5:1, 5:5, 5:6 = "Jesus as the Christ (messiah), the Son of God, come in the 
flesh and the reality of his atoning death", Kruse.  

ek "from" - [IS] OUT OF, FROM [GOD]. Expressing source / origin, but 
possibly extending to "belongs to God", see above. "The person whose 
spirituality acknowledges the real Jesus demonstrates that they belong to God."  
   
v3 

A person ("every spirit") who acknowledges this truth can be trusted, a 
person who doesn't should not be given a hearing. This sheep and goats situation 
where, at a distance the goats look like sheep, is just how it will be with the 
antichrist as he comes to us as an angel of light. The negative second half of 
John's statement, is an example of short-talk (semantic density), but the point is 
clear enough; "everyone who claims to be inspired and who denies this article of 
faith about Jesus Christ, does not draw his inspiration from God", Barclay.  

mh + ind. "not" - [AND EVERY SPIRIT WHICH DOES] NOT [CONFESS JESUS]. 
The negation should be ou with an indicative. Are we missing something? See 
Culy who notes that it is classical usage where a subjective is being expressed.  

ek + gen. "from [God]" - [IS NOT] OUT OF, FROM [GOD]. Expressing source 
/ origin. Possibly "does not belong to God"; see above.  

kai "-" - AND. Contrastive??? "Rather, this is the ....."  
touto neut. "this" - THIS [IS]. The neuter indicates a spirituality that fails to 

acknowledge Jesus, so "it is", Brown; "rather, such spirituality is ....."  
to "the" - THE spirit. This pronominal article stands for "the spirit", as NIV; 

"is an Antichrist type of spirituality."  
tou anticristou (oV) gen. "of the antichrist" - OF THE ANTICHRIST. The 

genitive is ablative, expressing source / origin; "the spirit sourced from the 
antichrist." As Antichrist possesses Christ-like features, so a person's spirituality 
may seem like it is sourced from God, but may well not be divine in origin. "Such 
spirituality is an Antichrist type of spirituality, a spirituality that looks genuine, 
but isn't."  
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o} neut. pro. "which" - WHICH [YOU HAVE HEARD]. Accusative of reference. 
This pronoun being accusative, indicates that it does not refer back to either "the 
spirit", or "the antichrist", both being nominative, but rather the situation where 
evil covers itself in the cloak of goodness. "Which situation / fraudulent 
revelation of evil in the guise of goodness / antichrist type of spirituality / .... you 
have been told ...." = "you were told [heard] that this situation was to come."  

oJti "-" - THAT [IT COMES]. Here introducing a dependent statement of 
perception expressing what they heard, "you have been told [heard] that it 
comes"; "it was coming", Moffatt.  

hdh adv. "already" - [AND NOW IS] ALREADY. Temporal adverb. The 
situation is even now in the world. "It is in the world already", Junkins.  

en + dat. "in" - IN [THE WORLD]. Expressing space.  
   
v4 

ii] The assurance of spiritual discernment, v4-6. Again, affectionately 
addressing his readers, John expresses his confidence that they have rejected, and 
will continue, to reject ("overcome"), the approaches of these "false prophets", 
and this because his readers rely on the living God. The resources of our God far 
outstrip the resources of the antichrist and his minions.  

uJmeiV "you" - Emphatic by position and use.  
teknia voc. "dear children" - LITTLE CHILDREN. Vocative. By addressing 

his readers this way John serves to underline what he is about to say. "Little 
children", Brown.  

ek + gen. "from" - [ARE] OUT OF, FROM [GOD]. Probably "you belong to 
God", Zerwick, see above. Being "from God" means that a person is "a child of 
God / born of God", and this because they confess Jesus.  

nenikhkate (nikaw) perf. "have overcome" - [AND] YOU HAVE OVERCOME, 
CONQUERED. The perfect tense again expressing a present state resulting from a 
past action. Probably "overcome" in the sense of rejecting the heretical teaching 
of the secessionists that deny Christ, so Kruse.  

outouV "them" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to conquer." Having 
referred to the present situation where an antichrist type of spirituality exists, John 
now refocuses on the individuals, the "them", the antichrist type spirits, those 
whose spirituality looks the part, but is not sourced from God. "You have 
overcome the appeal of such persons", Junkins.  

oJti "because" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why they 
have overcome them.  

oJ "the one who" - THE ONE. The article serves as a nominalizer turning the 
prepositional phrase "in you" into a substantive. "He who is in you" is presumably 
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God, but see below, and "he who is in the world" is "the Evil One", "the Prince 
of this world", cf. John's gospel.  

en + dat. "in" - IN [YOU]. Here locative, as NIV, although probably in a 
distributive sense, referring to the Christian community. It is usually argued that 
the Spirit is intended, possibly Jesus, but not the Father, since when referring to 
the Father the wording is not "to be in", but rather, "to abide in", so Brown, Bruce. 
It does seem though that John is simply referring to the indwelling presence of 
God facilitated by the Spirit, cf. 4:13.  

meizwn comp. adj. "greater" [IS] GREATER THAN. Not greater than the 
antichrist, so Phillips ("far stronger than the anti-Christ") since the secessionists 
are only like the antichrist. Rather, John obviously has Satan in mind, so Brown, 
Marshall, Schnackenburg, Kruse.  

oJ art. "the one who is" - THE ONE [IN THE WORLD]. The article serves as a 
nominalizer turning the prepositional phrase en tw/ kosmw/, "in the world", into a 
substantive / nominal phrase. "The one in the world is the antichrist and the 
beings, or forces, he commands", Yarbrough.  
   
v5 

These "false prophets", with their elite spirituality, can be identified as 
people of the world because they speak from the world's point of view.  

autoi pro. "they" - Nominative subject of the verb to-be. "The spirits" of the 
antichrist type, those whose spirituality looks genuine, but is not sourced from 
God.  

ek + gen. "from" - [ARE] FROM [THE WORLD]. As already indicated, we are 
best to take the sense of the preposition here as "belong to the world", so Brown, 
even though expressing source / origin, see above. "World" can be referenced in 
a neutral sense, but for John it means "both mankind united in opposition to God 
and the evil attitude characteristic of such people", Marshall.  

dia touto + acc. "therefore" - BECAUSE OF THIS. The causal construction 
"because of this reason" is usually inferential, as NIV. Brown notes that when 
this phrase is followed by a hoti clause, it would normally refer forward, but when 
by itself it normally refers back, the "this" being "the fact that they are from the 
world". "That is why ...", Brown.  

lalousin (lalew) pres. "speak" - THEY SPEAK [FROM THE WORLD]. The 
first result of belonging to the world is that the secessionists "speak" "fondly of 
the world", Junkins; "they talk the world's language", Peterson; "their message 
has its source in the World", Barclay; "they speak from the world's point of view", 
Smalley. Both Barclay and Smalley best express the sense of the preposition ek, 
"from" = source.  
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kai "and" - Here obviously coordinate introducing the second result of being 
from the world.  

akouei (akouw) pres. "listens" - [THE WORLD] HEARS. In the sense of hears, 
takes note of, believes and responds to. Schnackenburg suggests that the 
secessionists have been quite successful in promoting their cause. The world 
listens to them because they are of the world. "They talk the world's language and 
the world eats it up", Peterson.  

autwn gen. "them" - A genitive of direct object after a verb of perception. 
   
v6 

People who possess true spirituality, who are in a personal and intimate 
relationship with the living God in Christ, find themselves engrossed in the 
apostolic tradition - the preserved teachings of Jesus and his apostles. The "false 
prophets", on the other hand, do not submit to the apostolic tradition. So then, it 
is by these tests that a believer can distinguish the genuine item from the fake. 
"This is how we identify the difference between the essence of reality and the 
essence of unreality", Junkins.  

hJmeiV pro. "we" - Nominative subject of the verb to-be; "We are from / 
belong to God." Who are the "we"? Commentators divide on the issue, either 
John and his colleagues, or the wider Johannine community.  

ek + gen. "from" - [ARE] FROM [GOD]. Expressing source / origin, but with 
the sense "we belong to God"; see above.  

oJ ginwskwn (ginwskw) pres. part. "whoever knows [God]" - THE ONE 
KNOWING [GOD]. The participle serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the 
verb "to hear". Note how "knows" balances "from God / belongs to God". Clearly 
both ideas are similar, so "knows" in the sense of intimate relationship with / 
belongs to.  

hJmwn gen. pro. "to us" - [HEARS] US. A genitive of direct object after a verb 
of perception.  

o}V pro. "whoever" - the one WHO [IS NOT FROM GOD DOES NOT HEAR US]. 
Introducing a headless relative clause, "whoever does not belong to God", subject 
of "does not hear".  

ek toutou neut. pro. "this is how" - FROM THIS. In this epistolary phrase the 
close demonstrative pronoun toutou is referring back to the situation where those 
who belong to God listen to the apostles, while those who don't belong to God 
don't listen, leading a conclusion " ...... that ....". "Out of / from this situation it is 
possible to recognise that ......"  

thV alhqeiaV (a) gen. "of truth" - [WE KNOW THE SPIRIT] OF TRUTH. As 
with "of falsehood", the genitive is functioning adjectivally, attributive, limiting 
"spirit". As already noted, "spirit" is likely not to refer to the Holy Spirit or some 
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evil spirit ("Spirit" capitalised in the NIV), but rather a spiritual person, or 
possibly their spirituality. So, "a truthful spirit" = a spirituality that is of the truth, 
that reflects God, is the genuine item; it possesses "the essence of reality", 
Junkins.  

planhV (h) "of falsehood" - [AND THE SPIRIT] OF ERROR. The genitive is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "spirit"; "a lying spirit", "the essence of unreality", 
Junkins.  
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4:7-12 

Argument Proper 
x] The true nature of love 
Argument  

In 4:7-5:12 John examines the close relationship that exists between 
righteousness, love and belief. He initially deals with the relationship between 
love and belief, both of which serve to confirm a person's relationship with God. 
In the passage before us he establishes his first point, namely, that God is love 
and thus a child of God loves.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:1-5. It is generally accepted that we now come to another 
major step in John's argument, although probably more in terms of the third 
reworking of his thesis; the third spiral argument, 4:7-5:13. Kruse suggests that 
John, using the literary forms of the age (in this case epideictic rhetoric), presents 
his next theological proof / argument in 4:7-5:4a, namely "claims to love God 
tested by love for fellow believers."  

Smalley suggests four subdivisions: i] the source of love, v7-10; ii] the 
inspiration of love, v11-16; iii] the practice of love, v17-20; iv] the command of 
love, 4:21-5:4. Marshall and Wahlde think that the first division of this unit 
consists of v7-12. Wahlde has the next two units as "The Spirit and abiding", 
4:13-19, and "Loving God and loving one another", 4:20-5:5. Lieu, Yarbrough 
and Schnackenburg tend to align with Smalley. Schnackenburg, "the separation 
of those who belong to God from the world, in the true faith in Christ and in 
love", 4:1-5:12; Yarbrough, "Illustrative appeal, Renewed and expanded 
invitation to love", 4:15-5:15; Lieu, "The love that is God", 4:7-5:4. As already 
noted, Bultmann argues that the letter as whole is "something like the discussion 
in a theological seminar" - all over the place!  

The true nature of love, 4:7-12  
Assurance, 4:13-21  
Begotten of God, 5:1-4a  
True faith confirmed, 5:4b-12  

   
ii] Background: See 1:1-5.  

   
iii] Structure: The true nature of love:  

God is life-giving light, let us walk in the light of his love  
Argument #9, v7-12: 

God's love is redemptive. 
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Love, its origin and effects, v7; 
As exposition of love, v8-12: 

the standing of a person who does not love, v8;  
love's divine goal, v9;  
the divine means of love's revelation, v10; 
the effect of love, v11;  
the significance of love, v12.  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

To properly understand this passage, we must break open what John 
means by "love". This love, says John, is something that comes from God. 
As such, we are not dealing with emotions; we are not talking about sexual 
feelings, warmth toward others, bonding.... When it comes to love, we are 
dealing with something other than the affections. Gordon Clark calls it "a 
settled decision to obey God's laws." Lenski says "love is defined as the 
love of intelligence, of comprehension and understanding. It always has 
that meaning in the New Testament, most completely so here where it 
speaks of God's love." Love's outcome is "compassion and benevolence". 
So, love is an active compassion focused by truth. John encourages us to 
love, and if we truly are a friend of Jesus, then we will aim at love. If we 
are a fraud we will ignore the exhortation.  

Love is shaped by the image of Christ's sacrifice. At the practical level, 
the image of Jesus washing the feet of the disciples best shows us the 
application of love, of active compassion. When it comes to the motivation 
of love, certainly Christ's love for us motivates us to love, but above all, it 
is his indwelling compelling that motivates us to love. The renewing work 
of the Holy Spirit shapes love within us. Yet, there is a more powerful 
motivation to love, for it is in loving one another that we actually touch the 
very being of God. No one has ever seen God, yet within the love of the 
brotherhood it is possible to experience the presence of God. In love we 
touch him; in loving he touches us.  
   

v] Homiletics: Brotherly love  
"It is only through beauty that man makes his way to freedom", 

Friedrich Schiller. Secular philosophers have long realised that human 
ingenuity is driven, not by science, but by the arts, by the humanities. Great 
ideas are the product of inspiration rather than reason. Divine revelation 
takes us to the nub of the matter by identifying an inner quality which 
transcends all other humanities and aligns us the divine. That quality is 
love, brotherly compassion.  
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In our reading today, John tells us, first of all, that love derives from 
God. Of course, everything derives from God, but love, in particular, 
because it's a quality which characterises the divine nature. In fact, it's 
possible to say "God is love."  

John then tells us about the effects of love. Love, like the common 
cold; it's infectious. A person who knows God, or more simply put, a person 
who believes in Jesus, will be a loving person. In Jesus God loves that 
person and so naturally they tend to love in return. Love is infectious.  

Now of course, John is dealing with principles here and so they are a 
bit black and white. All humans possess the spark of the divine and so few 
humans are devoid of compassion, and certainly no believer is perfectly 
compassionate. Still, the test applies, where love is lacking, God is lacking.  

John goes on to explain the means by which God realises love in his 
creation. Love is realised in the new life found in Christ, made possible by 
his death on the cross for our sins. Christ's atoning sacrifice is love in 
action; it both witnesses love and empowers love. Christ's sacrificial death 
on the cross sets us free to live the new life of love, and to live it in eternity 
with him.  

Finally, John lets us into a most amazing secret about love. Brotherly 
love, exercised within the Christian fellowship, enables us to faintly touch 
the invisible transcendent God. It's like when Jesus tells us that were two 
or three are gathered together in his name he is present - and in love we 
touch his presence.  

I remember a Lost in Space episode on TV where the Robinsons were 
confronted by an alien force which was about to consume them. Yes, I 
know, a blast from the past with a rather common plot! The alien force was 
set to flight by a tear of compassion. Brotherly love evidences the divine in 
us.  

"So dear friends, since God so loved us, we also ought love one 
another."  
   

Text - 4:7 
Arguments in support of the proposition, #9 - God's love is redemptive, 

v7-12: i] First, John calls for brotherly love, defining its origin and its effects, v7. 
Love, being of the very nature of God, motivates brotherly love by prompting 
love in those who have come into a relationship with God in Christ. 

agaphtoi voc. adj. "dear friends" - BELOVED. Vocative, usually an intimate 
reference to fellow believers.  

agapwmen (agapaw) pres. subj. "love" - LET US LOVE [ONE ANOTHER]. 
Hortatory subjunctive. 
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oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why we should 
love one another.  

hJ agaph "love" - LOVE. "This love is from God", Lenski, suggesting that the 
article makes the "love" demonstrative, although abstract nouns often have an 
article.  

ek "[comes] from [God]" - [IS] OUT OF, FROM [GOD]. Expressing 
source/origin. John is unlikely to be suggesting that all forms of love come from 
God, given that God is the origin of all things (true though this is), but rather that 
the special love of the brotherhood, exampled in the sacrificial love of Christ, 
originates from God, it is divine.  

paV oJ agapwn "everyone who loves" - ALL THE ONES LOVING. The 
adjective "all/every" with the articular participle presents a fairly common 
problem. Should the adjective be taken as the nominative subject and the 
participle as adjectival, attributive, or is the participle functioning as a substantive 
and the adjective as an adjective? Anyway, together they function as the 
nominative subject of the verb gegennhtai, "has been born", so "to love is to be 
God's child", Barclay.  

gegennhtai (gennaw) perf. pas. "has been born" - HAVE BEEN BORN [FROM 
GOD AND KNOWS GOD]. Given the context, born of God has a similar meaning to 
knowing God. John says that a person who loves, knows God. This again 
indicates that love is certainly not some fuzzy emotion, but rather active 
compassion / mercy. The child of God will exhibit this characteristic of the Father 
(albeit imperfectly) because they "know" God, are "born of" God; in Jesus they 
are a friend of God.  
   
v8 

ii] An exposition of love, v8-12. a) A person who is not loving does not know 
God, v8. John has already told us that such a person, a person without brotherly 
love, is a person who is not from God, 3:10 and is a person who "abides in death", 
3:14, now he tells us that such a person does not know God. 

oJ mh agapwn "whoever does not love" - THE ONE NOT LOVING. The 
participle serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the verb "to know." 

ouk egnw (ginwskw) aor. "does not know" - DID NOT KNOW [GOD]. To 
"know God" is not to just know intellectually about God, but to know him in the 
sense of entering into an intimate relationship with him. This knowing (often the 
word belief takes a similar sense) is integrally linked to loving; "love alone opens 
access to all God's words and works, and whoever lacks love is blind to God", 
Schlatter, via Yarbrough. The reason behind this is because "God is love."  

oJti "because" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why a person who 
does not love does not know God.  
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oJ qeoV agaph estin "God is love" - GOD IS LOVE. "Is love" is the predicate 
of the clause, with "God" as the subject, the predicate serving to express a truth 
about God. Thus, the alternate is not true, ie., "love is God." When John describes 
God as love, he is not just describing his character, but rather the essence of his 
being. He is a caring relational God. The very nature of his being is triune, one 
God in three persons, and this provides the shape for his love - God interrelates 
within himself. The capacity for human beings to love is part of the image of God 
within us. Yet, John's point is not so much to note this common grace possessed 
by all humans, but rather to pinpoint a special grace for God's children, namely, 
brotherly love. For John, such love is the evidence that we are a child of God. Of 
course, we must not assume that "love" is an all-encompassing definition for 
God's Character. Other one-liners are just as important: "God is spirit", "God is 
truth", "God is holy", ......  
   
v9 

b) Brotherly love is possible because of the new life found in Christ, v9. 
God's love is demonstrated in the sending of Jesus to die for us. Here lies the 
perfect expression of love. Such love is self-giving to the point of self-sacrifice. 
The depth of this love is evident in the sending of the Son by the Father. Jesus 
was unique, and yet the Father sent him into a hostile environment where he 
would inevitably be affronted. Such is God's love for us.  

en toutw/ "this is how" - IN = BY THIS. Instrumental; "by this means was the 
love manifested to us." "This" references forward to "he sent his only son into the 
world."  

tou qeou "God" - [THE LOVE] OF GOD. This fairly common use of the 
genitive is usually classified as adjectival, subjective (ie. God produces the 
action, he does the loving, although some have argued for an objective genitive, 
human love for God), or possessive. Possibly ablative, source / origin.  

afanerwqh (fanerow) aor. pas. "showed" - WAS MANIFESTED, REVEALED, 
MADE CLEAR... God is the agent of the manifesting and the agent of "love", 
prompting the NIV to ignore the passive. For the passive sense, "this is how the 
love of God has appeared (in the incarnation??) for us", Moffatt.  

en + dat. "among" - IN [US]. Local, expressing space; where God's love is 
manifested. "Toward us", AV, "to us", NEB, makes sense, but not true to the 
grammar. The corporate sense, "in our midst" = "among us", NIV, RSV, is 
certainly possible, but probably better, "in us", "indwelling in us", "within us".  

oJti "-" - BECAUSE / THAT. Possibly introducing a causal clause, as AV, but 
better taken as introducing an epexegetic clause specifying "this"; God's love is 
manifested "by this .... namely that he sent ...."  
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autou gen. pro. "his" - [GOD HAS SENT THE ONLY SON] OF HIM [INTO THE 
WORLD]. The genitive is adjectival, relational.  

monogenh adj. "one and only" - ONLY BEGOTTEN, ONE AND ONLY, ONE OF A 
KIND, UNIQUE. "Unique", in the sense of the only one of its kind, gives the best 
sense of the word here, rather than the sense of "only son."  

iJna + subj. "that" - THAT. Introducing a purpose clause, "in order that", so 
revealing why Jesus was sent; "in order that we might possess the fullness of new 
life in Christ."  

di (dia) + gen. "through" - [WE MAY LIVE] THROUGH, BY MEANS OF [HIM]. 
Expressing agency.  
   
v10 

c) The atoning sacrifice of Christ is the means by which God realises his 
love, v10. Christ's atonement explicates love, but above all it empowers love in 
that the reception of this act of divine love provides the wherewithal to love in 
return, eg., a person who experiences forgiveness is more able to forgive.  

en toutw/ "this" - IN = BY THIS [IS LOVE]. The preposition en is instrumental, 
with the close demonstrative pronoun toutw/ referring forward to the noun clause 
introduced by oJti, "by this means is love demonstrated .... namely, that God loved 
us ..."  

oJti " that" - [NOT] THAT. As in v9. Here used twice to introduce two 
epexegetic clauses; "not that ..... but that ....." "This is what love is, namely, not 
that ....., but that ......"  

hJmeiV pro. "we" - WE. Emphatic use of the pronoun. "Love is not, in the first 
instance, what people do from themselves", Loader.  

hgaphkamen (agapaw) perf. "loved [God]" - WE HAVE LOVED [GOD]. 
Perfect tense implies a past act with ongoing action - not our ongoing acts of love 
under God.  

alla "but" - BUT. Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction, "not ..., but ...". Love is evidenced, not in our love of God, but of 
his love of us.  

hgaphsen (agapaw) aor. "[he] loved [us]" - [THAT HE LOVED US]. Aorist 
tense expresses a completed act. God's love expressed in a single moment of time, 
"his love for us - in the sending of his son", Moffatt.  

kai "and" - The conjunction here is probably not just functioning as a 
connective, but rather is epexegetic, BAGD #3 p393; "God loved us, that is, he 
sent his Son ..." 

autou gen. pro. "his" - [SENT = GAVE THE SON] OF HIM. The genitive is 
adjectival, relational.  
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iJlasmon (oV) "atoning sacrifice" - as A PROPITIATION, AN EXPIATION. 
Accusative complement of the direct object "Son" standing in a double accusative 
construction, asserting a fact about the "Son"; the "Son" serves as a "propitiation 
/ expiation", probably in the sense that he is the means by which propitiation is 
achieved. We need to note that the NIV, as with many modern translations, seeks 
to avoid the idea behind propitiation, namely that the sacrificial offering of the 
person of Jesus achieved the turning aside of the righteous wrath of God from the 
sinner to the sacrifice.  

peri + gen. "for" - CONCERNING, ABOUT. Best taken as referring to, "serving 
as a propitiation / expiation with reference to our sins"; "that he might be the 
means of expiating our sins", Cassirer.  

hJmwn gen. pro. "our" - [THE SINS] OF US. The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive, although often classified as verbal, subjective, ie. the sins which we 
commit, so Culy. "It is only through spiritual rebirth that people are infused with 
capacities that make reception of divine love, and thereby expression of divine 
love, a possibility", Yarbrough.  
   
v11 

d) A second call for brotherly love, this time on the grounds of God's prior 
love, v11. In fact, brotherly love is the natural consequence of God's love for us, 
such that John's call to love is a call to be what we are - a loving-being in Christ. 
As noted above, some commentators think that this verse introduces a new 
paragraph, a second exhortation to love, v11-14.  

ei + ind. "since" - [BELOVED] IF [GOD SO LOVED US]. Introducing a 1st. class 
conditional clause, where the condition is assumed to be true, "if, as is the case 
....., then ...." = "since it is a fact that God's love was poured out on us in the 
atonement then ...."  

ofeilomen (ofeilw) "we [also] ought" - WE OUGHT, ARE MORALLY 
OBLIGATED. Expressing obligation, duty.  

kai "also" - AND = ALSO. Adjunctive; "we also / too ought to love."  
agapan (agapaw) pres. inf. "to love" - TO LOVE. The infinitive is 

complementary, complementing the sense of the verb "ought." "If God loved us 
like that, it is our bounded duty to love each other", Barclay.  
   
v12 

e) The invisible God is experienced in brotherly love, v12. God's love is seen 
in the love of the brotherhood; it is evidenced in the love that exists between 
believers. In fact, John makes a statement which is quite amazing. The very 
essence of God, that which cannot be seen, can be experienced in the loving 
relationships that exist between believers. We can touch Jesus in the loving touch 
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of a brother. Of course, the world can also see God in this love. "All men will 
know that you are my disciples if you love one another", Jn.13:35. It is "the 
ultimate apologetic" said Francis Schaeffer. As to its practical expression, no 
better illustration exists than when Jesus washed his disciples' feet, Jn.13:14-17. 
Of course, the "how" to love is always going to remain our problem. John simply 
rests on the idea, "since God so loved us", that is, the death of Christ supplies our 
motivation. Christ's death freed us from both the curse and the dominion of sin. 
On the one hand, we are no longer condemned, but totally accepted in God's sight. 
On the other hand, through the indwelling Spirit, the very essence of Divine love 
resides within us, motivating us to love as Christ loved. Our responsibility is but 
to cooperate with the Spirit's renewing work.  

oudeiV .... teqeatai (qeaomai) perf. "no one has [ever] seen" - NO ONE 
[EVER] HAS BEHELD, SEEN [GOD]. "God's otherness is signified by his 
invisibility", Yarbrough. In making the negative statement that "no one has ever 
seen God", John seems to imply that although God is unseen, his invisible nature 
is manifest in the love of the brotherhood, and this because God's nature is love.  

ean + subj. "but if" - IF [WE LOVE ONE ANOTHER]. Conditional clause, 3rd. 
class, where the condition has a possibility of coming true; "if, as may be the 
case, [we love one another] then ....."  

menei (menw) pres. "lives " - [GOD] REMAINS, ABIDES, CONTINUE, STAYS. 
Expressing divine fellowship with the believer; "God becomes an integral part of 
our lives", Barclay. Although God's invisible nature is manifest in brotherly love 
it is surely going too far to assert that "God is accessible to us only as we love", 
Smith.  

en + dat. "in" - IN [US]. Local, expressing space; incorporative union. "In our 
lives", Barclay, if taken personally, or "in the midst of his people", if taken 
corporately.  

kai "and" - AND. Connective.  
autou gen. pro. "his" - [THE LOVE] OF HIM. Usually treated as a subjective 

genitive where the genitive substantive, "his", produces the action of the verbal 
noun "love", ie. God abides in us and we experience his loving of us, "we are the 
recipients of his love", Schnackenburg, so Brown, etc.. Of course, some others 
opt for an objective genitive where God abides in us and we respond by loving 
him, so Dodd. Of course, the genitive may just reflect Semitic influence and so 
treat it adjectivally, ie. a genitive of quality, it's "God's type / kind of love," "The 
love that comes from God", Smalley.  

teteleiwmenh (teleiow) perf. pas. part. "is made complete" - HAS BEEN 
PERFECTED, COMPLETED. The participle + estin, the present tense of the verb 
to-be, forms a perfect periphrastic, probably serving to emphasise aspect; "has 
been made perfect", TNT. The sense "perfect" is somewhat misleading. God's 
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purpose of shaping love in his children is made complete, finished, brought to its 
desired end, when we fulfil that purpose by loving our brothers. It is absurd to 
suggest that God himself is completed / perfected by the actions of his children, 
for then we suggest that God is limited, not perfect. "His love grows in us toward 
perfection", Phillips.  

en + dat. "in" - IN [US]. Obviously space / sphere, expressing location, but 
what does it modify? Presumably the perfect periphrastic "has been made 
perfect", as NIV, but "the love of God in us has been made perfect" is also 
possible, ie., modifying "the love of God." Also, is the "us" perceived as 
individuals, or the Christian community? Possibly, "God abides in us and the 
compassion which is poured out from him finds its completion in our compassion 
one toward another."  
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4:13-21 

Argument Proper 
xi] Assurance 
Argument  

"God abides in us and his love is brought to perfection in us", Wahlde. In the 
passage before us John sets out to confirm this truth.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 4:7-12. As already noted, Kruse argues that John has formed 
his letter in line with epideictic rhetoric. The suggestion is that our author presents 
a series of proofs / arguments in support of the proposition / thesis / partitio, that 
"God is light", 1:5, ie., that God is self-revealed, the revelation of "love", 4:8, 16. 
Not that God is just loving, but that he is love itself, he is a other-person self-
giving being. It is his gracious character which prompts love in turn when a 
person willingly receives his love / grace. Following this approach, the passage 
before us serves as the next proof in support of John's proposition that God is life-
giving light / love."  
   

ii] Background: See 1:1-5.  
   

iii] Structure: The truths of God's love brought to perfection in us:  
God is life-giving light, let us walk in the light of his love  

Argument #10, v13-21:  
The assurance of God's abiding love; 

The evidence of the indwelling Spirit, v13b;  
The evidence of the apostolic testimony, v14;  
The evidence of a firm ascent in the person of our God, v15;  
The evidence of a confidence in God's love for us, v16-18;  
The evidence of brotherly love, v19-21.  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

John has established that a person who is "born of God", 4:7, gains 
"eternal life", 1:2, through the "blood of Jesus (which) purifies us from all 
sin", 1:7. "If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just and will forgive us 
our sins and purify us from all unrighteousness", 1:9. This new birth 
through Christ, John describes as living in Christ and Christ living in us, 
4:13. The passage before us is part of a larger unit dealing with the 
relationship between righteousness, love and belief. In 4:7-12 John makes 
the point that God's dealings with us in Christ express the nature of divine 
love. We who are touched by such love should therefore love as he loves. 
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Now, in the passage before us, John sets out to provide the evidence that 
"we live in him and he is in us" such that "his love is made complete in us." 
This fact is confirmed by the presence of the indwelling Spirit in a believer; 
the apostolic testimony; a believer's settled reliance on foundational truth; 
the loving nature of God himself; and the evidence of brotherly love.  
   

v] Homiletics: Assurance  
There will be times, during our life, when we doubt whether God 

abides in us. In our reading today, John has actually provided us with a 
number of ways we can confirm the validity of our standing before God in 
Christ Jesus. So, let's consider the five different evidences John provides 
that confirm "how we know that we live in him (God) and he in us": 

First 
Second 
Third 
Fourth 
Last.  

   
Text - 4:13  

Arguments in support of the proposition, #10 - The assurance of God's 
abiding love, v13-21: "This is how we know that we live in him and he in us." i] 
The Spirit assures us of God's love, v13b. There are "multiple dimensions of 
confirmation", Marshall, that God's love extends unreservedly to broken 
humanity, a love which is realised in his abiding in us and our abiding in him - 
"God's indwelling presence", Lieu. The first confirmation of "God's indwelling 
presence" is the gift of the Spirit.  

toutw/ dat. pro. "this" - [IN = BY] THIS [WE KNOW]. Culy, so also Yarbrough, 
thinks that the close demonstrative pronoun points forward; "by this (ie., by 
means of the fact that "he has given us of his Spirit") we know that ..." "The proof 
that our life is joined to God's life", Barclay.  

oJti "that" - Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing what 
"we know."  

menomen (menw) pres. "we live" - WE ABIDE. "God makes possible a mutual 
abiding between himself and the believer", Wahlde. This state of abiding is 
realised through faith in Christ.  

en + dat. "in" - IN [HIM]. Local, expressing space; incorporative union.  
kai "and" - AND [HE abides IN US]. Coordinative.  
oJti "-" - THAT. Possibly causal, providing "the foundation of the knowledge", 

Wahlde, but better epexegetic explaining the content of "this"; "namely, that he 
has imparted to us of His Spirit." cf., Berkeley.  
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dedwken perf. "he has given" - HE HAS GIVEN. Variant aorist exists, edwken, 
"he gives"; the perfect expresses the lasting quality of the gift.  

hJmin dat. pro. "us" - TO US. Dative of indirect object.  
ek + gen. "of" - FROM [THE SPIRIT OF HIM]. Here probably serving as a 

partitive genitive, although source / origin is possible. Certainly not part of the 
Spirit's person, but part of his outpouring, ie., his gifting to us is limited, unlike 
Jesus who receives the Spirit "without measure", Jn.3:34.  
   
v14 

ii] The second confirmation that God abides in us and his love is brought to 
perfection in us, rests on the apostolic testimony that Jesus, the Son of God, was 
sent by the Father as the saviour of the world. The subjective presence of the gift 
of the Spirit is now supported by the objective apostolic witness of what Jesus 
has done.  

teqeameqa (qeaomai) perf. "we have seen" - [AND WE] WE HAVE BEHELD 
[AND TESTIFY]. Possibly not actually "witnessed", but "appreciated", 
"contemplated", but if John is John the apostle and not John the elder, then 
literally "beheld" is intended. Both "we have seen" and "we have testified", are 
perfect, both expressing a past action with ongoing consequences.  

oJti "that" - Introducing a dependent statement of perception / indirect 
speech expressing what they have seen and testify to.  

swthra (hr rhoV) acc. "to be the Saviour" - [THE FATHER HAS SENT THE 
SON] SAVIOUR. Often taken as a predicate accusative with the infinitive supplied, 
but more properly the accusative complement of the direct object "Son", standing 
in a double accusative construction and asserting a fact about the "the Son"; "the 
Father has sent the Son as the saviour of the world."  

tou kosmou (oV) gen. "of the world" - OF THE WORLD. The genitive is 
adjectival, usually treated as verbal, objective, "saviour of the world", Barclay, 
but possibly possessive, "the world's saviour", Berkeley.  
   
v15 

iii] The third confirmation is found in a believer's settled reliance on 
foundational truth, v15. Kruse suggests that this confessional statement is 
shorthand for "Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, who came in the flesh as the 
Saviour of the world and gave himself as an atoning sacrifice for the sins of the 
whole world."  

o}V an "if anyone" - IF WHO = WHOEVER [CONFESSES]. Introducing a relative 
conditional clause 3rd. class where the condition has the possibility of coming 
true; "whoever, as the case may be, ..... then ...." The relative 3rd. person o}V, 
"who", moves from the inclusive "we", indicating that not all John's readers are 
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among those who "acknowledge", and thus, as a consequence, do no experience 
God's indwelling. Reciprocal indwelling is "contingent upon acknowledgment 
that Jesus is the Son of God", Lieu.  

oJti "that" - THAT [JESUS IS]. Introducing a dependent statement of 
perception expressing what a person may acknowledge, namely, "that Jesus is the 
Son of God."  

tou qeou (oV) gen. "of God" - [THE SON] OF GOD. The genitive is adjectival, 
relational.  

en + dat. "in" - [GOD ABIDES] IN [HIM AND HE IN GOD]. Local, expressing 
space, metaphorical / incorporative union. John has already raised the issue of 
mutual indwelling, God in us / we in God, in 3:24, 4:13, 15 and 16.  
   
v16 

iv] The fourth confirmation that God abides in us and his love is brought to 
perfection in us, rests on the very nature of God himself, v16-18. There are many 
suggested structural divisions of the passage at this point. Many modern 
translations start a new paragraph at "God is love", 16b, so NIV, yet Yarbrough 
argues that this is an unnecessary disruption of the discourse. "We are confident 
of God's love for us and this because God is love", ie., God loves us, a fact which 
is "fully consistent with the essence of God's character in terms of love as 
manifested in the Son; whoever dwells in this love continually dwells in God, 
and God likewise dwells in that person", Yarbrough.  

kai "and so" - AND. Possibly drawing a logical conclusion, as NIV.  
hJmeiV pro. "we" - WE [WE HAVE KNOWN]. Emphatic by use and position; "we 

are convinced."  
pepisteukamen (pisteuw) perf. "rely" - [AND] HAVE BELIEVED. Again, the 

perfect for both "know" and "rely" indicates a past action with ongoing results. 
"Rely" is better than "believe / have faith in." "Know" and "rely" are best treated 
as a hendiadys; "we are completely sure / convinced of the love God has for us."  

en + dat. "for [us]" - [THE LOVE WHICH GOD HAS] IN [US]. Adverbial use of 
the preposition, expressing reference / respect; "with respect to us" = "for us." 
Not "the love God authors and sustains within us", Reicke, but the love which 
God extends toward us (grace) particularly demonstrated in the atonement.  

oJ qeoV agaph estin "God is love" - Either a statement about God's intrinsic 
nature, or his character in action, "his saving action on behalf of humankind", 
Kruse.  

oJ menwn (menw) pres. part. "whoever lives" - [AND] THE ONE ABIDING. The 
participle serves as a substantive.  

en + dat. "in [love]" - IN [THE = THIS LOVE, ABIDES IN GOD AND GOD ABIDES 
IN HIM]. Local, expressing space, metaphorical. The idea of abiding in love is 
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somewhat unclear. Wahlde suggests that the phrase encapsulates the totality of 
abiding in love, ie., God's love for the believer, the believer's love for God, the 
believers love for their brother and sister in the Lord. Yet, surely living / abiding 
in love is simply referring to a believer’s action of love toward a brother or sister. 
Such behaviour indicates that they abide in God and God abides in them; "loving 
one another is the mark of those who truly know God", Kruse.  
   
v17 

In this and the next verse John explains that the evidential assurance realised 
in our mutual indwelling with God provides us with a confidence that drives out 
fear.  

en + dat. "-" - [AND] IN. Instrumental, expressing means; "by this."  
toutw/ "this" - THIS [THE LOVE HAS BEEN PERFECTED]. The demonstrative 

pronoun "this" points back / anaphoric; "As for the way in which love (the love 
realised through our being in God and he in us, v16b) is in our case brought to its 
fullest expression", Cassirer. Yet, possibly pointing forward / cataphoric; "On our 
part love comes to completion in this, that we face the judgment day confidently", 
Berkeley.  

meq (meta) + gen. "among" - WITH [US]. Expressing association.  
iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT [WE MAY HAVE CONFIDENCE]. Here introducing 

a consecutive clause expressing result, as NIV; "this shows itself in our being 
entitled to be filled with confidence on the day of judgment", Cassirer.  

en + dat. "on [the day]" - IN = ON [THE DAY]. Temporal use of the preposition.  
thV krisewV (iV ewV) gen. "of judgment" - The genitive is adjectival, 

idiomatic / temporal; "when judgment will be enacted."  
oJti "because / -" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why we 

can be confident in the day of judgment; "because our relationship to the world 
is the same as his was", Barclay. The TNIV opts for an epexegetic use of the 
conjunction.  

en + dat. "in [this world]" - [AS THAT one IS AND = ALSO WE ARE] IN [THIS 
WORLD]. Temporal use of the preposition; "while we are living in this world."  

kaqwV .... kai "like [Jesus]" - AS [THAT one]. Comparative construction; 
"as that one lived in the world so also we who live / are in this world." "Believers 
who love one another in this world, in the same way as Christ loved his disciples 
when he was in the world, show that they live in God, and therefore they need 
have no fear as they face the day of judgment", Kruse.  
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v18 

en "in" - [FEAR IS NOT] IN [THE LOVE]. The preposition is again adverbial, 
expressing reference / respect; foboV ouk estin, "there is no fear", en "with 
respect to love."  

all (alla) "but" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction; "not ...., but ....".  

teleia adj. "perfect [love]" - COMPLETE = PERFECT [LOVE]. Love that is 
perfect / complete is presumably that love which abides through the mutual union 
between a believer and God in Christ, the stress being on God's love for us in 
Christ, but possibly, although unlikely, "fully developed love", Phillips, ie., 
quality love exhibited in the life of a believer.  

exw adv. "out" - [THROWS, CASTS] OUTSIDE [THE FEAR]. Adverb of place.  
oJti "because" - Here introducing a causal clause explaining why God's love 

for us drives out fear, namely, because those united to God's love do not face 
punishment.  

ecei (ecw) pres "has to do with" - [FEAR] HAS [PUNISHMENT as its end]. A 
rather strange statement, paraphrased by the NIV, correctly according to Smalley. 
"The notion of punishment is bound up with it", Cassirer.  

oJ .... foboumenoV (fobew) pres. part. "the one who fears" - [AND] THE ONE 
FEARING. The participle serves as a substantive.  

ou teteleiwtai (teleiow) perf. "is not made perfect" - HAS NOT BEEN 
PERFECTED [IN LOVE]. "He has not yet experienced love in all its perfection", 
Barclay.  
   
v19 

v] The fifth confirmation is the evidence of brotherly love, v19-21. A person 
who is touched by God's love finds within themselves the capacity to love; not 
perfect love, since only God is perfect, but love none-the-less. A person devoid 
of compassion for their brothers and sisters is self-deceived if they claim that they 
share in God's love.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. This variant, drawing a logical conclusion, was 
obviously inserted to conclude the previous passage, making v20 introduce the 
next sentence.  

hJmeiV pro. "we" - Emphatic by position and use. Unlike those who fear, we 
.....  

agapwmen (agapaw) pres. "love" - WE LOVE. Variants exist where the object 
"Him" is supplied. Although probably just an attempt to improve the syntax, so 
making "God" the intended object. The act of loving in general remains a 
possibility, particularly brotherly love. The NIV translates the verb as indicative, 
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but it is possibly subjunctive, either a hortatory subjunctive, "let us love", so Lieu, 
Schnackenburg, even conditional, "if we love God it is because he first loved us", 
so Cassirer.  

oJti "because" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why hJmeiV 
agapwmen, "we love."  

hgaphsen (agapaw) aor. "he [first] loved" - HE [FIRST] LOVED [US]. The 
antecedent is unclear, but probably "God" rather than "Jesus".  

prwtoV adj. "first" - FIRST. "God always makes the first move in the game 
of love", Sloyan.  
   
v20  

ean tiV + subj. "whoever" - IF ANYONE [SHOULD SAY]. Introducing a relative 
conditional clause 3rd. class where the condition has the possibility of coming 
true; "if someone, as the case may be, ..... then [he is a liar]" John is referring to 
the troublemakers / opponents / secessionists who may well claim to love God / 
to be believers / to be born of the Spirit, but whose claim can be tested by whether 
they act in love toward their brothers and sister in Christ. If they demonstrate a 
lack of care / consideration / compassion toward their brothers ("hates", cf., 2:9), 
then obviously they are self-deceived ("liar").  

oJti "to [love]" - THAT [I LOVE GOD]. Introducing a dependent statement of 
indirect speech expressing what a certain person may say.  

kai "yet" - AND [THE BROTHER OF HIM HE MAY HATE, HE IS A LIAR]. Here 
slightly adversative / comparative, as NIV.  

gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why someone who claims 
to love God but hates their brother is a liar; "because ...." The argument is a 
portiori ie., an argument from the lesser to the greater. If a person is unable to 
love a brother, which is not overly hard to do, then obviously they are going to 
have great difficulty loving God, something very hard to do. "If he does not love 
his fellow Christian whom he has seen, he is incapable of loving God whom he 
has not seen", REB.  

oJ ... mh agapwn (agapaw) pres. part. "whoever does not love" - THE ONE 
NOT LOVING [THE BROTHER OF HIM]. The participle serves as a substantive.  

eJwraken (oJraw) perf. "[whom] they have seen" - [WHOM] HE HAS SEEN. 
"If they won't show compassion toward someone they have had a face-to-face 
contact with, then they are obviously incapable of entering into a reciprocal 
loving relationship with a God they can neither see nor touch."  

agapan (agapaw) pres. inf. "[cannot] love" - HE IS NOT ABLE] TO LOVE 
[GOD WHOM HE HAS NOT SEEN]. The infinitive is complementary, completing the 
sense of the negated verb "is not able."  
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v21 

ap (apo) + gen. "[he has given us]" - [AND WE HAVE THIS COMMAND] FROM 
[HIM]. Expressing source / origin. Presumably "from" autou, "him" = "God".  

tauthn pro. "this" - The close demonstrative pronoun references forward; 
the command being to love the brother / sister in the Lord.  

thn entolhn (h) "command" - As has already been noted, the foundational 
command, love God / love neighbour, is restated by Jesus in the terms of belief 
in him and love of the brotherhood. John exegetes Jesus' teaching in the terms of 
believing in Christ, which faith-act empowers brotherly love. Where the love of 
God / faith is absent, neighbourly love is likely to be absent. Where there is faith, 
then there should be love, which point is made in this verse and expanded in 5:1ff.  

iJna "-" - THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of indirect 
speech, commanding, or epexegetic, specifying the command.  

oJ agapwn (agapaw) pres. part. "anyone who loves" - THE ONE LOVING 
[GOD]. The participle serves as a substantive.  

agapa/ (agapaw) pres. subj. "must [also] love" - [AND = ALSO] SHOULD 
LOVE [THE BROTHER OF HIM]. Hortatory subjunctive, although not specifically as 
a command, but rather what should follow for those who love God, namely that 
they "should also love their (his) fellow believer (brother)." "Must love their 
fellow believer (kai) as well."  
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5:1-4a 

Argument Proper 
xii] Begotten of God 
Argument  

John now looks at the nature of belief and how it evidences itself in the 
Christian life. He starts out looking at belief in Christ and its fruit of love. He 
then considers how love applies to our relationship with God - we seek to do his 
will. He then returns to the apostolic nature of faith as the instrument by which 
the rule of God (the kingdom of God) asserts itself in our age.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 4:7-12.  
   

ii] Background: See 1:1-5.  
   

iii] Structure: A commendation of faith:  
God is life-giving light, let us walk in the light of his love  

Argument #11, v5-4a: 
Faith and love: 

Belief accesses the love of God, v1-3;  
Belief overcomes the world, v4a.  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

"The latter half of 1 John 4 stresses the agapic and ethical dimension 
of relationship with God in Christ: love and obedience are rhetorically 
paramount", Yarbrough. Now, in chapter 5, there is a shift from love to 
faith, not so much what faith affirms, but faith as a subjective act of 
believing, a personal faith in Christ. This act of believing in Jesus is the 
means by which we access the love of God and bear the fruit of right living, 
as against "the world's downward pull", Loader  
   

v] Homiletics: Faith's victory  
John, in his first letter, tells us that he writes "these things to you who 

believe in the name of the Son of God so that you may know that you have 
eternal life." He writes that we may be sure of our standing as Jesus’ friend. 
In our reading today, John gives us a test for genuine faith. He tells us the 
nature of a true faith and the effects of such a faith.  
   
1. The nature of faith  

A person who loves God, who obeys God, is a person who believes in 
Jesus. John explains that what matters is not so much belief itself, but what 
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we believe in. The person who is "born of God", in the sense of "belongs 
to God", "believes that Jesus is the Christ." John identifies a range of truths 
about Christ: his deity, 1:1-3; his power to cleanse from sin, 1:7; his power 
to save from the wrath of God, 2:2; his demonstration of God's love in his 
sacrificial death, 4:9-10; his gift of eternal life, by grace through faith, 5:11-
12. Saving faith entails a reliance on the truth of Jesus' person and work.  
   
2. The effects of faith  

Genuine faith demonstrates itself in the life of a believer in two 
particular ways.  

•*Love. An orientation toward charity, that is, an orientation 
toward mercy, compassion, forgiveness.... This love for one another 
is a love for our brothers and sisters in Christ.  

DEVELOP  
•*Victory. Everyone who is born of God overcomes the world.  

DEVELOP  
So, there we have it, we can rest confidently in our salvation because, 

as Howard Marshal put it, our faith "rests foursquare on the fact that Jesus 
Christ has defeated death, and anybody who can defeat death can defeat 
anything."  
   

Text - 5:1 
Arguments in support of the proposition, #11 - Faith and love, v1-4a: i] 

Belief accesses the love of God, v1-3. John again repeats a point he has made a 
number of times. The person who "is born of God", who is a child of God, who 
is saved, is someone who "believes that Jesus is the Christ". Christianity is 
constantly invaded by secular shibboleths, and so the deity we worship may not 
be the God of the Bible. Salvation is dependent on a faith which rests on a right 
understanding of the person and work of Jesus. That is, it is a creedal faith, an 
apostolic faith. John goes on to link believing with "love". He has already done 
this several times. A genuine faith in Christ issues in a life of love - love is the 
fruit of faith.  

oJ pisteuwn (pisteuw) pres. part. "[everyone] who believes" - [ALL] THE 
ONES BELIEVING. Usually expressed by an articular participle serving as a 
substantive, but John commonly adds paV, "all", cf. v4 (3:3, 3:4, ...). If we treat 
paV, "all", as an adjective, then the participle serves as a substantive, but if we 
treat paV  as a substantive, "everyone", then the participle serves as an attributive 
adjective limiting "everyone". The "believing" here is present tense and the 
"born" of God, or more literally "has already been begotten" of God, is perfect. 
This raises the issue of the ordo salutis - the stages of salvation. The syntax may 
imply that regeneration precedes and therefore enables faith. This leans toward a 
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Calvinist view of salvation, namely, that faith is preceded by a regenerative work 
which enables faith and thus, the completion of God's sovereign work of 
regeneration. Yet, the syntax can also imply that regeneration is a present and 
continuing reality for a person who believes. In this case, faith is the instrument 
of regeneration. The debate over the relationship between faith and regeneration 
hinges on what is meant by faith. Some see faith as a spiritual gift from God, 
others as a human trust facilitating reliance on the faithfulness of Christ. Clearly, 
regeneration is a sovereign work of God's grace and is not a gift dependent on the 
quality of a person's faith, but on the quality of Christ's sacrifice. So, faith is not 
a good work rewarded with regeneration. None-the-less, it is reasonable to argue 
that faith is a reliance on the faithfulness of Christ, which, on the human side, is 
a weak and feeble response as small as a mustard seed, and yet a response that 
taps into God's sovereign grace.  

oJti "that" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of perception 
expressing the content of the faith.  

oJ cristoV (oV) "the Christ" - [JESUS IS] THE CHRIST. Predicate nominative. 
Faith is focused on the truth that Jesus is the Messiah who facilitates the 
realisation of the promised blessings of the Abrahamic covenant.  

gegennhtai (gennaw) perf. ind. "is born" - has been born, begotten, 
regenerated, born anew. See above on the issue of the tense.  

ek + gen. "of [God]" - FROM [GOD]. Expressing source / origin - as of the 
one who produces the offspring, Culy.  

paV oJ agapwn (agapaw) pres. part. "everyone who loves" - [AND] ALL THE 
ONE LOVING. The construction as for paV oJ pistewn above. Loving the Father is 
not a condition of salvation, nor does faith and love together save us. Such a view 
is theologically known as semi-pelagianism. The New Testament constantly 
affirms that our salvation is totally a work of God's grace facilitated by the 
faithfulness of Christ, which grace we appropriate through faith. Love is but a 
fruit of faith - genuine faith issues in love, Eph.1:15-16, Col.1:3-4, 1Thes.1:3, 
1Pet.1:8.  

ton gennhsanta (ginomai) aor. part. "the father" - THE ONE HAVING GIVEN 
BIRTH. The participle serves as a substantive.  

ex (ek) + gen. "-" - [LOVES AND = ALSO THE ONE HAVING BEEN BORN] FROM 
[HIM]. Expressing source / origin.  
   
v2 

John now develops the principle that a person who loves the parent loves the 
child. John has made the point a number of times that a believer who loves God 
will love their brothers and sisters in the Lord. Such confirms their relationship 
with God. A person who loves God is a person who does what God commands. 
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His command, his all-encompassing command, is that we believe in Jesus Christ, 
and bear the fruit of this faith, namely, the fruit of love, brotherly love.  

en + dat. "-" - IN, ON, BY. Possibly instrumental, expressing means, "by this", 
but local is also possible, "on", "on the basis of the truth stated in v1"; "from this 
principle we know", Schnackenburg.  

toutw/ pro. "this" - THIS [WE KNOW]. Forward referencing close 
demonstrative pronoun; the "this" being the following temporal clause.  

oJti "that" - Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing what 
we know.  

tou qeou (oV) gen. "[children] of God" - [WE LOVE THE CHILDREN] OF GOD. 
The genitive is adjectival, relational.  

oJtan + subj. "by" - WHENEVER. This construction introduces an indefinite 
temporal clause specifying "this". Note how it is also conditional; "whenever, as 
may be the case, we love God [and] we do his commands, then we love the 
children of God." Brotherly love is a natural consequence which flows from our 
relationship with God in Christ and indirectly strengthens assurance. "From this 
principle we know that when we love God we obey him, and consequently we 
will love his children as well."  

poiwmen (poiew) pres. subj. "carrying out" - [WE MAY LOVE GOD AND] WE 
MAY MAKE, DO. A number of texts have the variant "keep / obey" as in v3, rather 
than "do". The phrase "do the commandments" is rare.  

entolaV (h) "commands" - THE COMMANDS [OF HIM]. As already detailed 
in these notes on John's first letter, God's commands are defined by John as faith 
and love. A person in a relationship with God in Christ, is a person who puts their 
trust in Jesus, and expresses that reality in the fruit of brotherly love.  
   
v3 

In the clearest of terms, John defines how God's love, evident in our life, is 
expressed. Love is expressed in the keeping of God's commandments. John adds 
that the keeping of God's commands is not "burdensome"; God's commands are 
not there to spoil our fun. It is only natural to imagine that John has in mind 
something like the ten commandments, but he has already defined the substance 
of God's commands, "that we should believe in the name of his Son Jesus Christ 
and love one another", 3:23.  

gar "- / in fact" - FOR. More explanatory than causal, serving to introduce 
an explanation of the essential nature of "love of God." Best left untranslated, as 
NIV.  

tou qeou " for God" - [THIS IS THE LOVE] OF GOD. Most commentators treat 
this as a verbal genitive, objective, where God is the object of the love, so NIV, 
"this entails our love for God, namely, that we obey his commands." The 
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following hina clause supports this classification. Yet, a subjective genitive 
seems a better choice, in the sense that God's love toward us prompts obedience, 
"whoever keeps his word - truly in this person the love of God has reached 
perfection", 2:5, cf., Brown. In the end, of course, the genitive is functioning 
adjectively, limiting "love", so identifying a God type of love, a love which 
inevitably must be divine in character and so sourced from him, even belonging 
to him, ie,. a possessive genitive. "The love of God [the divine kind of love] 
consists in this."  

iJna + subj. "to" - THAT. Introducing an epexegetic / appositional clause, 
specifying / explaining auth, "this". The love of / for God is expressed / realised 
/ exegeted in "this", namely, the obedience of his commands. This doing entails 
faith in Christ / abiding in Christ, which abiding produces the fruit of brotherly 
love.  

autou gen. pro. "his" - [WE KEEP, OBSERVE, OBEY THE COMMANDS] OF HIM. 
The genitive may be treated as: adjectival, possessive or verbal, subjective or 
ablative, source / origin.  

bareiai ouk adj. "not burdensome" - [AND THE COMMANDS OF HIM] ARE 
NOT HEAVY, WEIGHTY, BURDENSOME. Predicate adjective. The faith-love 
command is not a heavy load to bear.  
   
v4a 

ii] Victory over the world, v4a. "Every child of God has victory over the 
godless world (eternal damnation?)", NEB.  

oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why God's 
commands are not burdensome.  

pan adj. "everyone" - ALL. This adjective is neuter and therefore is best 
translated "everything." Most commentators translate it as masculine on the 
assumption that it is influenced by the neuter noun "children", but some, Stott, 
Plummer, ... translate it as neuter with an abstract sense, "whatsoever." The point 
being that it is not so much the person who is victorious, but the power of God 
expedited through faith. "For whatever is born of God conquers the world", 
Moffatt.  

to gegennmenon (genaw) perf. pas. part. "born" - THAT HAS BEEN BORN. For 
the articular participle following the adjective "all", see paV oJ pisteuwn, 
"everyone who believes", v1 above. If it is "whatsoever is born", then presumably 
what is born is faith. Faith is our "heredity", Phillips.  

ek + gen. "of" - FROM [GOD]. Expressing source / origin, but, as already 
noted, if pan is "everyone" the sense may be "everyone who belongs to God."  

nika/ (nikaw) pres. "has overcome" - HAS CONQUERED, OVERCOME [THE 
WORLD]. "Overcomes" is better than "has overcome", in that the tense is present 
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continuous. In what sense is the world conquered? The world John is referring to 
is the organised system of this age which is opposed to God and promotes sin and 
death. This system is under the control of the evil one, 5:19. The children of faith 
are released from this system and its plague of death, 2:17, and are transferred to 
the kingdom of light and life eternal, 3:14. Christ, of course, does the conquering, 
in that he overcomes the curse of sin and death, so releasing the child of God (the 
one having faith) from this curse. The victory over sin is best understood as a 
victory over the curse of sin and death rather than the power of sin, although, by 
being no longer subject to the Mosaic law, a believer does indirectly overcome 
the power of sin. Sin's power to tempt remains, but without the law, its' power is 
subdued. We may well succumb to the temptation to sin, but it no longer has the 
authority to condemn those in Christ.  
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5:4b-12 

Argument Proper 
xiii] True faith confirmed 
Argument  

Faith overcomes the world, a faith which is focused on the person and work 
of Jesus Christ, "the one who came by water and blood." God the Father testifies 
to the Son in "the water and the blood" / the person and work of Christ, which 
testimony is confirmed by the Spirit. "All who accept the testimony of the 
[Father] concerning his Son have eternal life, while those who do not accept it do 
not have eternal life", Kruse.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 4:7-12.  
   

ii] Background: See 1:1-5.  
   

iii] Structure: True faith confirmed:  
God is life-giving light, let us walk in the light of his love  

Argument #12, v4b-12: 
Faith in the Father's witness to his Son is the source of eternal life 

Faith overcomes the world, sin and death, v4b-5; 
God's threefold testimony to the Son, v6-9; 
Acceptance of God's testimony to Christ, v10-12. 

   
iv] Interpretation:  

A survey of the main commentaries indicates that John's argument at 
this point in his letter is "dense and allusive", Lieu:  
   

•*Wahlde suggests that John's argument at this point focuses on 
"the witness of the Spirit to Jesus", v6-8, and "the witness of God to 
Jesus", 9-12;  

•*Yarbrough suggests "God's testimony to Jesus, the object of 
saving faith", v6-9, and "human reception of God's testimony, v10-
12;  

•*Kruse, on the other hand, suggests that the argument, beginning 
with v4b, shifts from love to faith, a faith which overcomes the world 
(particularly the false teaching propagated by the opponents / 
secessionists), a faith that leads to life;  

•*Lieu (he suggests that the argument runs from v4 to v13) sees 
faith / right belief as the focus of the passage, having left behind the 
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issue of love, a love of God that evidences itself in a love of 
neighbour, 4:15-5:1. Lieu argues that right belief is not merely faith 
in God, but faith in God's Son, Jesus Christ. Only this core belief 
produces life;  

•*Smalley, who confines the argument to v5-13, suggests that this 
is the final requirement for discipleship, namely that we keep the 
faith; first, renounce sin, 3:4-9, second, be obedient, 3:10-24, third, 
reject worldliness, 4:1-6, fourth, be loving, 4:7-5:4, and now keep the 
faith. Believing and continuing in belief / faith in Christ, is justified 
by the authoritative witness of the Father through the Spirit and of 
the water and the blood, v6-9. Smalley proposes a step-by-step 
presentation of the argument by John. Verse 5 sets the subject, 
namely faith, then the witness to its validity, v6-9, and finally the 
results, v10-12. Verse 13 serves as a conclusion where the author 
states the purpose of writing;  

•*Schnackenburg, who is somewhat critical of John's literary 
prowess, confines the argument to v5-12. The subject is faith, a 
victorious faith, v5, a faith that rests on a true confession of Christ, 
unlike the confession / beliefs of the secessionists, v6. This faith rests 
firmly on the testimony of sound witnesses, v7-8, even of the Father 
himself, v9. The acceptance of this testimony entails believing or 
rejecting the Son, and thus salvation, the possession of life, or 
exclusion from divine grace.  

•*Brown thinks the argument covers v4b-12 and like most 
commentators opts for faith as the dominant theme, "the conquering 
power that has conquered the world", a faith that "involves content 
as well as commitment." Brown argues strongly that the letter of John 
can only be understood with an eye to the gospel of John. So, in the 
first sub-unit, v4b-8, Brown argues that John sets out the 
Christological content of faith in terms of the witness / testimony of 
Christ's life, death and resurrection, ie., water, blood and Spirit. The 
second sub-unit, v9-12, outlines the witness / testimony to the Son of 
God by the Father himself.  
   

v] Homiletics: Faith  
Faith is a trust, or reliance on something, a purposeful dependence on 

something. We put our trust in things, people, organisations and the like, 
every moment of the day. Sometimes our trust is misplaced; other times we 
are joyfully rewarded.  

Many years ago, I took extended leave and purchased a kit home to 
use as a holiday cottage. This was an example of misplaced trust in itself, 
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in that as a DIY carpenter, I knew 
little about constructing a house. 
They told me that it was all cut to 
size and all I had to do was follow 
the plans and put it together. Some 
pieces were indeed cut out, although 
they were often wrong, and as for 
the instructions, there were none, 
just a building plan. I won out in the 
end, with a LITTLE help. The 
lesson, of course, is that misplaced trust has its consequences!  

Eternal life is somewhat more significant than building a kit home, but 
realising the promise of eternal life, the fullness of divine life, is just as 
fraught. The promise of eternal life can founder on misplaced trust. As 
Jesus reminds us: "I am the way, the truth and the life, no one comes to the 
Father but by me."  

When I retired from full-time ministry I became a paid funeral 
celebrant for a number of years. The way people said farewell to their loved 
ones had changed; they wanted to celebrate life rather than mourn loss. Yet, 
even with little religious background, most people wanted a touch of the 
spiritual - the Lord's Prayer and the twenty third Psalm. People would 
regularly tell me how the deceased person would now be in heaven with 
the rest of the family, enjoying their fishing, or whatever. The status of a 
person's relationship with God is God's business, not ours. Still, this idea 
that a vague belief in God guarantees heavenly bliss is less than helpful; It 
can be rightly classified as misplaced trust.  

In our reading today, John reminds his us that faith in God, by itself, 
is not saving faith. Saving faith, a faith that generates eternal life, is a faith 
in the person of Jesus Christ, the Son of God, the anointed messiah, whose 
mission in life was to save broken humanity. Faith, reliance, dependence 
in his saving mission, from his baptism by John the Baptism all the way 
through to his death and resurrection, this is what saves. By putting our 
trust in Christ's saving work for us, we are saved and so share in the fullness 
of eternal life.  

Faith in the Father's testimony to his Son 
i] v4b-5 
ii] v6-9 
iii] v10-12  

So, there it is! A kit home may not be a kit home, it may just be a truck-
load of timber and hardware. A vague belief in God, or other religions, 
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even transcendental meditation, may just be a cloud of bull-dust, a 
misplaced faith in something beyond. Life eternal is found in Christ alone.  
   

Text - 5:4b  
Arguments in support of the proposition, #12 - Faith in the Father's 

testimony to his Son is the source of eternal life; "God gave us eternal life and 
this life is in his Son", v4b-12. i] A personal faith in Jesus Christ, the Son of God, 
is the means by which a believer overcomes the world of sin and death, v4b -5. 
Moving on from the subject of love, John now tackles the subject of faith. Saving 
faith entails a firm reliance in the truth that Jesus is the messiah, the divine man 
sent to save the world from sin and death. John tells us that such a faith, such a 
firm belief, overcomes the world. The world of sin and death is conquered by 
faith in Jesus Christ.  

αυτη "this [is]" - [AND] THIS [IS]. The close demonstrative pronoun is 
forward referencing, "this" = "this faith".  

ἡ νικη [η] "the victory" - THE CONQUEST, VICTORY. Nominative subject of 
the verb to-be.  

η νικησασα [νικαω] aor. act. part. "that has overcome / overcomes" - 
HAVING OVERCOME [THE WORLD]. The participle is adjectival, attributive, 
limiting "victory", "the victory which conquers the world". The NIV "has 
overcome", expressing the aorist as a completed act - a true aorist. A 
comprehensive aorist is possible, expressing a present act, NEB, Moffatt, even in 
a perfect sense, a past act with ongoing consequences. Brown opts for a true 
aorist, "conquered the world." It is not clear in what sense faith has conquered 
the world. Bruce, Schnackenburg, ... take the view that Christ conquered the 
world of sin and death and that a believer shares in that victory through faith. This 
seems the likely sense, but a more specific sense may be intended, namely, the 
expulsion of the secessionists, so Stott.  

"even" - An assumed verb to-be is better than an ascensive και; "The victory 
which overcomes the world is our faith", Barclay.  

ἡμων gen. pro. "our" - [THE FAITH] OF US. The genitive may be treated as 
adjectival, possessive, or verbal, subjective.  

ἡ πιστις [ις εως] "faith" - THE FAITH. The use of the noun is very rare for 
John. As John makes clear in v5, the faith that has overcome the world is 
expressed in a reliance / dependence / fidelity in/to the person of Jesus Christ, the 
Son of God. Conquering faith is not just an act of the will by itself, but has a 
Christological focus. Brown argues that "belief / faith" for John also includes 
public profession, but this seems a bit of a stretch.  
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v5  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the argument. This variant 
is likely to be original and is probably slightly inferential; "who then is the person 
who overcomes the world?"  

tivV pro. "who" - WHO. Masculine. Interrogative pronoun. Here it is the 
individual believer, in and through Christ, who conquers the world. John is 
possibly referring to a victory over the temptations of the world, but more likely 
a victory over death - the curse of a world infested by sin.  

ὁ νικων [νικαω] pres. part. "that overcomes [the world]" - [IS] THE ONE 
OVERCOMING [THE WORLD]. The participle serves as a substantive.  

ει μη "only" - SAVE, EXCEPT, IF NOT. Introducing an exceptive clause 
expressing a contrast by designating an exception; "Who can ever conquer the 
world .... except the man who really believes", Phillips.  

ὁ πιστευων [πιστευω] pres. part. "he who believes" - THE ONE BELIEVING. 
The participle serves as a substantive.  

οτι "that" - THAT [JESUS IS THE SON OF GOD]. Introducing a dependent 
statement of indirect speech expressing the content of the faith, namely, a belief 
that Jesus is the "Son of God." Is this belief messianic or filial (father son 
relationship)? In v1a the same formula is used with "Son of God" replaced by 
"Christ" indicating a messianic sense for "Son of God" is intended.  
   
v6 

ii] God the Father's threefold testimony to the messianic authority of the Son, 
namely, the Spirit, the water and the blood, v6-9. John claims "that at the heart of 
orthodox Christian belief is the confession (which needs to be maintained) that 
Jesus is not only the Son of God and Messiah, but also one whose advent was 
entirely historical (ie., "came by water and blood"), Smalley. Along with this 
objective witness to Christ, there is the subjective witness of the Holy Spirit, 
confirming to the believer the truth about Christ. The Holy Spirit confirms to our 
spirit the truth of Jesus' person and work. So, the truth is revealed to us 
subjectively and objectively. We have the witness of the Spirit in our own hearts, 
and the signs of Jesus' life, death and resurrection - they all witness to the same 
truth.  

οὑτος "this" - The close demonstrative pronoun references forward to "Jesus 
Christ"; "Jesus Christ, this is the one who came ..."  

ὁ ελθων [ερχομαι] "the one who came" - [IS] THE ONE HAVING COME. The 
participle serves as a substantive.  

δι [δια] + gen. "by" - THROUGH, BY MEANS OF. Instrumental, expressing 
means.  
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ὑδατος [ωρ ατος] gen. "water" - WATER [AND BLOOD, JESUS CHRIST]. 
John's readers probably understood the reference to water and blood, but we are 
somewhat in the dark. None-the-less, it is likely that the water and blood refers 
to the totality of Christ's ministry on earth, his incarnation, baptism, death, 
resurrection and ascension, but specifically his Spirit empowered ministry 
encapsulate by his baptism in water when he received the Spirit in full measure, 
and the shedding of his blood on the cross. Christ's ministry reveals the one who 
is fully man and fully God (Brown thinks the stress is on fully man), the divine 
man. So, "the true identity of Jesus, the writer appears to be saying, is only to be 
discovered by looking at the whole of his life, including its end", Smalley.  

A less likely interpretation going all the way back to Augustine, is that John 
is referring to the flow of water and blood at Jesus' crucifixion, Jn.19:34. This 
event evidences the reality of Christ's death and "makes the manifestation of the 
divine life in the cosmos (the incarnation) into a fruitful effusion for the cosmos", 
Schnackenburg. John, in his gospel, points to the significance of this event, 
although as here, the significance is somewhat lost on us (note in the gospel it is 
"blood and water").  

An even less likely interpretation, going all the way back to Tertullian, is 
that water and blood refers to the sacraments of baptism and the Lord's supper. 
Another possible interpretation is that Christ's humanity is being stressed by 
imaging his natural birth - the water and blood associated with birthing.  

Although John's imagery here remains unclear, it seems best to take the view 
that he is evoking a familiar illusion for his readers, "emphasising that the one 
whose story they were familiar with, and whose significance for them was 
encapsulated by this set of images, is the Son of God", Lieu. It is likely, therefore, 
that "the water and blood" entails the gospel, that which was fulfilled in Christ's 
life, death and resurrection for the realisation of the kingdom; a divine message 
from God which testifies to his Son and is confirmed by the Spirit.  

εν + dat. "[he did not come] by [water alone]" - [NOT] IN = BY [WATER 
ALONE]. Usually taken here as instrumental, expressing means, so Bruce, 
Schnackenburg, ..., although it is strange that John should make a change from 
δια at this point. The position of δια between two anarthrous nouns indicates it 
covers the two together, a single package as it were. Here εν is placed before each 
noun. The different construction implies a different sense. What we may have is 
an adverbial use of the preposition, expressing manner; "not with water alone, 
but with water and with blood." The whole package, water + blood, reveals the 
nature / manner of the God-man's life, Jesus Christ, the focus of genuine faith.  

all (alla) "but" - BUT [IN = BY WATER AND IN = BY BLOOD]. Strong 
adversative standing in a counterpoint construction; "not ...., but ....."  
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και "-" - AND. Probably coordinative, although some argue that it introduces 
a new sentence which includes v7.  

το μαρτυρουν [μαρτυρεω] pres. part. "who testifies" - [THE SPIRIT IS] THE 
ONE TESTIFYING, WITNESSING. The participle serves as a substantive; "the one 
who bears witness." The one who testifies is the Holy Spirit and he testifies now 
(durative present tense). This testimony may come through the exposition of the 
scriptures; "The Spirit's testifying role is mainly bearing witness to believers 
concerning the truth of the message about Jesus that they heard from the 
beginning", Kruse. Possibly John has in mind an inward confirming of the Spirit. 
If this is the case, the witness to Christ is both objective, "water and blood", and 
subjective, inward, so Stott. The inward testimony of the Spirit authenticates the 
objective testimony of water and blood / Christ's life spent for us.  

ὁτι "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the Spirit 
testifies to Christ; "because", as the Spirit of truth he is both fitted and constrained 
to do so, so Westcott.  

εστιν [ειμι] pres. "is" - [THE SPIRIT] IS [THE TRUTH]. He is "the source of and 
guarantees Truth", Wahlde. "Truth" is often capitalised when the construction is 
viewed as a poetic identification of the Spirit.  
   
v7 

ὁτι "For" - BECAUSE. Possibly introducing a causal clause explaining why 
"the Spirit is the truth", although Culy suggests it may stand in apposition to the 
causal clause in v6b, "because the Spirit is the truth, and because there are three 
that testify." Smalley suggests it is emphatic, more reason than cause, and serves 
to expand on the statement that "it is the Spirit who testifies" - "in fact, there are 
actually three witnesses, not just the Spirit." "Indeed, there are three witnesses 
...", Smalley.  

οἱ μαρτυρουντες [μαρτυρεω] pres. part. "that testify" - THE ONES GIVING 
TESTIMONY [ARE THREE]. The participle serves as a substantive, nominative 
subject of the verb to-be. The use of the masculine is interesting when Spirit, 
water and blood are all neuter. Wahlde suggests that here the three witnesses 
allude to the proper number of witnesses, Deut.19:15.  

 
v8 

εις το ἑν "are in agreement" - [the spirit and the water and the blood and 
the three are] to the one. The construction "into the one" is unique to the NT so 
the sense is unclear. It is likely that the preposition εις takes its usual directional 
sense "toward, into", leading to convergence, a goal. "The three lead to the same 
conclusion or 'are in agreement'", Culy. It is suggested that under Aramaic 
influence the preposition may stand for a predicate nominative, so "are one." 
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Brown opts for a melding of both possibilities with "these three are of one 
accord."  
   
v9 

The source of this testimony, this witness, this revelation, is God the Father; 
it is he who witness to the Son in "the water and the blood" through "the Spirit." 
We give weight to the words of predominant Bible teachers, and so if we 
willingly view their words as significant, then surely the testimony of God should 
be viewed as even more significant.  

ει + ind. "-" - IF. Introducing a conditional clause 1st. class where the 
condition is assumed to be true; "if, as is the case, ....... then God's testimony is 
greater" John argues from the lesser to the greater. If, as is the case, the testimony 
of prophets, teachers and the like is viewed as significant, then surely the 
testimony of God must be viewed as even more significant ("greater").  

των ανθρωπων [ος] gen. "man's / human [testimony]" - [WE RECEIVE THE 
TESTIMONY, WITNESS] OF MEN. The genitive is possibly verbal, subjective, so 
Culy, Yarbrough, ... possibly ablative, source / origin, "from men", but probably 
just adjectival, attributive, limiting "testimony"; "If we are prepared to accept 
human testimony", Phillips, as NIV, etc.  

του θεου [ος] gen. "God's [testimony]" - [THE TESTIMONY, WITNESS] OF 
GOD [IS GREATER]. The genitive as for "testimony of men." Presumably the 
divine "testimony" that John has in mind is that of the "water and blood" / Christ's 
ministry of word and sign, along with that of the Spirit.  

ὁτι "because" - BECAUSE [THIS IS THE TESTIMONY, WITNESS]. Introducing 
a causal clause explaining why God's testimony is greater / more significant than 
the testimony of the prophets, teachers, .... The answer lies not in the nature of 
the divine, of God being God, but in the Christological content of God's testimony 
itself - because it concerns the Son.  

ὁτι "-" - THAT [HE TESTIFIED]. The second use of this conjunction introduces 
an epexegetic clause specifying auth, "this"; "this is the testimony of God, THAT 
he has borne concerning his Son", ESV. The resulting construction is somewhat 
awkward; "because this is the testimony of God, namely, he bore witness 
concerning his Son." Phillips overcomes the awkward nature of the sentence by 
incorporating the sense of the causal and epexegetic clauses into the conditional 
clause itself; "if we are prepared to accept human testimony, God's own testimony 
concerning his own Son is surely infinitely more valuable."  

περι + gen. "concerning" - ABOUT, CONCERNING. Reference / respect; "with 
respect to his Son."  

αυτου gen. pro. "his" - [THE SON] OF HIM. The genitive is adjectival, 
relational.  
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v10 

iii] The acceptance of God's testimony to Christ, v10-12. A person who is a 
believer ("believes in the Son of God") is someone who "has" / has appropriated 
εν ἑαυτῳ, "in himself", God's testimony concerning his Son (ie., the gospel / 
"water and blood"), which appropriation (through the Spirit) generates life in all 
its fullness. A person who does not accept this testimony, by implication calls 
God a liar and inevitably does not possess life eternal. "This passage presents the 
content of the confession about Jesus Christ that believers are to have and to 
hold", Thompson.  

ὁ πιστευων [πιστευω] pres. part. "whoever believes" - THE ONE 
BELIEVING. The participle serves as a substantive; "the believer." "The person 
who chooses to put their trust in the Son of God", Junkins.  

εν + dat. "in" - Always either belief εν, "in", or εις, "into", expressing a sense 
of union with, personal engagement with, dependence on.  

του θεου [ος] gen. "of God" - [THE SON] OF GOD. The genitive is adjectival, 
relational.  

εχει [εχω] pres. "accepts" - HAS, POSSESSES. The verb with the adverbial 
prepositional phrase εν ἑαυτῳ, "in himself", gives the sense "appropriates", as 
NIV. It is likely that the reflective pronoun ἑαυτῳ, "himself", is not original; the 
personal pronoun αυτῳ, "him" is probably original, but koine Gk will often use 
a personal pronoun reflectively. The sense "in him" = "in the Son of God", is 
obviously not intended.  

μαρτυριαν [α] "this testimony" - THE TESTIMONY, WITNESS [IN HIMSELF]. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to have." Referring to the "the water and the 
blood" confirmed by the Spirit = the testimony of God the Father. Referring back, 
so "this testimony."  

ὁ μη πιστευων [πιστευω] pres. part. "whoever does not believe" - THE ONE 
NOT BELIEVING. The participle serves as a substantive. The negation ου would be 
expected with a participle, but John doesn't always follow proper form.  

τῳ θεῳ [ος] dat. "God" - GOD [HAS MADE]. Dative of direct object after the 
verb "to believe." Culy notes the possibility that John has not used either εν, "in", 
or εις, "into", because the belief here is not a personal commitment to God, but a 
belief / acceptance of his testimony. He notes that such a subtle distinction cannot 
be pressed, but it possibly applies here; "The person who does not believe (accept, 
appropriate) the testimony of God makes him out to be a liar." Variants exist with 
"Son of God" rather than "God." Plummer suggests that originally no object was 
supplied. No manuscript evidence exists to support his view, but it looks very 
likely; "The person who does not believe in the Son of God has made God (Gk. 
αυτον, "him") a liar (makes God out to be a liar), because he has not believed in 
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the testimony which God testifies concerning his Son." This is surely the sense 
of the clause, even if does not properly reflect the Gk.  

yeusthn (hV ou) "[him] out to be a liar" - [HIM] A LIAR. Accusative 
complement of the direct object "him" standing in a double accusative 
construction and stating something about the direct object "him".  

ὁτι "because" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why a 
person who does not "believe God" makes God out to be a liar. Such a person 
disregards God's witness / testimony, implying that it is not true.  

περι + gen. "about [his Son]" - [HE HAS NOT BELIEVED THE TESTIMONY 
WHICH GOD TESTIFIED] ABOUT [THE SON OF HIM]. Reference; "about, 
concerning".  
   
v11 

και "and" - AND [THIS IS THE TESTIMONY]. Introducing a explanation of "the 
testimony", v10; "Now this is the testimony."  

ὁτι "-" - THAT. Introducing an epexegetic clause specifying the 
demonstrative pronoun αὑτη, "this", which is taken as referencing forward. Some 
commentators think the pronoun references back to v9-10; "God's testimony is 
that he has made a saving disclosure regarding his Son", Yarbrough. In this case 
v11-12 explain what this means / amounts to for those who believe, so Marshall, 
namely, "eternal life."  

ἡμιν dat. pro. "us" - [GOD GAVE LIFE ETERNAL] TO US. Dative of indirect 
object / interest, advantage.  

εν + dat. "in [his Son]" - [AND THIS LIFE IS] IN [THE SON OF HIM]. Local, 
expressing space / sphere. The saving testimony / witness of God, namely the 
component elements concerning the person and work of Jesus Christ / "the water 
and the blood", "all end with his Son", Schnackenburg.  
   
v12 

ὁ εχων [εχω] pres. part. "whoever has [the Son]" - THE ONE HAVING [THE 
SON HAS THE LIFE, THE ONE NOT HAVING THE SON OF GOD DOES NOT HAVE THE 
LIFE]. The participle serves as a substantive. The verb "have / possess" again 
prompts a necessary expansion for the sake of meaning; "This then is the nub of 
the matter, the person who has a genuine relationship with the Son has life, the 
person who does not have a genuine relationship with the Son does not have life." 
To possess the Son of God is to possess life eternal, or as v10 puts it, to believe 
in the Son of God is to possess life.  
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5:13-21 

Conclusion 
Christian certainties 
Argument  

Against the trouble-makers, the secessionists, those claiming knowledge, 
John has argued that the divine light is evident in purity of life, love and faith, 
rather than humanly devised wisdom. None-the-less, believers do possess 
knowledge and so John concludes his letter by affirming the knowledge 
possessed by his readers: We know we have eternal life. We know that our God 
hears us when we approach him in prayer. We know that he forgives us when we 
ask him. We know that, in Christ, our failings will not condemn us to death. We 
know that, in Christ, we are orientated to right living rather than sin. We know 
that our God keeps us safe from the evil one. We know that we belong to God, 
whereas secular man (specifically the secessionists / opponents / troublemakers / 
those who "went out from us") belongs to the evil one. We know that, in Christ, 
we have found the living God, the source of truth and life.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:1-5. It is unclear whether v13 should be taken with 4:15-
5:12, so Schnackenburg, or a stand-alone, NRSV, or serving to introduce the 
conclusion / summary / epilogue, so most commentators. Yarbrough has v13 
linked to v14 and 15, a frame adopted by most translations. He titles the unit 
"Confident Prayer", with v16-21 titled "Concluding Admonition: Pastoral 
Counsel, Assurance, and Warning."  
   

ii] Background: See 1:1-5.  
   

iii] Structure: The conclusion to John's letter:  
The letter's purpose, v13: 

"that you may know you have eternal life." 
Confidence in Christ, v14-20: 

Confidence in prayer, v14-15; 
Confidence in forgiveness, v16-17; 
Confidence of ones standing in Christ, v18-20; 

Concluding exhortation, v21.  
   

The structure of this conclusion / summary is built around the key 
word οιδαμεν, "we know", v15a, 15c, 18, 19, 20.  
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iv] Interpretation:  
In this conclusion, John specifically states why he has written this 

homily, namely, to assure his readers that they do in fact possess eternal 
life and this because their faith is founded on a true knowledge of the living 
God in and through Christ, the Son of God. Their lives may not be perfect, 
they may sin, but through prayer there is forgiveness and new life. Such a 
person, in a relationship with God in Christ ("born of God"), will be 
protected from the evil one and so will not practice ("continue to") sin. 
Secular humanity (specifically, those "who went out from us"), on the other 
hand, are locked in sin that leads to death, "the sin that results from holding 
the viewpoint of the opponents. This type of sin cannot be prayed for", 
Wahlde. To this end, John encourages his readers to keep well clear of the 
secular lifestyle of the secessionists and their beliefs.  

The ambiguities of life, by their very nature, undermine a believer's 
sense of standing in the sight of God and thus their grasp on eternal life, 
ie., it undermines their assurance. Assurance can be further impacted by 
fellow believers who have left the church fellowship and now claim a 
superior standing in the sight of God. John, in addressing this issue, affirms 
the standing of his readers by pointing to the evidence of their relationship 
with God, their being "sons of God", namely, their right-living (they don't 
"practice" sin), their brotherly love and their Christ-centred faith. 
Assurance again comes to the fore in this conclusion to John's letter with 
what Lieu calls a series of "triumphal declarations"; what "we know."  
   

What does John mean by ἁμαρτια προς θανατον , "sin that leads to 
death"? The preposition προς expresses result, "sin that results in death." 
The prepositional construction is adjectival, limiting "sin", "a sin which 
leads to death"; "deadly sin", Barclay, "mortal sin", Zerwick.  

This sin probably entails a rejection of orthodox Christology, a 
fundamental rejection of the person and work of Christ. Such sin aligns 
with the sin against the Holy Spirit. Jesus' comment regarding this sin sits 
in the context of the Pharisees rejecting Christ as messiah and attributing 
his ministry to Satan. Such identifies the nature of a deadly sin. John seems 
to imply that there is no point praying for such a sin; it is beyond God's 
forgiveness. This is obviously the case if a person remains in this state of 
rebellion. Where there is no repentance there can be no forgiveness. There 
is no point praying for a person's forgiveness if they evidence no 
repentance. We may pray that they be receptive to the gospel, although 
there is no promise that God will overrule the will of those who 
intentionally turn their back on him. Scripture is clear on the matter; where 
there is no repentance then there is no forgiveness. So, it seems likely that 
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"the sin to death / the deadly sin" entails a state of opposition to the person 
of Christ. Of course, a person can move from opposition to Jesus, to trust 
in Jesus. Jesus' family initially thought that Jesus was possessed, but they 
inevitably believed and obviously now possess eternal life. Paul also serves 
as another example of someone diametrically opposed to Christ who then 
dramatically looks to Christ for salvation. It is likely that a "sin to death" 
does not preclude repentance and forgiveness.  

Alternate views:  
•*The classic approach to this problem is to divide sins up into 

mortal (murder, adultery, idolatry, apostasy, ...) and venial sins, with 
the more modern version being intentional and unintentional sins.  

•*Bultmann may solve our problem from the outset since he argues 
that a definition is impossible due to John's imprecise language.  

•*Schnackenburg argues that the sin is serious and so it must be 
left to God to resolve the matter.  

•*Brown suggests that the sin is the sin of secession, a direct 
reference by John to the secessionists / trouble-makers. Yet, rather 
than the sin of secession itself, it is more likely that John has in mind 
the sin of the secessionists, their denial "that Jesus is the Christ come 
in the flesh, and also their denial of the significance of his atoning 
death", Kruse.  

•*Yarbrough suggests that sin unto death "is simply violation of 
the fundamental terms of relationship with God that Jesus mediates", 
namely, the three-dimensional qualities evident in a child of God: 
right living, ethics; love of the brotherhood; faith in the foundational 
truths of scripture. "To sin unto death" is to have a heart unchanged 
by God's love in Christ and so to persist in convictions and acts and 
commitments" evident in the secessionists. It is inappropriate to take 
up such a person's case before God. So also Marshall; "John means 
the sins that are incompatible with being a child of God."  

•*Lieu points out that "the grounds of the distinction that the 
author wishes to make (between the sin unto death and the sin not 
unto death) are not evident." He suggests that the sin unto death is 
possibly "the sin the perpetrator refuses to acknowledge", or "the 
deliberate separation from the community ...... expressed in the 
refusal to love fellow members and in the schism lying behind 2:18."  

•*Smalley argues that "sin unto death" entails "such wrongdoing 
as is incompatible with walking in the light and living as a child of 
God."  
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•*Thompson observes that intercession for forgiveness is related 
to repentance. Intercession for the unrepentant is expressly forbidden 
as part of God's judgment on them. See Intercession in the Johannine 
Community, Thompson, 237-42.  
   

v] Homiletics: The unforgivable sin  
I don't know about you, but I have always been bothered by the 

constant short-fall in my Christian life, particularly the major disasters. So, 
the question I want to ask is whether God is willing to put aside our constant 
sinning, or does he take account of it and hold us accountable?  

I want to put it to you that God does not take account of our sin if we 
ask him to set it aside. If you tightly hold the hand of the Master Carpenter, 
then you can ask for forgiveness, forgiveness for yesterday, today and 
tomorrow, and God will grant it - "Jesus came into the world to save 
sinners." So, when the roll is called up yonder you will stand before the 
living God as white as snow - the apple of God's eye, sinless.  

Now, if you were listening carefully to our reading today, you may 
well want to ask "what about the sin that leads to death", the unforgivable 
sin? It's so unforgivable that John tells us that there is no point praying for 
it.  

In the medieval church they had two classes of sins: venal and mortal, 
little sins and big sins. The big sins were the ones that are unforgivable, 
although they did have their ways around them, usually some form of 
penance. Even in recent times a person who had committed suicide couldn't 
be buried in the Christian section of a graveyard because it was viewed as 
a mortal sin, unforgivable. I think we know now that that's rubbish! Some 
people today divide sin up into intentional and unintentional, the 
intentional sin being the deadly sin - of course, that wipes us all out, unless 
we quickly say "I didn't mean it"!  

There is an incident in Mark chapter 3 that actually helps us understand 
the unforgivable sin. In Mark we read how Israel's religious leaders not 
only rejected Jesus, but they claimed that his ministry was Satanic. To this 
Jesus says that every sin will be forgiven people, except blasphemy against 
the Holy Spirit. In the context this blasphemy involves rejecting Jesus to 
the point of depreciating his person and work. This then is the "sin that 
leads to death", the unforgivable sin.  

We have all done stupid things in our life - there may have even been 
a time when we thought all this Jesus stuff was rubbish - and yet God's 
gracious kindness covers it all when we seek his forgiveness. Yet, there 
remains one stupid thing we must never do; all hope is lost when we turn 
our back on Jesus and walk away from him for the rest of our life. His hand 
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will always be outstretched toward us, but if we reject his offer of 
friendship then there is no hope for us. All the prayers of our family 
members, all the lit candles in the world, will not save a person who comes 
to the day of judgment having rejected God's mercy in Jesus.  
   

Text - 5:13 
What "we know": i] I write that you may know eternal life, v13. John writes 

to assure his readers that their eternal standing in the sight of God is secure. John 
has gone to some length in his letter, pointing out that his readers have put their 
faith in Jesus Christ, the Son of God, and so their eternal standing is secure.  

It is worth comparing the wording used here and that of John 20:31. In the 
gospel, John's purpose in writing is that people may believe in Jesus, ie., the 
gospel has an evangelistic purpose. Here John writes to reassure those who 
already believe that their eternal standing is secure in Jesus.  

ὑμιν dat. pro. "to you" - [I WROTE THESE THINGS] TO YOU. Dative of indirect 
object.  

τοις πιστευουσιν [πιστεως] dat. pres. part. "who believe" - TO THE ONES 
BELIEVING. The participle serves as a substantive standing in apposition to the 
dative pronoun "you". "The who believe are those who, along with the author, 
continue in the teaching about Jesus Christ that they heard from the beginning", 
Kruse.  

εις + acc. "in" - INTO. The sense is often interchangeable with εν, "in", both 
expressing association / incorporative union, although here possibly just 
expressing the object of belief, so Culy; "to you who have come to rest your faith 
in ...", Cassirer.  

το ονομα [α ατος] "the name" - THE NAME. A person's name reflects their 
person, and when used of Jesus, his authority is often in mind; to believe in the 
name is to believe in the person. John writes to those who have committed 
themselves to the one who has the authority to bestow eternal life.  

του υἱου [ος] gen. "of the son" - OF THE SON. The genitive is best taken as 
adjectival, possessive, "the name that belongs to ...."  

του θεου [ος] gen. "of God" - OF GOD. The genitive is adjectival, relational, 
although John uses the term "Son of God" as a title for the messiah, the anointed 
one of God, rather than to indicate a filial relationship.  

ἱνα + subj. "so that" - THAT. Here serving to introduce a final clause 
expressing purpose, "in order that."  

ειδητε [οιδα] perf. subj. "you may know" - YOU MAY KNOW. John's readers 
have been disturbed by a group of secessionists who have questioned elements of 
orthodox Christianity, claiming a special revelation through the Spirit. John 
wants to assure his readers of the authenticity of the teaching first proclaimed by 
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the apostles and thus assure them of their possession of eternal life; "to give you 
the assurance that", Barclay.  

ὁτι "that" - THAT [YOU HAVE LIFE ETERNAL]. Here introducing a dependent 
statement of perception expressing what they may know.  
   
v14 

ii] Confidence in prayer, v14-15. John goes on to reinforce the assurance of 
his readers by pointing out that God not only hears their prayers, but answerers 
them. In the face of life's difficulties and failures, God stands beside his children. 
Yet, John adds an important qualification, namely, that the prayer be "according 
to his will." We can be sure we have what we have asked of God as long as it is 
"according to his will." We sometimes forget that the Bible records God's 
promises to us and it is these promises that God will fulfil through prayer. In the 
next verses John looks at one such promise, the promise of forgiveness.  

και "-" - AND. The conjunction here is unexpected. Obviously some link 
exists with v13, but it is unclear what that link might be. One possibility is that 
John writes, not just to assure his readers that they have eternal life, but also to 
specifically remind them that they have access to God in prayer, v14-15, 
particularly as it relates to sin, sin that does not inevitably lead to death, and this 
because of a prayer for forgiveness, v16-17.  

παρρησια [α] "confidence" - [THIS IS THE] BOLDNESS, COMPLETE 
CONFIDENCE [WE HAVE]. Nominative subject of the verb to-be. This is the fourth 
use of this word in this letter. On each occasion it expresses the complete 
confidence possessed by a believer, here with respect to prayer (for forgiveness). 
Although most translations opt for "confidence", John may have in mind boldness 
before God, of a believer's right, in Christ, to stand before God with freedom of 
access and speech; "how bold and free we then become in his presence", Peterson, 
"our fearlessness toward him consists in this", NJB.  

προς + acc. "in approaching [God]" - TOWARD [HIM]. Spatial. The NIV 
assumes that the antecedent of "him" is God. Presumably this is also the case for 
"according to his will" and "he hears us."  

ὁτι "that" - Here introducing an epexegetic clause specifying "the 
confidence."  

εαν + subj. "if" - IF [WE ASK ANYTHING] . Introducing a conditional clause 
3rd. class where the condition has the possibility of coming true; "if, as may be 
the case, ..... then he hears us"  

κατα + acc. "according to" - ACCORDING TO [THE WILL OF HIM]. Expressing 
a standard; "corresponding to, in accordance with." On many occasions the 
codicil "according to his will" is not present with respect to prayer. Clearly it is 
assumed, although the assumption is often ignored. So, in the next verse, the 
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"whatever we ask" = "whatever we ask according to his will." Given the context, 
the specific matter of prayer is the forgiveness of sin. John defines such a sin as 
one that "does not lead to death." There is a sin that does lead to death, that is 
beyond God's forgiveness - obviously the sin Jesus identifies as the sin against 
the Holy Spirit. Here specifically referring to the secessionists and their denial of 
orthodox Christology - to deny the person of Christ, turn from him, is to face 
eternal loss.  

ἡμων gen. pro. "us" - [HE HEARS] US. Genitive of direct object after the verb 
"to hear." The word "hears" implies active response.  
   
v15 

εαν + subj. "if" - [AND] IF [WE KNOW]. This construction would usually 
introduce a conditional clause 3rd. class where the condition has the possibility 
of coming true; "if, as may be the case, .... then whatever we ask ..." Yet, here it 
seems to express a strong possibility of fulfilment. In such a construction εαν 
seems to serve for ὁταν, "when". "When" doesn't work here, but Phillips 
expresses the certainty nicely with, "since we know that he inevitably gives his 
attention to our prayers."  

ὁτι "that" - Here introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing 
what "we know."  

ἡμων gen. "us" - [HE HEARS] US. Genitive of direct object after the verb "to 
hear."  

ὃ εαν + subj. "whatever" - WHATEVER [WE ASK]. Introducing an indefinite 
independent relative clause which makes a general assertion or assumption, cf., 
BDF 380.1. As noted above, the sense is "whatever we ask according to his will."  

ὁτι "that" - [WE KNOW] THAT. Dependent statement as above; "we know that 
we have the requests which we requested from him." That the requests were 
according to God's will enables us to be sure that "we have the requests." Not all 
commentators are so limiting on prayer requests and so generalise somewhat; "to 
know that God hears, to trust that he always acts in a wise and timely fashion, 
and to commune prayerfully with him in that settled assurance, is in itself the 
deepest gratification of those who have eternal life in his Son", Yarbrough. We 
are best to follow Kruse who states that "when believers ask God for anything 
according to his will, he gives heed to their requests, and they receive what they 
ask of him."  

απ [απο] + "of" - [WE HAVE THE REQUESTS WHICH WE HAVE ASKED] FROM 
[HIM]. Expressing source / origin.  
   
v16 

iii] Confidence in forgiveness, v16-17. At this point, John draws a distinction 
between a sin that leads to death and a sin that does not lead to death. John has 
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assured his readers of their right-standing before God, but what happens when a 
believer sins? Does a believer, at this point, lose their standing before God? All 
wrongdoing, injustice, unrighteousness, is sin, and when a believer messes up 
their life, they can pray about it; ask God's forgiveness. Such a prayer leads to 
life. John goes on to make the point that there is "a sin that leads to death", a sin 
that cannot be prayed for, a sin beyond God's forgiveness. Sadly, John doesn't go 
into details here, although has touched on the issue previously. It seems likely 
that this sin entails a rejection of the person of Jesus as he is revealed to us in the 
scriptures. See "Interpretation" above.  

εαν + subj. "if" - IF [ANYONE SEES]. Introducing a conditional clause 3rd. 
class where the condition has the possibility of coming true; "if, as may be the 
case, ......., then he will ask .....".  

αυτου gen. pro. "-" - [THE BROTHER] OF HIM. The genitive is adjectival, 
relational; "if anyone sees his brother" = "if anyone sees their brother or sister"  

ἁμαρτανοντα ἁ̔μαρτανω] pres. part. "commit [a sin]" - SINNING [A SIN]. 
The participle serves as the accusative complement of the direct object "sin", 
standing in a double accusative construction and asserting a fact about the object, 
namely, a sin which is being committed.  

προς + acc. "[that does not] lead to [death]" - [NOT] TO [DEATH]. Here 
expressing result; "that results in death." The prepositional construction functions 
adjectivally, limiting "sin", so "deadly sin", Barclay.  

αυτῳ dat. "him / them" - [HE WILL ASK AND HE WILL GIVE LIFE] TO HIM. 
Dative of indirect object. The person doing the asking, "he", is the person who 
prays the prayer, while the person who does the giving, "he", is "God", as NIV, 
possibly specifically Jesus. Schnackenburg and Brown argue that the one asking 
and giving is one in the same, in that "he" serves as a conduit of divine life - a 
somewhat priestly view, but certainly possible.  

ζωην [η] "life" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to give." There is some 
debate over what "life" is bestowed on the sinner. It does seem likely that it is 
eternal life, the divine gift bestowed on those whose sin is cleansed through 
Christ. A believer will sin, and as long as it is not a "mortal / deadly sin" (a sin 
against the Holy Spirit, Mk.3:29, ie., an outright rejection of Christ), the prayer 
for forgiveness will be answered. Wahlde suggests that the gift of "life" is actually 
divine strengthening to enable a person to resist sin, but this ignores a believer's 
constant failure to resist sin.  

τοις ἁμαρτανουσιν [ἁμαρτανω] dat. pres. part. "I refer to those whose 
sin" - TO THE ONES SINNING. The participle serves as a substantive standing in 
apposition to the dative pronoun "him / them."  
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προς "[does not] lead to" - [NOT] TO [DEATH]. Again, the preposition 
expresses result; "sin that does not result in death." Again, the prepositional 
construction is adjectival and so as above, "deadly sin."  

εστιν [ειμι] pres. "there is" - THERE IS [A SIN TO DEATH]. Construction as 
above; "there is a deadly / mortal sin."  

ἱνα "that" - [NOT CONCERNING THIS sin DO I SAY] THAT [YOU SHOULD ASK]. 
Introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what John does 
not say / suggest, namely, that his readers should pray God's forgiveness for a 
deadly / mortal sin.  

περι + gen. "about [that]" - Reference, respect; "with respect to, concerning, 
about."  
   
v17 

πασα αδικια [α] "all wrongdoing" - ALL, EVERY WRONG-DOING, 
UNRIGHTEOUSNESS, INJUSTICE [IS SIN, AND THERE IS SIN NOT TO DEATH]. 
Nominative subject of the verb to-be. Is this "wrongdoing" the type that is "sin 
unto death", or "sin not unto death", or both? Commentators and translators 
divide. Wahlde argues that "every injustice" amounts to the wide variety of sins 
from which we can be cleansed, 1:9, ie., sins not unto death. Kruse, along with 
most commentators, argues that John is referring to all sins, both unto death and 
not unto death. With this approach και is treated as an adversative, "but"; "all 
wrongdoing is sin, but there is a sin which is not deadly sin", Barclay. Either way, 
it is likely that John is assuring his readers that although they will fall into sin 
from time to time, fall into αδικια, "unrighteous actions", that such does not, by 
necessity, lead to death; "whenever an unrighteous action is performed, sin is 
present, but this does not imply that there can be no sin except deadly sin", 
Cassirer. The second clause is best expressed positively: "It is true that every time 
a believer fails to obey God's laws they commit a sin, but such does not preclude 
repentance and forgiveness." It is only where there is unbelief / rejection of Christ 
that there is no forgiveness, and so no point praying for it.  
   
v18 

iv] Confidence in a shared understanding of our status before God, namely 
that we are "children of God" ("in him", united to Christ, the Son of God), v18-
20. We who follow Christ are blessed: we are led in the path of righteousness (do 
not practice sin); we are protected from the wiles of the evil one as he seeks to 
draw us from Christ; although the world is in the grip of the evil one, we are in 
the grip of God's fatherly care; we are given an understanding of the truth; and 
above all, we possess eternal life.  

ὁτι " that" - [WE KNOW] THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of 
perception expressing what "we know."  
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ὁ γεγεννημενος [γενναω] perf. mid./pas. part. "born" - [ALL] HAVING BEEN 
BORN. The participle serves as an adjective, attributive, limiting the substantival 
adjective "all" = "everyone"; "everyone who has been born of God", ESV.  

εκ + gen. "of" - FROM [GOD]. Expressing source / origin.  
ἁμαρτανει [ἁμαρτανω] pres. "does not continue in [sin]" - DOES NOT SIN. 

As already noted, the present tense is read as durative, as NIV; "keep on sinning", 
ESV, "practice sin." Sin is a constant in the Christian life, as is the desire to not 
sin. Our humanity will dictate the direction our life takes, either in service to God 
(imperfectly so), or in service to satan. A child of God is not in service to satan. 
It is very unlikely that John has in mind sinless perfectionism, although he may 
have in mind "sin" in the terms of outright rebellion against God. He is certainly 
not speaking of mortal sin, as opposed to venal sin, eg., adultery is a mortal sin 
and no believer would ever commit adultery, but lust is a venal sin and a believer 
may well fail to control the wondering eye. Jesus regards sin as sin; both the 
thought and the deed bring judgment. The practice of sinning is probably what 
John has in mind.  

αλλ "-" - BUT. Rather than adversative / contrastive, here more likely 
expressing an accessory idea, possibly emphatic, cf., BDF 448.6. In fact, it is 
nearly causal, explaining why anyone who is born of God does not continue in 
sin; "we know that no true child of God ever sins, this being so on the ground that 
he is under the protection of him who has God for his Father, and thus he cannot 
be touched by the evil one", Cassirer.  

ὁ γεννηθεις [γενναω] aor. pas. part. "the One who was born" - THE ONE 
HAVING BEEN BORN [FROM GOD KEEPS HIM]. The participle serves as a 
substantive. The identity of this "one" is unclear. Schnackenburg, Brown, .. argue 
that this term usually refers to believers = "children of God", rather than Jesus 
who is usually referred to as "Son of God." The pronoun αυτον is then read 
reflectively; "the one born of God keeps himself safe", ie., strives at not practicing 
sin. The reflective variant ἑαυτον, "himself", is the stronger reading, but is 
depreciated by Metzger. The adversative αλλ, "but", fits well with this approach; 
"we know that ......, but rather the one born of God guards himself (ie., strives not 
to practice sin). Most commentators think that at this point John is referring to 
Jesus, and it is he who keeps "him / them" (believers) safe, so Smalley, Dodd, 
Kruse, Lieu, Yarbrough, .... It is argued that the use of the aorist participle here 
distinguishes it from the perfect participle used when referring to believers.  

ουχ ἁπτεται [ἁπτω] pres. "cannot harm" - [AND THE EVIL ONE] DOES [NOT] 
TOUCH [HIM]. Obviously in the sense of "harm" as NIV. "Since the Son bestows 
life, even the worst ravages of the evil one must prove short-lived. His malevolent 
touch will be no more lasting than the blow that sent "the One born of God" from 
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the cross to a tomb that was shortly emptied", Yarbrough. "The evil one must 
keep his distance", Phillips.  
   
v19 

The sense of this verse is made clearer by reversing the two clauses found in 
the dependent statement; "We know that, although the whole world lies in the 
power of the Evil One, we belong to God", Barclay.  

ὁτι "that" - [WE KNOW] THAT. Introducing a dependent statement expressing 
what "we know".  

εκ + gen. "children of" - [WE ARE] FROM [GOD]. The preposition is again 
probably used to express "born of" = "children of", as NIV, rather than source / 
origin.  

κειται [κειμαι] pres. "is under the control of" - [AND THE WHOLE WORLD] 
LIES DOWN [IN THE WICKED, EVIL]. The verb here is probably being used 
euphemistically with sexual connotations, of lying [with] / having sex [with]. The 
preposition εν, "in", expresses association, "with", probably not with "evil / 
wickedness" as such, but "the evil one"; "the whole world is in bed with Satan."  
   
v20 

δε "also" - BUT/AND [WE KNOW THAT]. Transitional, indicating a step in the 
argument, possibly as NIV, adjunctive, "also".  

ὑμιν "us" - [THE SON OF GOD HAS COME AND GIVEN UNDERSTANDING] TO 
US. Dative of indirect object. John continues to reinforce the assurance of his 
readers by reminding them of two facts, first the incarnation, and second the gift 
of understanding to believers. John goes on the specify the understanding, 
namely, the knowledge of God the Father, the only true God.  

ἱνα "so that" - THAT. Here introducing a final clause, expressing purpose, or 
possibly consecutive, expressing result.  

τον αληθινον adj. "him who is true" - [WE MAY KNOW] THE TRUE one. The 
adjective serves as a substantive; usually taken as a reference to God, as NIV, 
"the one who is true" - possibly "the one who is real", but better "true"; "the one 
true God."  

εν + dat. "in" - [AND WE ARE] IN [THE TRUE one]. Local, expressing space, 
metaphorical, incorporative union; in a relationship with the one true God, the 
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. Variant has "in what is true", with the article το 
instead of τον.  

εν + dat. "by being in [his Son]" - IN [THE SON OF HIM JESUS CHRIST]. Local, 
as above. This prepositional phrase seems to stand in apposition to the previous 
prepositional phrase. If this is the case, John has identified "the one true God" 
with Jesus Christ, the Son of God. This is a rather sophisticated trinitarian move 
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and so the NIV has added an instrumental "by being" to overcome the problem. 
Culy argues that the trinitarian ambiguity is intended, but it seems more likely 
that our being in God is realised by our being in Jesus, so Kruse Lieu, ..... John 
touches a number of times on the mutual indwelling of believers in God and God 
in believers through Jesus, a reality realised through the Spirit, and it seems likely 
that he is touching on the same spiritual concept here. So, the person who believes 
in the name (person) of Jesus Christ, 5:13, is "in" him who is the truth / in a 
relationship with the true God, and this through Jesus Christ,  

οὗτος pro. "He" - THIS ONE [IS THE TRUE GOD]. The antecedent is either 
God the Father, or Jesus, depending on whether the prepositional phrase above is 
taken as appositional. So, if we follow the NIV, "He" is God the Father, the source 
of eternal life. This seems the most likely interpretation, despite the proximity of 
the title "Jesus Christ", ie., grammatically the antecedent is the last-named person. 
So, God the Father is the source of eternal life, present in and available through 
his Son, Jesus Christ. None-the-less, many commentators take the referent to be 
Jesus, especially given John 1:1, so Kruse, Schnackenburg, .....  

zwh aiwnioV "eternal life" - [AND] ETERNAL LIFE. Technically, this phrase 
stands in apposition to "the true God", but such a statement doesn't really make 
sense, although God is certainly identified with life, as is Jesus, cf., Jn.11:25, 
14:6. Barclay has "This is the real God, and this is eternal life", so also Moffatt, 
... Dodd suggests "This is the real God, and the knowledge of him is eternal life." 
"We now belong to the true God who gives eternal life", CEV.  
   
v21 

v] Concluding exhortation, v21. John concludes with an exhortation. It 
seems likely that he is using the word "idols" euphemistically to refer to false 
beliefs. Expressed positively we might say "stay true to the gospel."  

φυλαξατε [φυλασσω] aor. "keep" - [LITTLE CHILDREN] GUARD, KEEP 
[YOURSELVES]. The punctiliar aorist indicates the immediacy of the action; the 
crisis is now.  

απο + gen. "from" - Expressing separation; "away from."  
των ειδωλων [ον], "idols" - It seems more than likely that at this point the 

word is being used metaphorically rather than for "God-substitutes", Dodd. It 
probably refers to the beliefs / lifestyle of the secessionists / opponents. John's 
readers worship the true God, whereas the secessionists worship false gods, false 
beliefs, which John calls "idols".  
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2 John 
   
Commentary 
   
1:1-13 

To the elect lady 
Salutation, commendation, exhortation and warning 
Argument  

Although the address "to the lady chosen by God" presents as though to an 
individual, it is more than likely that this is the Elder's way of addressing a 
particular church under his care. As a pastoral letter, it contains words of 
commendation and exhortation, but its prime concern is to warn the congregation 
of a heretical movement presently disrupting and dividing the Christian church. 
These heretics, "deceivers", do not "abide in the teachings of Christ", v9, and so 
if they visit the church in order to promote their teachings, the church should not 
"receive" them, v10.  
   
Issues  

i] Background:  
For the situation addressed by this letter, see 1 John 1:1-5.  
It is likely that this letter is addressed to a church in the Elder's Asian 

diocese. The designated words eklekth/ kuria/, can be both proper names, 
Electa, or Kyria, giving us something like "the lady Electa" or "the elect 
Kyria", along with her sister, also Electa, v13. Commentators today are 
inclined to the view that these references are personalized descriptors for 
two Christian congregations, "the elect lady" and her sister (church) "the 
elect", v13. So, second John is likely to be a pastoral letter to a Christian 
congregation, probably in Asia somewhere, an associate church to John's 
main church where presumably he ministers, the sister church with the 
similar name eklekthV, "The Church of the Elect", v13.  

John's first epistle serves as a general pastoral letter to his churches, 
warning them of a secessionist movement presently infiltrating the 
churches under his care. In his second epistle, John doesn't go into the 
details of the problem, assuming that the recipients are aware of the first 
epistle. John's second epistle is more like a personal follow-up on the first 
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epistle, and unlike the first epistle, it is addressed to a particular church. In 
fact, the tone of the second epistle seems to indicate that the problem hasn't 
as yet affected the church, although the danger is ever present, thus the 
stern warning in v10-11.  
   

ii] Structure: Salutation, commendation, exhortation and warning:  
Opening salutation, v1-2;  
Commendation, v3;  
Exhortation, v4-6: 

love.  
Warning, v7-11: 

the heretical danger and the need to break fellowship with such. 
Personal aside, v12;  
Conclusion, v13: 

ascribed greetings.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
The heart of this letter lies in its warning to the readers, v7-11. 

Although the warning is clear, there is no analysis whatsoever of the 
dangerous heresy of which the congregation is being warned. It is likely 
that the heresy is the same one confronted in the Elder's more general 
epistle, 1 John, but even there we struggle to understand its nature. John is 
more focused on shoring up the faith of believers under his care than to 
engage with the heresy itself. Faith, and its fruit love, is the substance of 
"walking in the truth." Nothing more is required for fullness in Christ, and 
as far as John is concerned, those under his charge are full already; they 
already possess "the truth which lives in us and will be with us forever", 
v2.  

This letter, therefore, provides the appropriate response to heresy, to 
the flawed idea that a wonderful little extra can add to faith in Christ, and 
so move our Christian life into a higher plane, make us more acceptable to 
God and able to appropriate more of his blessings. For the Elder, the 
appropriate response is "do not receive" and so "take part in their wicked 
work." Have nothing to do with those who promote something more than 
the cross of Christ.  

There is one particular statement that has prompted discussion as to 
the nature of the heresy. The heretics "do not acknowledge Jesus Christ as 
coming in the flesh", v7. At first sight this seems to imply that the heretics 
had a warped view of the person of Christ. This is certainly possible, and 
is argued strongly by many commentators, see "The nature of the 
secessionists denial of Christ", 1Jn.2:18-27. Kruse is probably right when 
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he argues that the Elder here is only giving us a shorthand descriptor of the 
heretics / secessionists teaching. What they deny, when stated fully, is that 
"Jesus Christ is the Messiah, God's Son, come in the flesh and whose death 
was real and vicarious." They deny the full package: Jesus is the Son of 
God come in the flesh as God's perfect sacrifice on our behalf, whose 
atoning death has wholly restored our relationship with the living God, and 
this for eternity. Nothing can be added to the cross of Christ; faith, and its 
fruit love, is the whole of it.  
   

iv] Homiletics: Fake news  
In 2017, when Donald Trump 

was the president of the United 
States, he stirred up the fourth 
estate by suggesting that much of 
their reporting was "fake news" - 
creative reporting.  

Trump's opinion on "fake 
news" was roundly condemned, 
although given that the public view 

of reporters is on a par with politicians and realestate agents, he may have 
had a point. On the few occasions when we can verify the facts of a report, 
it is interesting how creativity has got in the way of those facts. Often its 
more opinion than fact.  

When John the Elder wrote to the members of one of his branch 
churches, the letter we know as the second letter of John, he warns them 
about fake news, not secular news, but a false theology doing the rounds at 
that time. John doesn't tell us much about this fake doctrine, but it was 
probably like most heresies, an extra special add-on to the cross for 
blessings and power untold. For John, you can't go past the basics - love 
God and obey his commandments, namely, trust Jesus, and love one 
another, IJn.3:23. Faith and its fruit love, that's the package.  

When it comes to fake doctrine, John has an interesting piece of 
advice. His rule of thumb is, don't engage with it. Of course, anyone with 
a reasonable understanding of theology, and who loves a good debate, isn't 
going to miss the opportunity to engage with someone peddling the little 
extra. But John is not writing to theologians, he is writing to normal 
believers with a limited theological background. So, for average believers, 
it's best not to engage.  

Roger, a pastor friend of mine now in glory, told me the story of an 
elderly believer who would always welcome the local Jehovah's Witness 
into her home when he visited. She didn't engage, but was just kindly, 
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loving - a biscuit and a cup of tea to a weary traveller. When he got into an 
argument at his Kingdom Hall over her status as a believer, he ended up 
being shunned. That elderly lady was later able to lead him to the Lord.  

Love the lost, but don't engage with fake doctrine.  
   

Text - v1.  
i] Opening salutation, v1-2. In much the say way as we write a letter, our 

author states who it is from and to whom it is addressed. It is from "the Elder." 
There is much debate on the subject of authorship, but the Elder is probably John, 
the author of the gospel and epistles in his name. Of course, debate rages as to 
whether the author is John the apostle, but if he is not the apostle himself, he is 
surely someone very close to him, possibly the very person who compiled John's 
writings into the gospel of John. The to whom is most likely a church within the 
Elder's care. It is a church he loves "in truth" (a church he truly loves), and this 
because, like the Elder, the members of this Christian fellowship have heard and 
responded to the truth of the gospel, a truth which realises the divine presence in 
a person's life, and this for eternity.  

oJ presbuteroV (oV) "the elder" - THE ELDER. Nominative absolute. Most 
likely used here of a title.  

kuria/ (oV) dat. "to the lady" - [TO ELECT] LADY. Dative of recipient, as also 
with toiV teknowiV, "[her] children." Limited by the attributive adjective 
eklekth/, "elect, chosen." As noted above, here used of a Christian assembly, 
rather than an individual; "My dear congregation ...", Peterson. The term "elect" 
is often used of God's children, the elect of God, set apart for his service. Entry 
to this elect people is by grace through faith. So, the actual title of the 
congregation may be something like The Church of the Lady Elect.  

authV gen. pro. "her [children]" - [AND TO THE CHILDREN] OF HER. The 
genitive is adjectival, relational.  

en + dat. "in" - [WHOM I LOVE] IN [TRUTH]. Probably adverbial here, 
"sincerely", "whom I truly love", Berkeley, or reference / respect, "with respect 
to the gospel", Culy, "as a fellow-believer, as one who, together with them is of 
the truth", Bruce. Local, sphere is of course possible, truth is the sphere within 
which believers live out their faith.  

alla "but" - [AND NOT ONLY I] BUT [AND = ALSO]. Strong adversative 
standing in a counterpoint construction, "not ...., but ....", + an adjunctive kai, 
"also".  

oi egnwkoteV (ginwskw) perf. part. "[all] who know" - [ALL / EVERY] THE 
ONES KNOWING [THE TRUTH]. If we take the adjective panteV as a substantive, 
"everyone", then the participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "everyone"' but 
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everyone who knows the truth of the gospel." "But all those who have attained a 
knowledge of the truth", Cassirer.  
   
v2 

dia + acc. "because of" - BECAUSE OF [THE TRUTH]. Causal, introducing a 
causal clause explaining why the Elder loves the "elect lady" = the believers in 
The church of the Lady Elect.  

thn menousan (menw) pres. part. "which lives" - THE ONE ABIDING, 
REMAINING. The participle is adjective, attributive, limiting "the truth." The 
abiding of "the truth" within reflects the language of John 14:15-17, of the 
Advocate "who will be with you forever - the Spirit of Truth", or Christ as the 
embodiment of truth, Jn.14:6, cf. 1Jn.5:7. The divine presence is likely the 
intended sense, although possibly "the truth" in the sense of gospel-truth 
passionately held, a message "internalised by believers so that it lives in them" 
and "creates the community of love", Kruse.  

en + dat. "in" - IN [US]. Local, space, metaphorical; incorporative union if 
"truth" = "Christ".  

meq (meta) + gen. "with" - [AND WILL BE] WITH [US]. Expressing association 
/ accompaniment.  

eiV ton aiwna "forever" - INTO THE AGE. Idiomatic, as NIV.  
   
v3 

ii] Commendation. The Elder now offers a wish-prayer; he desires that his 
readers may experience in their lives God's grace, mercy and love. With these 
divine blessings, a believer is lead into the sphere of truth and love, of knowledge 
expressed in compassion.  

para + gen. "from [God the Father]" - [GRACE, MERCY, PEACE WILL BE 
WITH US] FROM [GOD FATHER AND] FROM [JESUS CHRIST]. Expressing source / 
origin, "from".  

tou patroV (hr roV) gen. "the Father's [Son]" - [THE SON] OF THE FATHER. 
The genitive is adjectival, relational. That "grace, mercy and peace" come also 
from Jesus may reflect the background situation where the heretics have 
undervalued the extent of Christ's redemptive work. The is a rather unique 
descriptor of Jesus, but what it attests is not unique.  

meq (meta) + gen. "with [us]" - Expressing association / accompaniment. 
We would expect an optative expressing a wish or desire that "grace, truth and 
love" be "with" the readers, but the future verb to-be estai expresses a certainty, 
"an assurance", Zerwick. This may well reflect the background situation where 
the secessionists / heretics claim a status above other believers such that the Elder 
assures his readers of their status now and forever.  
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en + dat. "in" - IN [TRUTH AND LOVE]. The preposition my be instrumental, 
expressing means, "the blessings are experienced by those who continue to hold 
to the truth and practice love", Kruse. In that sense the phrase serves as a proviso, 
the blessings of grace, mercy and love divine are ours provided we live by (abide 
in??) truth and love; "it is as Christians grow in truth and love that they go on to 
experience the fullness of God's blessings", Marshall. On the other hand, the 
preposition may be local, expressing sphere, such that the blessings lead a 
believer into truth and love. "Truth and love" here are "the effect the divine 
blessing has upon the believers", Schnackenburg, and "where truth and love 
coexist harmoniously, we have a well-balanced Christian character", Bruce. We 
are always on safer ground when we hold that grace makes us gracious, rather 
than arguing that we prompt God's grace by being gracious. Of course, phrases 
like this do not necessarily express high theology, so Phillips, "I wish you, in all 
love and sincerity, grace, mercy and peace from God the Father and the Lord 
Jesus Christ, the Father's Son."  
   
v4 

iii] Exhortation, v4-6. It is of great joy to our author that many in the 
congregation of The Church of the Lady Elect are living out the gospel in their 
day-to-day life, living the truth in accord with God's command. The truth of the 
gospel, when approached in faith, brings with it the fruit of love. A person who 
loves God will obey his commands. To this end, the Elder entreats his readers to 
live out the divine command to walk in truth and love - let truth and love be the 
rule of your life. "This is his commandment, that we should believe in the name 
of his Son Jesus Christ, and love one another", 1Jn.3:23.  

oJti "-" - [I REJOICE EXCEEDINGLY] THAT. Either introducing an object clause 
/ dependent statement of indirect speech expressing the content of the joyous 
outburst, "that I find some ....", or introducing a causal clause explaining why the 
Elder rejoices, "because I have found ...."  

ek + gen. "some of" - [I HAVE FOUND] FROM = some OF [THE CHILDREN OF 
YOU]. The preposition serves as a partitive genitive with tinaV, "some", assumed; 
a semitic construction. It seems more than likely that the statement is positive, 
with the stress on the some who are "walking in the truth", not the rest who are 
not "walking in the truth." The "some" may be those the Elder personally knows 
of, so Bruce. So: "I can't tell you how happy I am to learn that many members of 
your congregation are diligent in living out the Truth", Peterson.  

peripatountaV (peripatew) pres. part. "walking" - WALKING. The word is 
used in the sense of living, behaving. The participle serves as the complement of 
the assumed direct object tinaV, "some", standing in a double accusative 
construction, and stating a fact about the direct object, namely that the "some" 
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are behaving in accord with the truth; "it made me very happy to find (to know, 
to hear) that some of your children are making truth the rule", Barclay.  

en + dat. "in [the truth]" - IN [TRUTH]. The lack of the article for "truth" may 
imply that the preposition is being used adverbially, either modal, expressing 
manner, so "keeping his commandments", TH, "living truly / faithfully as the 
Father commanded us", living "in an exemplary manner", Yarbrough. Better 
taken to express a standard, "to live in accordance with the truth of the message 
of the gospel as it was received in the beginning", Kruse. Living the truth would 
go hand-in-hand with "loving one another", v5. Of course, an instrumental sense 
is possible, "walking / living by the truth", so REB. As for the "truth" itself, 
whether we read the definite article or not ("truth" = "truly", or "the truth"), it is 
surely both known and lived; "doctrine and duty, creed and conduct", Akin.  

kaqwV "just as" - AS. Usually taken in a comparative sense; "I was very glad 
to find that some of your children are living by the truth, in accordance with the 
command we have received from the Father", REB.  

entolhn (h) "commanded [us]" - A COMMAND [WE RECEIVED]. The aorist 
verb "to receive" indicates punctiliar action, presumably in the past. The 
following verse indicates that the command is "love one another", a command 
originating from the Father and given to the disciples by Jesus.  

para + gen. "-" - FROM [THE FATHER]. Expressing source / origin; "from 
beside / the side of."  
   
v5  

nun adv. "[and] now" - [AND] NOW [I ASK YOU LADY]. Together with kai, 
transitional.  

ouc wV... grafwn (grafw) + part. "I am not writing" - [NOT AS] WRITING. 
The particle wJV + a participle can form a substantive expressing "with the 
assertion that / on the pretext that / with the thought that", cf., BDF #425.3; "I 
ask, dear lady - not with the assertion / thought that I am writing you a new 
commandment, but ......" The ESV treats the construction as adverbial, 
concessive; "And now I ask you, dear lady - not as though I were writing you a 
new command, but the one we have had from the beginning - that we love one 
another."  

soi dat. pro. "you" - TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
kainhn adj. "new" - A NEW [COMMAND]. "New command" serves as the 

direct object of the participle "writing". In his gospel, John calls the command to 
love the brotherhood a "new command", but in John's letters it is not a new 
command, but one that was new when Jesus gave it to his disciples "in the 
beginning" / during his ministry. This command we should "walk in", v6; it 
should be "your rule of life", NEB. In v4, "walking in the truth" is also a command 
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of the Father; walk in truth / walk in love. The relationship between the two may 
be such that truth produces love. The truth / gospel prompts a coming to know 
Christ through faith, which knowledge produces the fruit of love, cf., 1Jn.3:23. 
In this case, the command to love the brotherhood would be a be what you are 
command.  

alla "but" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint construction; 
"not ...., but ....."  

h}n rel. pro. "one" - with the assertion that I am writing WHAT. Direct object 
of an assumed grafwn, "I am writing."  

ap (apo) + gen. "from" - [WE HAD] FROM [BEGINNING]. Temporal use of the 
preposition.  

iJna + subj. "[I ask] that" - THAT [WE SHOULD LOVE ONE ANOTHER]. Here 
serving as a epexegetic infinitive, specifying the command we had from the 
beginning, "namely that we should love one another." The command to love takes 
a durative present tense, a continuing to live in love. The Elder "entreats", 
Moffatt, his readers to walk in love (truth and love).  
   
v6 

The verse is troublesome due to its compact nature (semantic density / short-
talk) and the employment of a chiastic structure - walk (live, behave) - commands 
- command - walk.  

•*First, John has reversed his formula, namely that God's command to 
us is that we love one another - a command that is not new, but from the 
beginning, v5. Now in v6, "love" amounts to living in obedience to God's 
commands. Presumably, the "love" John now has in mind is the love of 
God; a person who loves God lives in obedience to his commands, cf. 
Jn.15:10. So, the command to love God is realised in obedience to God's 
commands, which commands together amount to walking in truth, v4, and 
walking in love, v5, ie., "believe in the name of his Son, Jesus Christ, and 
to love one another", 1Jn.3:23.  

•*Second, the antecedent of the feminine pronoun auth/, "[we should 
walk in = obey] it", is somewhat unclear, given that both "love, and 
"command" are feminine. The NIV has "[walk in] love", and this is strongly 
supported, so Schnackenburg, Smalley, ..... None-the-less, the Gk. syntax 
supports entolh, "commandment", as does the context. "That in it we 
should walk" may take the sense "love must be your rule of life", but it is 
not contextually strong; on the other hand, "the heart of the command is to 
live by it", Lieu, is somewhat redundant. Still, Lieu opts for this approach 
and it is followed by NEB, Phillips, Berkeley, Barclay, ... "What the love 
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of God entails is a life lived in accord with his commands. This was the 
command given you from the beginning; let it be the rule of your life."  

au{th pro. "this" - [AND] THIS [IS LOVE]. Cataphoric / forward referring. The 
"love" in mind is the love of God.  

iJna + subj. "that" - THAT [WE SHOULD WALK]. Here epexegetic, specifying 
the content of au{th, "this".  

kata + acc. "in obedience to" - ACCORDING TO [THE COMMANDS OF HIM]. 
Expressing a standard; "in conformity with, according to ....". The commands = 
walk in truth, walk in love.  

kaqwV "as" - [AND THIS IS THE COMMAND] AS [YOU HEARD]. Usually serving 
to introduce a comparative, but as in v4, here it heads toward a characteristic 
quality, or standard; "this is the very commandment of which you have heard 
from the beginning", Cassirer. Note that the demonstrative pronoun au{th, "this", 
is cataphoric, referencing forward.  

ap (apo) "from" - FROM [BEGINNING]. Temporal use of the preposition. 
"The very beginning of Christian experience", Smalley.  

iJna + subj. "that" - THAT [WE SHOULD WALK]. Epexegetic, specifying the 
content of au{th, "this".  

en + dat. "in [love]" - IN [IT]. See v4, "walking in truth." Best taken as 
adverbial, standard, "to live in accordance with .....", Culy. As noted above, the 
antecedent of auth/, "it", may be taken to be "love" or entolh, "commandment." 
"Commandment" seems best; see note above.  
   
v7 

iv] Warning - The need to break fellowship with the heretical secessionists, 
v7-11. The Elder has encouraged his readers to love God and obey his commands, 
namely walk in truth and love, and this because there are many deceivers, 
enemies of Christ who limit Jesus' earthly ministry on our behalf. The deceivers 
seem to think that Jesus' faithfulness is not enough, in itself, to fully acquire God's 
promised blessings. We must never forget that in the righteousness of Christ 
alone we stand righteous before God, fully gifted with his promised blessings, 
and this for eternity.  

oJti " - / I say this because" - BECAUSE [MANY DECEIVERS WENT OUT INTO 
THE WORLD]. Introducing a causal clause explaining why it is so necessary to 
obey the divine command to walk in truth and love, namely, "because" there are 
many planoi, "deceivers" who are operating in the world. The NIV11 corrects 
NIV decision to ignore oJti at this point.  

oiJ mh oJmologounteV (oJmologew) pres. part. "who do not acknowledge" - 
THE ONES NOT CONFESSING [JESUS CHRIST]. The participle is adjectival, 
attributive, limiting "deceivers".  
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ercomenon (arcomai) pres. mid. part. "as coming" - COMING. One might 
expect a perfect tense, but the present tense "keeps the focus on the action of 
coming", Culy / Porter. The action is none the less perfective, "has come"; the 
"deceivers" are not promoting a false eschatology that Jesus is not coming in the 
flesh, cf., 1Jn.4:2 where a perfect is used. The participle could be classified as 
introducing a dependent statement, although participles are normally only used 
to introduce a dependent statement of perception after a cognitive verb, here it 
would be a dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what the 
"deceivers" do not confess, namely, "they do not confess that Jesus IS come = 
came in the flesh." The participle is more likely serving as the accusative 
complement of the direct object "Jesus Christ", standing in a double accusative 
construction and asserting a fact about the object, namely Jesus "coming in flesh" 
, so Culy.  

en + dat. "in" - IN [FLESH]. The preposition is again being used adverbially, 
expressing manner; "fleshly". The reference is most likely to the whole package 
of Jesus' fleshly presence on earth, in particular his atoning sacrifice for the 
complete restoration of our relationship with God. That this as a reference to a 
Docetic denial of Jesus' incarnation is unconvincing, ie., that the Son of God did 
not actually inhabit the body of Jesus of Nazareth. See [ii] Interpretation, above.  

ouJtoV pro. "any such person" - THIS ONE [IS THE DECEIVER]. Demonstrative 
pronoun, nominative subject of the verb to-be; "Such a person ....."  

oJ anticristoV (oV) "the antichrist" - [AND] THE ANTICHRIST. Predicate 
nominative, along with "the deceiver". As with "the deceiver", the use of the 
article is indicating a class of persons, not the definite, "the deceiver", "the 
antichrist", so they are "deceivers", "antichrists", so Yarbrough; "they are liars 
and the enemies of Christ", CEV.  
   
v8 

John calls on his readers to stay true to their grounding as believers in order 
to receive back the promised reward that is theirs in Christ. The NT teaches that 
in the last day all mankind will be repaid / rewarded on the basis of what each 
has done, Rev.22:12. The work that brings with it God's reward (the promised 
blessings of the covenant, both now and for eternity) is faith in the faithfulness 
of Christ. Paul warned the Galatians that their flirtation with the heresy of 
sanctification by obedience (nomism) had the potential of undermining their 
grounding on the grace of God, Gal.5:4. It is likely we have a similar warning 
here. The heresy, now confronting the readers, has the potential to undermine 
their reliance on the grace of God and thus their possession of eternal reward, so 
watch out! It is very unlikely that there are degrees of blessing / rewards, so we 
should not put weight on plhrh, "full", as if there is less rewards for the less 
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faithful - the implication being, the more faithful a believer the more powerful 
their Tardis (which means mine would be very underpowered!!!). Still, work and 
reward is a constant theme in the NT and some passages are troubling, cf., 
1Cor.3:10-15, esp. v15.  

blepete (blepw) pres. imp. "watch out" - LOOK AT. "Be on your guard", TH. 
The first of only two imperatives in this short letter (only ten in 1 John).  

eJautouV pro. "-" - for YOURSELVES. Reflexive, "yourselves", not reciprocal, 
"one another", although vigilance, not just for ourselves, but also for each other, 
is implied.  

iJna mh + subj. "that [you may] not [lose]" - THAT NOT = LEST [YOU LOSE 
WHAT WE WORKED for]. Introducing a negated final clause expressing purpose; 
"in order that you do not lose what we have worked for." The "what we have 
worked for" would refer to the ministry of the apostles, prophets, pastors and 
teachers. John and his team have worked for the salvation of the church and 
doesn't want to see that undermined. Yarbrough argues that John is simply 
including himself in the need to "watch out." There is a variant, "what you have 
worked for"; "that you do not undermine all that you have accomplished."  

alla "but" - Introducing a contrasting point.  
iJna "that" - that [YOU MAY RECEIVE A FULL REWARD]. The introductory iJna 

applies to the second subjunctive apolabhte, "may receive", introducing a 
second final clause; "in order that you may win a full reward"; "that you may 
receive in full all that God has promised you."  
   
v9 

The secessionists have taken Christian doctrine beyond "the teachings of 
Christ", and in doing so have destroyed their relationship with God. The person 
who abides in this teaching abides in God. The "teaching" stands in opposition to 
those who "do not acknowledge Jesus Christ as coming in the flesh", who deny 
that "Jesus Christ is the Messiah, God's Son, come in the flesh and whose death 
was real and vicarious", Kruse. It seems right to assume that these "teachings" 
are weighted toward the doctrine of the atonement, of salvation facilitated by the 
faithfulness of Christ in his sacrifice for lost humanity, the benefits of which are 
appropriated as a gift of grace through faith, and this apart from works of the law. 
To deny the atonement is to deny God, to take it to heart is to possess him. Yet, 
John doesn't even comment on the content of "the teachings" in this letter, and 
only touches on it in his first general letter. John's first general epistle is not a 
doctrinal dissertation, but a word of encouragement, an assurance of Christian 
standing, the basis of which may be summarised as "believe in the name of his 
Son, Jesus Christ, and to love one another", 1Jn.3:23 - faith and its fruit love. 
Given the context, it is possible that the didach, "teaching" is the same as the 
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entolh, "command", v6, namely, love God and walk in truth and love. For John, 
little more needs to be said on the matter of orthodoxy; what concerns him is the 
danger of drifting from it.  

oJ paragwn (paragw) pres. part. "[anyone] who runs ahead" - [ALL] THE 
GOING BEFORE. Taking the adjective paV, "all", as a substantive, "everyone", the 
participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting all. "The secessionists, by running 
ahead of the teaching of Christ, show that they do not have God", Kruse. 
"Running ahead" = new insights which do not reflect the teachings of Christ, 
insights which go beyond apostolic teaching; "advances too far", Barclay.  

mh menwn (menw) pres. part. "does not continue" - NOT ABIDING, 
REMAINING. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting paV, "all".  

en + dat. "in" - Probably expressing a standard; they do not continue in 
accord with the teachings / orthodox doctrines of Christ, but rather blast off into 
uncharted territory (like some of my less-fruitful sermons!). Smalley argues that 
being "in the teaching of Christ" is much the same as being in Christ himself, ie., 
local, sphere / union, but probably not.  

tou Cristou (oV) gen. "of Christ" - [THE TEACHING] OF CHRIST. The 
genitive prompts much discussion over whether it is objective, "teaching about 
Christ", or subjective, "teaching from Christ." We are best, as a rule, to lean 
toward an adjectival, possessive / verbal, subjective genitive when faced with a 
choice like this; this is Christ's teaching, teaching from him.  

ouk ecei (ecw) pres. "does not have" - DOES NOT HAVE [GOD]. The sense is 
of not "standing in a saving relationship with him (God) that Christ mediated by 
his appearing, death and resurrection. This relationship is entered into by faith or 
personal trust (surely not either or, but "faith / personal trust)", Yarbrough, of a 
"living relationship based on having God's own life, which is possible only 
through Jesus", Brown.  

oJ menwn (menw) pres. part. "whoever continues" - THE ONE REMAINING, 
CONTINUING. The participle as above, with paV, "all", assumed. The person who 
continues in accord with the teachings / commands of Jesus, who walks in truth 
and love, will continue to have / possess God, both Father and Son.  

ou|toV pro. "-" - [IN THE TEACHING] THIS one [HAS BOTH THE FATHER AND 
THE SON]. The close demonstrative pronoun serves as a substantive, "this one", 
nominative subject of the verb "to have", anaphoric, referencing back, the 
antecedent of "whoever continues in the / his teaching." "It is impossible to 
separate the Father from the Son in Christian experience; you cannot have 
fellowship with the one without having it with the other", Marshall.  

kai .... kai "both ... and ..." - Correlative.  
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v10 

Have nothing to do with the secessionists and their teachings, cf., 1Jn.4:1-3, 
v10-11. Such a boycott carries with it a range of difficulties and so needs to be 
taken as a rule-of-thumb rather than a hard-and-fast rule. Dodd, in his early 
Moffatt Commentary on John's epistles, bravely asks "weather this policy in the 
end best serves the cause of truth and love ..... Does truth prevail the more if we 
are not on speaking terms with those whose view of the truth differs from ours - 
however disastrous the error may be?" "If anyone shows up who doesn't hold to 
this teaching, don't invite him in and give him the run of the place. That would 
just give him a platform to perpetuate his evil ways, making you his partner", 
Peterson.  

ei "if" - if, [as is the case, ANYONE COMES TO YOU AND DOES NOT BRING 
THIS TEACHING, then DO NOT RECEIVE HIM INTO HOUSE of you, AND DO NOT SAY 
TO HIM GREETINGS]. Introducing a 1st. class conditional clause where the 
condition has the possibility of coming true. As a first-class conditional clause, it 
is not really "if" they come, but when they come, given they will come.  

cairein (cairw) pres. inf. "welcome" - TO GREET, REJOICE, HAIL. The 
infinitive introduces an object clause / dependent statement of indirect speech 
expressing what should not be said to a visiting secessionist, namely "greetings"; 
"Welcome / G'Day mate." In this situation, to not "greet" someone means to not 
allow them over your threshold and into your home where they will be free to 
peddle their heresy.  

autw/ dat. pro. "them" - HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
   
v11  

gar "-" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why a 
secessionist should not be welcomed into "a house" = "house church"???  

oJ legwn (legw) pres. part. "anyone who" - THE ONE SAYING. The participle 
serves as a substantive.  

cairein (cairw) pres. inf. "welcomes" - TO GREET = GREETINGS. The 
infinitive introduces an object clause / dependant statement of indirect speech, as 
above. "Anyone who receives them ...."  

autw/ dat. pro. "them" - TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
toiV ergoiV (on) dat. "[shares in their wicked] work" - [SHARES IN] THE 

[WICKED] WORK. Dative of direct object after the verb "to share in, take part in"; 
"shares / provides a platform", "to perpetuate his evil ways, making you his 
partner", Peterson.  
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autou gen. pro. "their" - OF HIM. The genitive is usually classified as verbal, 
subject, but it may also be classified as adjectival, possessive.  
   
v12 

v] Personal comment, v12. It is the Elder's intention to visit the church soon, 
and for this reason his letter is short and to the point.  

ecwn (ecw) pres. part. "I have [much]" - HAVING [MANY] THINGS. The 
participle is adverbial, best taken as concessive; "although / though I have much 
to write to you", Zerwick. "(Though) I have much to tell you", TEV  

grafein (grafw) pres. inf. "to write" - TO WRITE. We have here a participle 
+ infinitive construction which is rather difficult to classify. Such is viewed as a 
verbal construction by BDAG and so the infinitive could be classified as 
complementary, so Culy, but it could also be treated as epexegetic, specifying the 
"many things.."  

uJmin dat. pro. "to you" - Dative of indirect object.  
dia + gen. "[but I do not want to use]" - [I DO NOT WANT] BY [PAPER AND 

INK]. Zerwick opts for an adverbial construction expressing manner, "with paper 
and ink", but we are best to follow Culy who suggests instrumental, means, "by 
paper and ink"; "but I don't want to communicate with you by (by means of) letter, 
rather ....."  

alla "instead" - BUT. Adversative standing in a counterpoint construction.  
genesqai (ginomai) aor. inf. "to visit" - [I HOPE] TO BE ABLE [TOWARD YOU]. 

The infinitive introduces an object clause / dependent statement of perception 
expressing what John hopes. The preposition proV, is local / spacial, usually 
directional, of movement toward, so "be able to move toward you" = "to come to 
you", ESV.  

lalhsai (lalew) aor. inf. "talk" - [AND] TO SPEAK [MOUTH TO MOUTH]. The 
infinitive as for "to visit" above. "I want to come and talk with you in person", 
CEV.  

iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT. Introducing a final clause expressing purpose.  
hJmwn gen. pro. "our" - [THE JOY] OF US. The genitive may be taken as verbal, 

subjective, or adjectival, possessive. In this context a royal plural may be 
intended = "so that my joy may be complete", but an inclusive sense may also be 
intended, "our joy." Textual variant, "your".  

peplhrwmenh (plhrow) perf. mid/pas. part. "may be complete" - MAY BE 
FULL, COMPLETE, FULFILLED. The participle + the subjunctive verb to-be h\/ forms 
a periphrastic perfect construction, possibly emphasising aspect, "of 
completeness of such a joy", Culy. "That will be far more satisfying for both you 
and me", Peterson.  
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v13 

vi] Final greetings, v13. This greeting from the elect children of the elect 
sister is often taken at face value, but again it is likely that we have an allusion to 
a church fellowship, rather than a person. So, we have the members of a sister 
church, elect of God, sending their greetings to the members of the church 
addressed in this letter, similarly a fellowship elect of God. There is no evidence, 
one way or the others, but possibly the greeting is from the Elder's home church 
where he resides and exercises his main ministry, a greeting to what we might 
call a branch church. Certainly, the Elder exercises an authoritative ministry over 
the church addressed in this letter, a church which is not the base of his 
operations. Evidenced by a minuscule of the eleventh century which identifies 
"the sister" as the church of Ephesus, early interpretations of the letter obviously 
included the possibility that the "sister" is a church rather than an individual.  

thV adelfhV (h) gen. "of [your] sister" - [THE CHILDREN] OF THE SISTER. 
The genitive is adjectival, relational.  

sou gen. pro. "your" - OF YOU. The genitive is adjectival, relational.  
thV eklekthV (h) gen. "who is chosen by God" - OF THE ELECT [GREET 

YOU]. The genitive is adjectival, attributive, limiting "children". Some texts add 
"Grace be with you" and Byzantine texts add "Amen". "Chosen" implies 
individual selection, whereas "elect" implies "the elect people of God", a people 
set apart by God for blessing under his grace, the membership of which is attained 
through faith in the faithfulness of Christ. This way of viewing "the elect" best 
resolves the doctrinal impasse of Calvinism and Arminianism.  
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3 John 
   
Commentary 
   
1:1-15 

To Gaius 
Salutation, commendation and exhortation 
Argument  

A church leader named Diotrephes has taken control of one of John's link / 
branch churches and has refused to receive delegates sent by John to the church. 
He has also driven out any members who have challenged him over this action. 
There is little point in John writing to Diotrephes, as there is no guarantee that his 
letter would be acted on, so he writes to Gaius, a trusted friend and member of 
the church. John thanks Gaius for welcoming the delegates and seeks to expose 
Diotrephes' bullying and slander directed at John. John commends Demetrius to 
Gaius - possibly the bearer of the letter.  
   
Issues  

i] Background: The name Gaius is mentioned a number of times in the NT, 
but it is unlikely that any of those mention is the Gaius referred to here, cf., 
Rom.16:23, 1Cor.1:14, Acts 19:29, 20:4. The Gaius referred to in this letter 
resides in Asia. In later tradition it was held that John appointed him to be bishop 
of Pergamon, a town situated on the west coast of Asia Minor. Schnackenburg 
describes him as "a friendly member of the laity."  

Some commentators suggest a link between 2 and 3 John (also 1 John, so 
Johnson, The Writings of the NT, 1999). The suggestion is that Demetrius carries 
both letters, 2 John for the Elect Lady Church, and 3 John for Gaius, cf., v9. 3 
John serves to warn Gaius of Diotrephes, who opposes John and who may try to 
stop 2 John being read in church. If Diotrephes does try to stop the letter being 
read, John encourages Gaius to take a firm stand against him. John will soon be 
along to sort things out.  

This letter gives us an insight into the management-structure of a Christian 
church in the first century. It seems likely that John the Elder is operating out of 
a major central church in Asia, and from there he manages link / branch churches. 
1 John presents as a general letter to those churches, while 2 John is addressed to 
one particular church. As well as letters, John controls the link / branch churches 
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through visiting delegates, teachers who exercise a pastoral ministry under his 
authority. Gaius has welcomed such a delegate, but his church, under the control 
of Diotrephes, has refused to receive him. John praises Gaius and encourages him 
to receive the latest delegate, Demetrius, probably the bearer of the letter.  
   

ii] Structure: Salutation, commendation and exhortation:  
Greeting, v1-4;  
Commendation, v5-8;  
The issue at hand, v9-10; 

Diotrephes' behaviour;  
Concluding exhortation, v11-12;  
Farewell, v13-15.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

This letter is devoid of theological discussion. In fact, it doesn't even 
mention Jesus, Christ, or the Spirit. As Yarbrough puts it, this letter "is a 
brisk note of encouragement to a trusted and well-grounded colleague, not 
a letter of formal instruction, diplomatic appeal or Christological 
testimony."  
   

Text - 1:1  
To Gaius: i] Greeting, v1-4. The letter opens in typical fashion with a from 

whom and a to whom, and then moves to a hope all is going well for you. The 
Elder notes that all is going well for Gaius in the spiritual department, given that 
he has received an account of his Christian conduct. The intended sense of this 
conduct, his "walking in the truth", is somewhat fraught, as indicated in the notes 
below. Is his walk "faithful conduct" or "gospel orientated conduct"? Anyway, 
for John the Elder there is no greater joy than to know that those under his charge 
are "walking in the truth."  

oJ presbuteroV (oV) "the elder" - Nominative absolute. Most likely used 
here of a title.  

kuria/ (oV) "to [my dear friend] Gaius" - TO GAIUS [THE BELOVED]. Dative 
of recipient.  

en + dat. "in [the truth]" - [WHOM I LOVE] IN [the TRUTH]. Probably adverbial 
here, "sincerely", "whom I truly love", Berkeley, or reference / respect, "with 
respect to the gospel", Culy, "as a fellow-believer, as one who is of the truth", 
Bruce. Local, sphere, sphere is of course possible, truth is the sphere within which 
believers live out their faith.  
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v2 

peri + gen. "-" - [BELOVED] CONCERNING [ALL THINGS]. This preposition 
usually expresses reference / respect, so "concerning all things", possibly 
extending to "in all respects", "in every way", Zerwick, even with a more 
idiomatic sense, "above all", so Moule.  

euodousqai (euodow) pres. mid./pas. inf. "that all may go well with you" 
- [I WISH, PRAY YOU] TO DO WELL [AND BE WELL]. As with euodousqai, "to 
prosper", the infinitive introduces an object clause / dependent statement of 
perception / indirect speech expressing what John prays for. The accusative se, 
"you", technically serves as the accusative subject of the infinitive. John's wish-
prayer for Gaius is that his plans may be realised and that his health may be sound. 
"I wish / hope" is probably better than "I pray", given it is unlikely that we have 
here a prayer based on the revealed will of God for Gaius.  

kaqwV "even as" - LIKE / AS. Comparative, leaning toward quality / standard; 
"I hope you are experiencing good fortune and health, as you are / in much the 
same way as your spiritual life is prospering."  

hJ yuch (h) "soul" - THE LIFE, SOUL [OF YOU DOES WELL]. "I know it is well 
with your soul", TEV, is a popular way of translating this verse, but in John's 
letters this noun means "life", here probably more narrowly "spiritual life". The 
way Gaius' spiritual life is going well / prospering is outlined in v3-4; he is 
"walking in the truth."  
   
v3 

gar "-" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why John is able to say 
that Gaius' spiritual life is prospering; "for I rejoiced greatly ....."  

ercomenwn (ercomai) gen. pres. mid. part. "when [some believers] came" - 
[I REJOICED EXCEEDINGLY] COMING [OF BROTHERS AND WITNESSING, GIVING 
TESTIMONY]. As with "bearing witness / testifying", genitive absolute 
construction best treated as temporal, although causal is possible; "when the 
brothers came and testified" = "I was really happy when some fellow believers 
came and brought the news ...." "When some brethren arrived", TEV.  

th/ alhqeia/ (a) dat. "[your] faithfulness" - IN THE TRUTH, TRUTHFULNESS, 
FAITHFULNESS [OF YOU]. Dative of direct object after the verb "to bear witness 
to, confirm." We might have expected the witnesses confirming something 
(dative) peri, "about" Gaius, but here we have something + a genitive, "of you", 
best taken as possessive, so "they testified to your alhqeia/". This word may be 
taken here to mean "faithfulness" as NIV, ie., of living out one's faith; "that you 
are truly devoted to God", TH, or even "your integrity", Yarbrough. Yet, here 
"truth" may reflect "the truth / gospel", rather than "truthfulness / integrity"; 
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"testified to your truth, as indeed you are walking in the truth", ESV. So, possibly 
"truth" here expresses an understanding of the gospel, a "walking in the truth", 
cf., en below. Gaius is a man of truth, he understands the prime directive, "that 
we should believe in the name of his Son Jesus Christ", 1Jn.3:23.  

kaqwV "how / telling how" - AS. It is possible that this conjunction 
introduces a dependent statement of indirect speech at this point, expressing what 
the brethren said of Gaius, namely, "how you continue to walk in truth", as NIV. 
It should though be noted that the construction of this verse is similar to v2 where 
kaqwV is obviously comparative, leaning toward quality / standard, so "as indeed 
it is a fact that in your whole life you are guided by the truth", Cassirer.  

peripateiV (peripatew) pres. "you continue to walk" - YOU WALK. "Walk" 
as in "live / conduct oneself." The present tense is taken as durative / imperfective 
by the NIV expressing ongoing action.  

en + dat. "in" - IN [TRUTH]. The lack of the article for alhqeia/, "truth", may 
imply that the preposition is being used adverbially, either modal, expressing 
manner, so "living truly / faithfully", living "in an exemplary manner", 
Yarbrough. Better taken to express a standard, "to live in accordance with the 
truth of the message of the gospel", Kruse, "loyalty to Christ and the gospel by 
which his life was marked", Bruce. Of course, an instrumental sense is possible, 
"walking / living by the truth", so REB. As for the "truth" itself, whether we read 
the definite article or not ("truth" = "truly", or "the truth"), it is surely both known 
and lived; "doctrine and duty, creed and conduct", Akin.  
   
v4 

toutwn gen. pro. "-" - [I DO NOT HAVE GREATER JOY] than THESE things. 
The genitive is ablative, comparative; "than these". The demonstrative pronoun 
serves as a substantive and is cataphoric, forward referencing to the iJna 
construction "that I may hear that my children are walking in the truth."  

iJna + subj. "to [hear]" - THAT [I MAY HEAR of]. Epexegetic, specifying "these 
things".  

peripatounta (peripatew) pres. part. "are walking [in the truth]" - [MY 
CHILDREN] WALKING [IN THE TRUTH]. The participial construction "walking in the 
truth" serves as the complement of the object "children" in a double accusative 
construction, so asserting a fact about the children, namely, they are walking in 
the truth. For en, and the sense of "walking in truth", see v3. Note that "truth" 
now carries a definite article th/, but as Culy notes, no distinction should be made 
with or without it.  
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v5 

ii] Commendation, v5-8: The Elder now commends Gaius for receiving and 
supporting his delegates against Diotrephes, and now that they have returned 
(some or all), he asks for a repeat kindness, to receive and support them, and 
"help them on their journey", NEB. The delegates who function "for the sake of 
the Name", can only survive with the support of the congregations they visit. So, 
the Elder encourages Gaius, a man who not only walks in truth, but also in love 
(probably along with his friends in the congregation who still support the Elder 
John), to continue to give financial support to his delegates. They are not able to 
finance their transport, room and board from secular donations, so it is incumbent 
on believes to offer that support.  

piston adj. "faithful" - [BELOVED, YOU DO] A FAITHFUL thing. First predicate 
position for emphasis. The sense here is of acting in a loyal way, BAGD 662 1b; 
"Its a loyal thing you do", TEV.  

o} ean + subj. "in what" - WHATEVER [YOU MAY WORK]. This construction 
serves to form an indefinite relative pronoun, "what" + an, or ean = "whatever". 
In expressing a general occurring circumstance a temporal sense may be implied, 
"whenever"; "you are acting faithfully when you do anything for the brothers", 
Berkeley.  

eiV + acc. "for [the brothers and sisters]" - TOWARD [THE BROTHERS]. Here 
expressing advantage; "for the brothers."  

kai touto "even though" - AND THIS / THAT = ESPECIALLY. Idiomatic 
expression, cf., 1Cor.6:6; Phil.1:28; Eph.2:8. The kai is emphatic and touto 
refers here to the kindness of Gaius; "especially".  

xenouV adj. "they are strangers to you" - [when they are] STRANGE = 
STRANGERS. The adjective serves as a substantive, so "strangers". Standing in 
apposition to "brothers", brothers who are unknown to Gaius.  
   
v6 

enwpion + gen. "-" - [WHO WITNESS TO, GIVE TESTIMONY TO LOVE OF YOU] 
BEFORE [the CHURCH]. The preposition is spatial; "in front of, before". The 
delegates have testified to their home church of the love shown by Gaius; "they 
have indeed borne witness to your great kindness to them, and have done so in 
front of the congregation here", Cassirer.  

thn agaph/ (h) "[your] love" - THE LOVE [OF YOU]. Dative of direct object 
after the verb "to bear witness to." We have the same construction as for th/ 
alhqeia/, "the truth [of you]", v3. The delegates have testified to his truth, but 
also to his agaph/, "love". As discussed in v3, the "truth" may be "integrity", 
Gaius is a man of integrity, but the Elder could also be saying he is a man of 
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"truth" - he understands the gospel, he understands the prime directive, namely, 
"that we should believe in the name of his Son Jesus Christ", 1Jn.3:23. And along 
with this, he understands the importance of applying the fruit of faith, namely 
love, ie., part two of the prime directive, "love one another."  

kalwV poihseiV "you do well / please" - YOU WILL DO WELL. The future 
tense of the verb "to do" is used imperatively, and with the adverb kalwV, "well", 
gives the literal sense "do well", and the idiomatic sense "please", as NIV11.  

propemyaV (propempw) aor. part. "send [them] on their way" - HAVING 
SENT AWAY. The participle is adverbial, best treated as instrumental, expressing 
means; "by sending them on their way."  

ou}V pro. "them" - WHOM. Accusative direct object of the participle "having 
sent away."  

tou qeou (oV) gen. "[in a manner that honours] God" - [WORTHILY] OF 
GOD. For this construction see Col.1:10, 1Thes.2:12. If we treat the adverb 
"worthily" as a noun, "a worthy manner", the genitive can be taken as adjectival, 
attributive. Westcott heads in that direction with the idiomatic translation: 
"worthily of their dedication to the service of God", so also Zerwick. Smalley 
suggests it is best taken as verbal, subjective; "worthily from God's point of 
view." Of course, axiwV can take a genitive complement. The phrase as a whole 
is adverbial, modal, expressing manner, as NIV. "There are various levels at 
which .... help can be given, and the elder wanted it to be offered in a way that 
would .... be worthy of the one who gives generously and richly to his servants", 
Marshall.  
   
v7 

gar "-" - for, because. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the 
delegates should be sent on their way "worthy of God", namely, because they 
serve "on behalf of the Name" and because they receive no support (from the 
secular community???). It is this last statement that indicates the nature of 
sending them forth in a manner "worthy of God", namely, financially secure, with 
the funds necessary for transport, board and lodging. Jesus himself outlined the 
principles of support for his delegates / missionaries, Mk.6:7-13; "for they have 
gone out", ESV.  

uJper + gen. "for the sake of" - [THEY WENT FORTH] ON BEHALF OF. Here 
expressing representation, "on behalf of", but possibly leaning toward the 
motivating cause / reason; "because of." Possibly benefit, "for the sake of"; "it 
was in support of Christ's cause", Cassirer. "They do it all for Jesus Christ."  

tou onomatoV (a atoV) gen. "the Name" - THE NAME. The "name" 
represents the person, particularly for Jesus, his authority. For a Jew, the Name 
referred to YHWH, the Lord. In the NT this extends to "the Lord Jesus Christ." 
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This is as close as we get to a mention of the person of Jesus in this letter; a 
somewhat strange fact.  

lambanonteV (lambanw) pres. part. "receiving" - TAKING, RECEIVING 
[NOTHING]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as modal, expressing manner, 
as NIV. "They decided not to accept help from someone who wasn't a follower", 
CEV, so also Barclay, etc.; a rather puritanical assumption seems to lie behind 
this translation. Were they not accepting help from Pagans, or is it simply the fact 
that they didn't receive help from Pagans? The latter, surely; "they set out under 
the banner of the Name, and get no help from unbelievers", Peterson. The present 
tense, being durative / imperfective, probably indicates habitual action.  

apo + gen. "from" - FROM [THE GENTILES, PAGANS]. Expressing source / 
origin. "Non-believers", Yarbrough.  
   
v8  

hJmeiV pro. "we" - Emphatic by use and position.  
oun "therefore" - THEREFORE. Inferential / drawing a logical conclusion. 

Given that the secular world is unlikely to support Christian ministry, it is 
therefore incumbent on believers to offer that support.  

uJpolambanein (upolambanw) pres. inf. "to show hospitality" - [WE ARE 
OBLIGATED, OUGHT] TO LIFT UP, ASSIST, SUPPORT [THE ONES OF SUCH A KIND]. 
The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to be 
obligated"; "we must support people like them", CEV.  

iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT [WE MAY BE FELLOW WORKERS]. Here serving 
to introduce a final clause expressing purpose; "in order that we may be fellow 
workers."  

th/ alhqeia/ (a) dat. "for the truth" - IN THE TRUTH. Dative of interest, 
advantage, "for the sake of the truth", as NIV, so Kruse, "for the benefit of the 
truth", Marshall, Bultman. Other possibilities present themselves: dative of 
association, "with the truth", Wallace (the verb sunergew, "to work together 
with", takes a dative of direct object and could well be implied in the construction 
sunergoi ginwmeqa, "to be a fellow worker"); local / sphere, "in the truth", 
Yarbrough; dative of reference, "fellow workers with them in (with respect to) 
the truth", Culy. However we take the dative, "the truth" is likely to be the truth 
of the gospel encapsulated in the prime directive: love God by obeying his 
commands, namely to believe in Jesus and bear the fruit of that faith, namely 
brotherly love. By supporting the delegates / missionaries, Gaius and those 
members of his Christian fellowship who remain loyal to the Elder John against 
Diotrephes and his supports, share in the gospel ministry of the delegates. "We 
become their companions in spreading the Truth", Peterson.  
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v9 

iii] The troublemaker, Diotrephes, v9-10. John the Elder has written to the 
church, but Diotrephes has ignored his instructions. John indicates that when he 
comes to visit the church he will sort things out, given the behaviour of 
Diotrephes, both his malicious words and actions, ie., his defaming John, 
shunning John's delegates, and excommunicating members who support John and 
his delegates. The word qifoprwteuw, "to desire to be first", may indicate that 
Diotrephes is the Bishop of this church, a position he loves. He is obviously 
supported by the majority of the congregation, given his ability to 
excommunicate those who oppose him.  

th/ ekklhsia/ (a) dat. "to the church" - [I WROTE SOMETHING] TO THE 
CHURCH. Dative of indirect object. Numerous variants exist, but the most likely 
text is "I wrote something to the church." Some commentators suggest that this 
letter is 2 John, but there is little evidence either way. What is clear is that 
Diotrephes resists the instructions in this letter and presumably carries the 
congregation with him, other than Gaius and possibly some other supporters of 
John the Elder.  

all (alla) "but" - Strong adversative.  
oJ filoprwteuwn (filoprwteuw) pres. part. "who loves to be first" - 

[DIOTREPHES] THE ONE LOVING TO BE FIRST. The participle serves as a 
substantive, standing in apposition to Diotrephes. Power corrupts, and obviously 
power has gone to Diotrephes' head.  

autwn gen. pro. "-" - OF THEM. The genitive is either partitive, or of 
subordination.  

ouk epidecetai (epidecomai) pres. "will not welcome" - DOES NOT 
RECEIVE [US]. This word only occurs twice in the NT, here and in v10. It seems 
very unlikely that the NIV "welcome" is the sense of this word. The context 
implies an unwillingness of Diotrephes to receive or take note of the letter, so 
Culy; "accept or receive (the letter)", Yarbrough. Possibly, "Diotrephes ..... does 
not acknowledge our authority", ESV, so Cassirer, Barclay.  
   
v10 

dia touto "so" - BECAUSE OF THIS. This causal construction is inferential; 
"for this reason" = "therefore".  

ean + subj. "if / when" - IF [I COME]. Usually taken as introducing a 3rd. class 
conditional clause where the condition has the possibility of coming true, "if, as 
the case may be, I come, then I will bring attention to his works." According to 
Westcott the force of this construction is temporal and so does not necessarily 
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imply doubt, so NIV11, cf., 1Jn.2:28; "the course that I adopt when I come to see 
you", Cassirer.  

uJpomnhsw (upomimnhskw) fut. "I will call attention to" - I WILL BRING TO 
MIND, BRING UP, CALL ATTENTION TO, REMEMBER [THE WORKS OF HIM WHICH 
HE IS DOING]. As a uJpo prefix verb we would expect a dative of direct object, but 
when transitive it takes an accusative direct object. When John comes, he will 
confront Diotrephes and "expose" the deeds which he is doing = "his dealings", 
Yarbrough, his "behaviour", TH.  

autou gen. pro. "he" - [THE WORKS] OF HIM [WHICH HE DOES] The genitive 
may be treated as adjectival, possessive, or verbal, subjective.  

logoiV (oV) dat. "gossiping / spreading" - [WITH EVIL, MALICIOUS] WORDS. 
The dative is adverbial, qualifying the verb "he does" - what he does is not 
positive. Probably instrumental, expressing means, "with evil words", "with 
insulting language", Berkeley, or causal, "for he speaks evil of us", Cassirer.  

qluarwn (fluarew) pres. part. "malicious nonsense [about us]" - 
MALIGNING, TALKING NONSENSE [about US]. The verb means "to talk nonsense" 
so leading to "making groundless accusations", "maligning." The participle is 
obviously adverbial, possibly temporal, "when he slanders us with evil words", 
or modal, expressing manner, "for he speaks evil of us, accusing us in a frivolous 
manner", Cassirer, or instrumental, "by disparaging us with wicked words", Culy. 
The point is that Diotrephes continually speaks ill of John.  

mh arkoumenoV (arkew) pres. mid./pas. part. "not satisfied" - [AND] NOT 
BEING SATISFIED. The participle is adverbial, best treated as causal, "because he 
is not satisfied with that."  

epi + dat. "with [that]" - UPON [THESE things / actions]. Spatial, 
metaphorical = upon / added to these thing / actions = "as well as that"; "and if 
that's not enough", Yarbrough.  

oute .... kai "he even ...... also .." - NEITHER ... AND. Negated correlative 
construction, but instead of the usual "neither .... nor", we have "neither .... and 
also"  

touV adelfouV (oV) "other believers" - [RECEIVES] THE BROTHERS. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to receive." Presumably this is a reference 
to Diotrephes' refusal to receive the delegates from the Elder John; "he refuses to 
welcome the (my) delegates."  

touV boulomenouV (boulomai) pres. mid. part. "those who want to do so" 
- [AND] THE ONES INTENDING [HE PREVENTS, AND SENDS AWAY]. The participle 
serves as a substantive. Presumably referring to Diotrephes' attempts to stop 
members of the congregation from welcoming John's delegates; "and also stops 
those who want to welcome them", TEV.  
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ek + gen. "out of [the church" - FROM [THE CHURCH]. Expressing 
separation; "away from." The verb ekballw, "to throw out", is used of 
excommunication from a synagogue and is obviously being used with that sense 
here; "and puts them out of the church", TEV. Diotrephes is certainly consistent; 
he shafts John and John's delegates, along with any member of the church who 
supports John.  
   
v11 

iv] Concluding exhortation, v11-12. Following the example of godly saints 
is a worthy undertaking, but we need to take care whose example we follow. John 
suggests it is not a good idea to follow the example of someone who is inclined 
to act in an evil way; follow someone who is spoken well of, a person like 
Demetrius. Presumably Demetrius is one of the delegates, probably the bearer of 
this letter. There is a reference to Demetrius the silversmith in Acts 19:24, 38, but 
it is very unlikely that it is the same person.  

mh mimou (mimeomai) pres. imp. "do not imitate" - [BELOVED], DO NOT 
IMITATE. The one and only imperative in this letter.  

to neut. "the [bad]" - THE [BAD BUT] THE [GOOD]. As with "the good", the 
article serves as a nominalizer turning the adjective into a substantive. The neuter 
implies "what is bad" / "what is good." "Don't emulate the actions of an evil 
person (is Diotrephes in mind?), but rather, emulate the actions of good people."  

alla "but" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint construction; "do 
not imitate evil, but imitate good", ESV.  

oJ agaqopoiwn (agaqopoiew) pres. part. "anyone who does what is good" 
- THE ONE DOING GOOD. As with "the one doing evil", the participle serves as a 
substantive.  

ek + gen. "from" - [IS] FROM [GOD]. Expressing source / origin, possibly in 
the sense of "born from God". The child of God bears the fruit of faith, namely, 
love; "doing good flows naturally from the person born of God, just as doing evil 
is a calling card of 'children of the devil'", Yarbrough. "They belong to the family 
of God", Bruce. Cf., 1Jn.2:16, 3:10  

ouc eJwraken (oJraw) perf. "has not seen" - [THE ONE DOING EVIL] HAS NOT 
SEEN [GOD]. "Seen" here does not mean visibly seen in the same way as "know" 
does not mean know by observation. Both "see" and "know" are used with the 
same meaning, namely, of spiritually entering into a relationship with God 
through faith in Christ, "cf., 1Jn.3:6. Every believer knowingly sins, is repentant 
and strives to do better, but the children of darkness habitually sin with defiant 
intent and such indicates that they are not in a saving relationship with God in 
Christ.  
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v12  

Dhmhtiw/ (oV) dat. "Demetrius" - [TESTIMONY HAS BEEN GIVEN] TO 
DEMETRIUS. Dative of indirect object / interest, advantage / respect.  

uJpo + gen. "by [everyone - and even] by" - BY [ALL AND] BY. Expressing 
agency; "Demetrius is spoken well of by everyone." The adjective "all" serves as 
a substantive, so "everyone", obviously in the sense of "all believers", but 
possibly the secular community is included.  

authV gen. pro. "itself" - [THE TRUTH] ITSELF. This pronoun may be taken 
as a demonstrative "this truth", but it can be taken as intensive, "the truth itself", 
cf., Wallace, 349, as NIV. "The truth" may serve as an allusion to the right 
behaviour of Demetrius of which everyone speaks well of; his actions speak well 
of him, they are true. On the other hand, we have an allusion to his gospel 
commitment; "even his commitment to the truth of the gospel speaks well of 
him", so Brown, Kruse. Then again, its use here may be idiomatic, reflecting a 
law court where it is said of someone that the case in favour of them is beyond 
doubt; "even the truth itself speaks well of him", so Lieu. Some commentators 
think we have an illusion to deity here, particularly Christ, "The Truth"; "Even 
Jesus speaks well of him", so Turner, Bruce.  

oJti "that" - [AND WE ALSO GIVE TESTIMONY to him AND WE KNOW] THAT 
[THE TESTIMONY OF US IS TRUE]. Here introducing an object clause / dependent 
statement of perception expressing what "you know." The "we" may well be a 
royal plural, so "I also bear testimony on his behalf and you know that I don't 
endorse people lightly."  
   
v13 

v] Farewell. Personal notes and greetings.  
eicon (ecw) imperf. "I have" - I HAD The imperfect is used here to express 

an unfulfilled obligation, cf., BDF 358; "I should"  
grayai (grafw) aor. inf. "[much] to write" - [MANY things] TO WRITE. The 

infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "I have", "I have to 
write to you much = many things"; "There are a lot more things I need to tell you, 
but ....."  

soi dat. pro. "you" - TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
all (alla) "but" - BUT [I DO NOT WILL, WISH, WANT]. Strong adversative, 

establishing a contrast.  
soi grafein "to do so" - TO WRITE TO YOU. Syntax as grayai soi above.  
dia + gen. "with [pen and ink]" - BY [INK AND PEN]. The preposition here 

expresses means; "by means of." Idiomatic sense; "by letter"; "but I'd rather not 
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do so in a letter." Presumably John intends visiting his associate / branch churches 
soon and so there is no need to write at length.  
   
v14 

idein (oJraw) aor. inf. "to see [you]" - [I AM HOPING] TO SEE [YOU 
IMMEDIATELY]. The infinitive is usually classified here as complementary, but it 
can be taken to introduce an object clause / dependent statement of perception 
expressing what is hoped; "I hope that I will see you soon."  

stoma proV stoma "face to face" - [AND WE WILL SPEAK] MOUTH TO MOUTH 
= FACE TO FACE. Accusative direct object of the verb "to speak." Idiomatic for 
"in person." "I hope to be there soon in person and have a heart-to-heart talk", 
Peterson.  
   
v15 

soi "[Peace] to you" - Semitic, shalom 'alekha. This common phrase is an 
elliptical wish / prayer expressing something like "may God's peace be upon 
you", Local dative, of space. Possibly "flow to you", dative of indirect object, or 
"for you", dative of interest, advantage.  

oiJ filoi (oV) "the friends" - THE = OUR FRIENDS, BELOVED [GREET YOU]. 
Nominative subject of the verb "to greet." "The friends" are presumably the 
brothers and sisters who are fellowshipping with John at this time - a more 
intimate term for the brotherhood, cf., Lk.12:4, Acts 27:3; "the beloved".  

kat (kata) "by [name]" - [GREET THE = OUR FRIENDS] ACCORDING TO 
[NAME]. Distributive use of the preposition; "name by name", Culy; "Give our 
greeting to each one of the beloved there with you."  
   
   
   

Finis  
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